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Preface

Development Cooperation for the MDGs - Maximizing Impact

In June 2010, development cooperation actors met at the second biennial Development Cooperation Forum (DCF), part of the High-level Segment of the Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC). Government ministers, UN development agency heads, NGOs and other development practitioners exchanged ideas and best practices on how the international community can improve the impact of aid on development goals, especially the Millennium Development Goals.

This independent report brings together ideas that emerged during the debates at the DCF, along with research by United Nations organizations and studies conducted by independent consultants and think tanks in preparation for the Forum. As such, the report provides a wide range of views and trends on development cooperation and should be considered a comprehensive resource in this field.

Among the ideas debated at the DCF was the effectiveness of accountability mechanisms – measures to ensure that aid is provided, managed and delivered to recipients in a timely, efficient and transparent manner at global, regional and national levels. The need for improved policy coherence in donor and recipient countries was also a focus. Aid and non-aid policies also need to be rectified; in many cases non-aid policies on trade, investment and migration have hindered aid policies. This report presents information on these misalignments.

Information on other trends are included herewith: aid quantity and quality, the impact of the recent global crises on aid delivery, financing needs for climate change adaptation and mitigation, aid allocation, the impact of aid on gender equality and South-South and triangular development cooperation.

It is my hope that a wide range of development cooperation actors will read this report closely. The efforts of government line ministries, NGOs and UN system bodies need to be synchronized in order to achieve our common development goals. With the deadline for achieving the Millennium Development Goals drawing near in 2015, a common understanding among all stakeholders and enhanced cooperation is more important than ever before.

May this report also reinvigorate commitment to the DCF as the key global venue for addressing and improving development cooperation. The Forum needs continuous input from development practitioners including evidence-based research, best practices and innovative strategies that should be shared with the larger international community.

Sha Zukang
Under-Secretary-General for Economic and Social Affairs
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# List of acronyms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AAA</td>
<td>Accra Agenda for Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAF</td>
<td>African Agriculture Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAU</td>
<td>Assigned Amount Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accra HLF</td>
<td>Accra High Level Forum on Aid Effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACM ECS</td>
<td>Ayeyawady-Chao Phraya-Mekong Economic Cooperation Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADFD</td>
<td>Abu Dhabi Fund for Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AfDB</td>
<td>African Development Bank Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFESD</td>
<td>Arab Fund for Economic and Social Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AFI</td>
<td>Alliance for Financial Inclusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGDI</td>
<td>African Gender and Development Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AGOA</td>
<td>African Growth and Opportunity Act</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIDA</td>
<td>Accessible Information on Development Activities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AIMS</td>
<td>Aid Information Management Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALBA</td>
<td>Alianza Bolivariana para los Pueblos de Nuestra América</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ALNAP</td>
<td>Active Learning Network for Accountability and Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMANET</td>
<td>African Malaria Vaccine Testing Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMC</td>
<td>Advanced Market Commitment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AMPs</td>
<td>Aid Management Platforms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANDI</td>
<td>African Network for Drugs and Drug Information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APP</td>
<td>Africa Progress Panel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AsDB</td>
<td>Asian Development Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASEAN</td>
<td>Association of Southeast Asian Nations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AU</td>
<td>African Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AusAID</td>
<td>Australian Government’s overseas Aid Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AWEPA</td>
<td>Association of European Parliamentarians with Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BADEA</td>
<td>Arab Bank for Economic Development in Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BAPOA</td>
<td>Buenos Aires Plan of Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BPA</td>
<td>Brussels Plan of Action</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAC</td>
<td>Bangladeshi Rural Advancement Committee</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BWIs</td>
<td>Bretton Woods institutions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CABBIO</td>
<td>Centro Brasileiro-Argentino de Biotecnología</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CADF</td>
<td>China Africa Development Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAN</td>
<td>Comunidad Andina</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAP</td>
<td>Common Agricultural Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARICOM</td>
<td>Caribbean Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDDE</td>
<td>Capacity Development for Development Effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CDM</td>
<td>Clean Development Mechanism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CER</td>
<td>Certified Emission Reduction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CGD</td>
<td>Center for Global Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CIF</td>
<td>Climate Investment Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COMPAS</td>
<td>Common Performance Assessment System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CPA</td>
<td>Country Programmable Aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRS</td>
<td>Creditor Reporting System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSO</td>
<td>Civil Society Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CSW</td>
<td>Commission on the Status of Women (UN)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAC</td>
<td>Development Assistance Committee of the OECD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DADs</td>
<td>Development Assistance Databases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DARA</td>
<td>Development Assistance Research Associates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DAW</td>
<td>Division for the Advancement of Women (United Nations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DCF</td>
<td>Development Cooperation Forum (United Nations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFI</td>
<td>Development Finance International</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DFID</td>
<td>Department for International Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DP4</td>
<td>Development Partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRC</td>
<td>Democratic Republic of Congo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRRI</td>
<td>Disaster Risk Reduction Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DSF</td>
<td>Debt Sustainability Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EALA</td>
<td>East African Legislative Assembly</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
<td>European Commission</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECOSOC</td>
<td>Economic and Social Council (United Nations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECOWAS</td>
<td>Economic Community of West African States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDPRS</td>
<td>Economic Development and Poverty Reduction Strategy (Ethiopia)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EIF</td>
<td>Enhanced Integrated Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU</td>
<td>European Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXIM</td>
<td>Export-Import Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FAO</td>
<td>Food and Agriculture Organisation (United Nations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCO</td>
<td>Foreign &amp; Commonwealth Office</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FDI</td>
<td>Foreign Direct Investment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FOCAC</td>
<td>Forum on China-Africa Cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAFSP</td>
<td>Global Agriculture and Food Security Program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAVI</td>
<td>Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GDP</td>
<td>Gross Domestic Product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEF</td>
<td>Global Environment Facility</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFATM</td>
<td>Global Fund to Fight Aids Tuberculosis and Malaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFDRR</td>
<td>Global Facility for Disaster Reduction and Recovery</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GFRP</td>
<td>Global Food Crisis Support Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GHA</td>
<td>Global Humanitarian Assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GMR</td>
<td>Global Monitoring Report</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GNI</td>
<td>Gross National Income</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GTZ</td>
<td>Gesellschaft für Technische Zusammenarbeit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIPC</td>
<td>Heavily Indebted Poor Countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIPC</td>
<td>Heavily Indebted Poor Countries Capacity-Building Programme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV/AIDS</td>
<td>Human immunodeficiency virus / acquired immune deficiency syndrome</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acronym</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HMT</td>
<td>Her Majesty's Treasury</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HRI</td>
<td>Humanitarian Response Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IADB</td>
<td>Inter-American Development Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IADG</td>
<td>Internationally Agreed Development Goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IATI</td>
<td>International Aid Transparency Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBRD</td>
<td>International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (World Bank)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IBSA</td>
<td>India-Brazil-South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDA</td>
<td>International Development Association (World Bank)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFAD</td>
<td>International Fund for Agricultural Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFFm</td>
<td>International Finance Facility for Immunization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ILO</td>
<td>International Labour Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMF</td>
<td>International Monetary Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSTRAW</td>
<td>International Research and Training Institute for the Advancement of Women (United Nations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPRs</td>
<td>Intellectual Property Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IPU</td>
<td>Inter-Parliamentary Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IRAI</td>
<td>IDA Resource Allocation Index</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IsDB</td>
<td>Islamic Development Bank</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IT</td>
<td>Information Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAF</td>
<td>Joint Assessment Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JAS</td>
<td>Joint Assistance Strategy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JBSF</td>
<td>Joint Budget Support Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JICA</td>
<td>Japan International Cooperation Agency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KFAED</td>
<td>Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDC</td>
<td>Least Developed Countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDPG</td>
<td>Local Development Partners’ Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LICs</td>
<td>Low income countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LLDCs</td>
<td>Land-Locked Developing Countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LOC</td>
<td>Line of Credit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M&amp;E</td>
<td>Monitoring and Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>Mutual Accountability</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDG</td>
<td>Millennium Development Goal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDRI</td>
<td>Multilateral Debt Relief Initiative</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MERCOSUR</td>
<td>Mercado Comun del Sur</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MICS</td>
<td>Middle income countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOPAN</td>
<td>Multilateral Organization Performance Assessment Network</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MPI</td>
<td>Ministry of Planning and Investment (Vietnam)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MRDE</td>
<td>Mutual Review of Development Effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MTEF</td>
<td>Medium Term Expenditure Framework</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEPAD</td>
<td>New Economic Partnership for Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NERICA</td>
<td>New Rice for Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NGO</td>
<td>Non-governmental organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NWMs</td>
<td>National Women's Machineries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OAS</td>
<td>Organization of American States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODA</td>
<td>Official development assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ODI</td>
<td>Overseas Development Institute</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD</td>
<td>Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OFID</td>
<td>OPEC Fund for International Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPEC</td>
<td>Organisation of Petroleum Exporting Countries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPM</td>
<td>Oxford Policy Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OSAGI</td>
<td>Office of the Special Adviser to the Secretary-General on Gender Issues (United Nations)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OTC</td>
<td>Over-the-counter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAHO</td>
<td>Pan African Health Organization</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAP</td>
<td>Pan African Parliament</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PBAs</td>
<td>Performance based approaches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCD</td>
<td>Policy Coherence for Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PD</td>
<td>Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PEAP</td>
<td>Poverty Eradication Action Plan (Uganda)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PFM</td>
<td>Public Financial Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGD</td>
<td>Policy for Global Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PIU</td>
<td>Project implementation unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PLaid</td>
<td>Project Level Aid Information Database</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRSC</td>
<td>Poverty Reduction Support Credit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWYF</td>
<td>Publish What You Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QuODA</td>
<td>Quality of Official Development Assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAARC</td>
<td>South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SADC</td>
<td>Southern African Development Community</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SADC-PF</td>
<td>SADC Parliamentary Forum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANBio</td>
<td>South African Network for Biosciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SCCF</td>
<td>Special Climate Change Fund</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDR</td>
<td>Special drawing rights (IMF)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEGIB</td>
<td>Secretaria General Iberoamericana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SFD</td>
<td>Saudi Fund for Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SICA</td>
<td>Sistema de la Integracion Centroamericana</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIDS</td>
<td>Small Island Developing States</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SME</td>
<td>Small and Medium Enterprises</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SMEPG</td>
<td>SME Partnership Group</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPA</td>
<td>Strategic Partnership for Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TA</td>
<td>Technical assistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TC</td>
<td>Technical co-operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TNCs</td>
<td>Transnational Corporations</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TPU</td>
<td>Trade Policy Unit</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TR-AID</td>
<td>Transparent Aid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRIPs</td>
<td>Trade Related Intellectual Property Rights</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TT-SSC</td>
<td>Task Team on South-South Cooperation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAE</td>
<td>United Arab Emirates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UEMOA</td>
<td>West African Economic and Monetary Union</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNAIDS</td>
<td>Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNCTAD</td>
<td>United Nations Conference on Trade and Development</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
UNDESA  United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs
UNDP  United Nations Development Programme
UNEP  United Nations Environment Programme
UNESCAP  United Nations Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific
UNESCO  United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation
UNFCCC  United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change
UNFPA  United Nations Population Fund
UNICEF  United Nations Children’s Fund
UNIDO  United Nations Industrial Development Organisation
UNIFEM  United Nations Development Fund for Women
UNITAID  International facility for the purchase of drugs against HIV/AIDS, Malaria and Tuberculosis
UNOCHA  United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs
UNREDD  United Nations Collaborative Programme on Reducing Emissions from Deforestation and Forest Degradation
UNRWA  United Nations Relief and Works Agency
WFP  World Food Programme (United Nations)
WHO  World Health Organisation (United Nations)
WIPO  World Intellectual Property Organization (United Nations)
WP-EFF  Working Party on Aid Effectiveness
WTO  World Trade Organisation
Overview

Development cooperation for the MDGs: maximizing results

In September 2010 the world’s leaders will gather at the United Nations to review their progress in implementing the Millennium Declaration Goals, and chart a course for the final five-year period to “free our fellow men, women and children from the abject and dehumanizing conditions of extreme poverty”. In 2005, when they last met to review progress, many governments had made major pledges to sharply increase their flows of development cooperation and debt relief. Many more made pledges to increase the “effectiveness” of aid in producing development results.

Since then, more aid has been provided. Some remarkable results have been achieved, such as 33 million more children in schools, and ten times as many patients receiving antiretroviral drugs since 2003. Many countries have attained many MDGs, and many other countries have made strong progress. The best ways to attain the MDGs, and the funding needed, are ever clearer.

Yet there is no cause for celebration. Most developing countries are off track for most of the MDGs, and have been blown further off course by the recent “triple crises” of sharply rising food prices, the volatility in oil prices, and the global financial and economic crisis – to which is being added the growing challenge of climate change. One key reason for this is that most OECD countries have not met the development cooperation promises of 2005; another is that much of the cooperation provided has had little impact on the MDGs.

In a world beset by crisis, it is the poorest who suffer most and now is not the time to break our pledges to them. Informed public opinion worldwide urges that we should provide far more development cooperation, even in a period of budgetary stringency, and to give with generosity.

The forthcoming MDG Summit is a key chance for the world’s governments. They could reinforce their budget commitments, find far more innovative financing, and build on the best practices of existing development cooperation to have even more impact and accelerate progress towards the MDGs. Together with South-South cooperation and private philanthropy, these steps could help ensure that we reach the MDGs by 2015.

This report assesses what all stakeholders in development cooperation – providers, recipients and other actors who can hold them accountable – need to do to maximize its impact and reach the MDGs. It looks in turn at four challenges facing development cooperation.

The first challenge is to mobilize more development cooperation, improve its allocation and increase its impact. Development cooperation is currently woefully insufficient, poorly allocated and having too little impact: the report suggests practical solutions to these problems.

The second challenge is making development cooperation accountable and transparent. Accountability and transparency have recently become buzzwords in development coopera-
The first challenge is to “systemitize” development cooperation. This refers to establishing formal coordination circles, with the risk that the processes might become ends in themselves. This report explains how they could work better to deliver results.

The third challenge is to “defragment” development cooperation. In the fragmented environment of international cooperation, the “OECD agenda” of pledges on quantity and effectiveness is not accepted by all countries. This is the case notably for countries providing South-South Cooperation. Yet they have been sharply increasing their flows, and the report shows us that many lessons about value-for-money and results can be learned from South-South cooperation.

The fourth challenge underlies all the others. Coherence of developed and developing country policies going “beyond aid”, broader progress on the global partnership embodied in MDG 8, and a coherent global architecture for governing development cooperation, are all essential to maximizing results.

**Mobilizing, allocating and increasing the impact of development cooperation**

Chapter 1 looks at how to increase the quantity of development cooperation, allocate it more appropriately, and increase its impact on results. Cooperation rose by 35% between 2005 and 2009, but the rise slowed sharply in 2009, and it remains woefully short of the amounts needed to finance the MDGs. Diversification of sources accelerated, with non-DAC cooperation, global funds and private philanthropy rising rapidly. OECD DAC donors have sharply increased flows, but overall DAC aid will fall way short of the 2005 pledges. The 15 donors which have met their pledges have done so because of ambitions, forward planning and increased programme aid. OECD public opinion provides scope for further aid increases. With ambitious new accountable and transparent targets, including agreeing to reach 0.7% of GNI by 2015, supported by forward plans for scaling up disbursements using programme aid, the MDG financing needs can be met.

The multiple crises have dramatically increased developing country financing needs. There is excellent analysis of how best to fulfil these needs and provide the financing, but relatively little additional financing. DAC donors’ medium-term aid plans have until recently been surprisingly resilient, Southern cooperation has also risen more sharply, and philanthropy has generally held up well. The overall effect of the global recession on reducing cooperation levels looks likely to be much less than in the past – partly due to strong civil society and government support for the MDGs.

Climate finance commitments made at and after Copenhagen fall well short of needs, which in turn dwarf current development cooperation. ODA must not be diverted to fighting climate change, and pledges to make climate change financing additional, need to be made or reinforced. Spent wisely, climate change funds could also fight poverty, and all efforts to mobilize financing should target these twin objectives. New innovative financing such as through global taxes on carbon, transport or finance, could generate even higher amounts than 0.7%, funding the MDGs and fighting climate change simultaneously.

Development cooperation continues to be misallocated among developing country groups, regions, individual countries, and regions within countries. The most vulnerable countries are receiving reduced shares, with dramatic variations in individual donor performance in targeting the weakest. There are continuing shortfalls in aid to Africa. Allocation bears little relation to need and continues to reflect donor interests, leaving some countries as “donor orphans”. Within countries, aid does not always reach the poorest regions. A global
agreement is needed on aid allocation, setting targets based on need and vulnerability. This should include a higher share of ODA to fragile and conflict-affected states, rising to 50% by 2015; and a reiteration of earlier promises for ODA proportions to allocate to least-developed, SIDS and landlocked countries.

Development cooperation is also being misallocated in terms of channels, types and sectors. Given its high levels of demonstrated effectiveness, the share of multilateral aid remains too low at 29%, though United Nations funding has been rising. Growing earmarking to particular initiatives (especially of multilateral aid) also undermines results. Bilateral providers should commit to channelling at least 35% of their aid via multilateral institutions, and to reduce earmarking. Almost half of bilateral DAC ODA does not reach country programmes, as it corresponds to expenditure for scholarships, costs for hosting refugees in OECD countries, unpredictable humanitarian aid and debt relief, and administration. Budget support is the most effective, efficient and sustainable type of aid – but is growing far too slowly. Providers should commit to moving more aid to country programmes – and setting separate targets for country programmable aid (or excluding aid which does not reach developing countries) would help foster this. They should also increase sharply the share of aid they provide in general or sector budget support.

Sectorally, there has been a welcome sharp rise in flows to infrastructure, and a smaller one for agriculture, both of which are sectors essential to combating poverty and promoting growth: but these as well as the education and health MDGs still face major financing gaps, and water and sanitation shares are falling. Rapidly growing flows to “governance” need to show that they are producing MDG results, and there is a need for dramatic improvements in monitoring and targeting aid for gender results. Aid needs to be allocated on a more balanced and stable basis across all the MDGs, without overly favoring social sectors, individual diseases or sub-sectors, notably by increasing shares for gender, infant and maternal mortality, food security, water and sanitation, and sustainable livelihoods to reduce income poverty.

The quality and effectiveness of development cooperation is critical to achieving MDG results. The Paris Declaration on Aid Effectiveness was a major step forward in committing OECD donors and recipients to care about the results of their aid, but most of its targets are unlikely to be met, and effectiveness remains especially low where it is needed most – in aid orphans and fragile states. Efforts need to be made to accelerate progress dramatically. The aid effectiveness agenda needs to be broadened to take account of the concerns of other stakeholders – and to learn lessons from the particular methods used by the most dynamic providers (Southern and private sector). Much clearer monitorable indicators and stronger efforts are needed on untying aid; transforming technical assistance into capacity-building; making aid disbursements more predictable; increasing flexibility to respond rapidly to shocks; reducing policy and procedural conditionality; increasing concessionality; and reducing fragmentation.

These steps could allow existing aid to increase its results dramatically, especially if combined with step changes in the gender focus of aid and in anti-corruption measures supported by parliamentary and community monitoring of results. To maintain public support for development cooperation, the High-level Plenary Meeting of the General Assembly on the MDGs needs to focus on measures to increase MDG results, including monitoring MDG spending (whether aid funded or not) and its impact much more closely; and the 2011 High-Level Forum on Aid Effectiveness in the Republic of Korea needs to address the concerns of other stakeholders and non-DAC providers through a broader quality and results agenda.
Accountability and transparency

One key way to increase the results of aid is to ensure that its delivery is accountable and transparent. Chapter 2 presents the DCF’s work in this area, a major focus of its programme for 2008-10.

The DCF has defined key components which have influenced the success of national accountability mechanisms in changing recipient and provider behaviour. These include a national aid policy; specific targets for individual providers as well as the recipient which are monitored and discussed at top level on an annual basis; strong recipient government, parliamentary and civil society leadership; independent analytical input from non-executive stakeholders; comprehensive databases which cover aid quality issues; and peer pressure among providers.

However, a comprehensive DCF/UNDP survey has revealed that most countries have no aid policy, and virtually none have targets for individual providers; most policies focus on recipient performance; most monitoring is of recipients, and little is independently executed; few national aid coordination forums review progress on accountability targets; non-executive stakeholder engagement is very limited; all non-executive groups have major capacity-building needs; and most participants in national mechanisms are OECD DAC donors. Overall, only eight countries have major progress on national mutual accountability, though there is some progress in 22 others and a lot of work continuing. National mutual accountability processes have more impact on recipient behaviour, and change provider behaviour only when they become very advanced.

Providers need to commit to individual targets to improve aid quality in each recipient country, giving priority to lagging country groups such as Sub-Saharan Africa and fragile states. Mutual accountability processes need to be led by recipient country governments, parliaments and civil society organizations, and focus more on the gender impact of aid. Like-minded providers need to be proactive in promoting national-level progress, and non-DAC providers should be encouraged to contribute their own ideas for targets to improve aid quality. More analysis and action is needed on accountability in provider countries and institutions.

Transparency is also weak at the national level. Country aid databases do not track many aid effectiveness indicators. Information accessibility is limited outside governments, and is mostly limited to data on recent and forecast disbursements. Progress on transparency and mutual accountability are mutually reinforcing at national level, and the most acceleration of effort is needed in Africa and fragile states. Domestic accountability in recipient countries needs to be reinforced, and domestic accountability in provider countries needs to be reformed to focus on effectiveness and results rather than other interests.

The effectiveness of global accountability mechanisms depends on the quality of their evidence, the level of ownership by all stakeholders, and the degree of debate and behaviour change they provoke. In general, aid recipients have implemented more of their commitments under such mechanisms. Provider performance is largely disappointing: key global assessments are relatively consistent in their findings, though the performance of individual donors varies widely. It is vital that individual providers establish mechanisms through which recipients collectively can hold them accountable.

Poor provider performance partly reflects eight systemic gaps in global mechanisms: providers are virtually the only sources of data and analysis; recipient governments and other stakeholders are woefully underrepresented; the content of assessments is dominated by provider concerns; most assessments cover only DAC donors and major multilaterals; virtually none publish analysis on the performance of individual providers in individual recipient countries; accountability mechanisms are not focused on results; and most assessments cover only DAC donors and major multilaterals. The DCF/UNDP survey highlights the importance of non-DAC providers being included in national and global accountability mechanisms.
countries; cooperation among mechanisms is weak though growing; few are used to provoke change at national level; and few have much impact on provider behaviour.

Global-level transparency initiatives have proliferated rapidly in recent years. The DCF has identified clear principles for ensuring they assist accountability, including responding to the information needs of different stakeholders; providing timely, accurate and up to date data; making additional information available such as the conditions attached to aid and the terms of concessional loans; being relevant for economic analysis, budgeting and planning, social and environmental appraisals, and analyzing progress of projects and programmes as well as progress towards the internationally agreed development goals; providing a mechanism to trace aid through the system from provider to intended beneficiary; being classified to match local budgets and plans, in a common data format which is easy to integrate into local systems; coming from all possible providers, including non-DAC, foundations and charities; and being easy to access for all stakeholders, especially those in developing countries.

However, a DCF survey of initiatives has found that: most current initiatives focus on publishing disbursements; documents and conditionalities need to be much more widely published; data are not timely or aligned with classification systems used in recipient countries; users see data as much less accessible than the sponsors of transparency initiatives; most data and documents come from providers; actual users of data are mainly OECD academics and civil society organizations; and most data is used only for analysis of trends and comparisons among donors. There has recently been progress in overcoming some of these problems, but transparency will increase accountability and the impact of development cooperation only if it is accompanied by analysis from independent sources, and capacity-building for non-executive stakeholders especially in developing countries.

The international community needs to set much higher standards for global initiatives, including assessing their progress annually against best practice norms, equipping a focal point to share best practice lessons, and fully funding the best initiatives. Transparency mechanisms need to broaden information and its sources, make it more timely and aligned with recipient country systems, ensure it is systematically disseminated, and build stakeholder capacity to use it to enforce accountability. Official global mutual accountability mechanisms should be rationalized, increase input and design by recipient country governments and non-executive stakeholders, and improve coverage, mutuality, timeliness and country-level relevance, to enhance impact on recipient country and provider behaviour. Regional mutual accountability mechanisms also need to be reinforced and to focus more closely on development cooperation issues.

Accountability and transparency have not focused sufficiently on gender issues. Global, regional and national mechanisms pay little attention to gender. Capacity-building for women’s organizations will be vital if gender equality is to benefit from accountability and transparency initiatives, as will high quality information and more comprehensive policy design. The DCF and its partners have begun reflecting on gender indicators and, with newly strengthened international leadership through UN-WOMEN, the United Nations could set and monitor more precise targets.

South-south cooperation

South-South Cooperation has existed for six decades, but is now more prominent than ever due to recent rapid expansion, mainly by China, Saudi Arabia and Venezuela. In Chapter 3 this report publishes the most comprehensive data available on South-South Cooperation, but even its calculation of US$15.3 billion is a considerable underestimate. Most providers are planning rapid future expansions.
South-South Cooperation channeled via multilateral organizations is 22% and rising, including sharply rising contributions to the United Nations and World Bank. South-South philanthropy is also rising sharply, mainly in social and rural development, as are self financing micro-finance charities.

More than 90% of South-South Cooperation is “country programmed”, and three quarters is project finance, though there have been rapid recent rises in budget support and debt relief. Technical cooperation remains vital for smaller providers, and humanitarian assistance is rising rapidly. In terms of country allocation, much South-South Cooperation is focused on regional neighbours, and it also specializes in funding regional programmes and institutions. Some South-South Cooperation providers have made major efforts at global cooperation outside their own regions. Political, strategic, trade and investment links are also influential.

South-South Cooperation covers most sectors but focuses on infrastructure. It has little or no policy conditions, and few procedural conditions. Much disbursement and procurement is fast and simple. Some providers use recipient financial systems, though most do not. Much South-South Cooperation is tied but this is often subject to negotiation, and in spite of tying value-for-money remains high. However, faster and cheaper implementation may come at environmental and human cost. There is no major risk of unsustainable debt: South-South Cooperation aligns with recipient debt management policies. Some South-South Cooperation is planned multi-year, and most is highly predictable in-year. There is growing coordination among South-South Cooperation providers and a wish to enhance it further including via the DCF, especially to improve review and evaluation of results.

Growing triangular cooperation (whereby OECD donors fund Southern institutions to implement programmes) has many advantages of relevance, appropriateness and cost-effectiveness, but also some risks including complex systems and negotiations and unclear division of responsibilities. Its scale is unknown but two thirds of DAC donors fund it, with Japan, Germany and Spain most prominent. Multilateral and regional organizations also promote triangular cooperation.

The report examines SSC in the key sectors of health, agriculture and infrastructure. South-South Cooperation in health is growing rapidly. Health delivery focuses on human resource development, infrastructure and systems development, and is being channeled also via global funds, regional organizations and civil society organizations. SSC in health research is high quality but growing too slowly, and private sector cooperation focuses on biotechnology and generic drugs, and on commercialisation rather than research and development. Formal collaboration networks are proving valuable, but many challenges remain.

In agriculture, South-South Cooperation can play a key role in overcoming concerns about land acquisition by South-South investors. Food security and technical cooperation support are vital, and the main challenges are posed by global agricultural distortions. South-South Cooperation in infrastructure is vital, especially on energy and railways. The United Nations is also prioritizing South-South Cooperation and establishing new innovative programmes.

Overall, South-South cooperation needs to be channeled increasingly through multilateral agencies, as well as increasing its use of budget and programme support, and of evaluation to demonstrate results. The international development cooperation system needs to capitalize fully on the comparative advantages of SSC in providing appropriate and cost-effective medical and agricultural technology, and infrastructure expertise, by procuring a higher share of inputs from Southern countries. South-South Cooperation providers could also vastly enrich national development cooperation dialogues, by suggesting ways to assess quality and impact (including speed of delivery, value-for-money, technology transfer and capacity development) and participating more fully in national accountability and transparency mechanisms.
Beyond development cooperation: coherence and architecture

To maximize its impact, development cooperation needs to be reinforced by consistency or “coherence” across a diverse range of policies in developed and developing countries, going beyond development cooperation. All these policies need to be geared to accomplishing national development priorities and the MDGs, and avoiding policies or approaches which undermine them.

Chapter 4 finds that progress on donor coherence is mixed and the issue of the impact of broader policies on development needs to move up the political agenda. In addition, relatively few developing countries have clear “beyond aid” coherence policies which, for example, define clearly the role they foresee for different types of external and domestic development financing in supporting their national development strategies. Both groups need to make much more progress in this area.

In addition, there is strong concern among all DCF stakeholders that aid dependence should be reduced over time, above all by aid catalyzing other types of development finance such as domestic savings, budget tax revenue, foreign direct investment and remittances. Clear indicators and best practice studies are needed on how aid can “work itself out of a job”, and the DCF should make this a priority in 2010-12.

Without progress across the range of partnership issues included in MDG 8, development cooperation will have limited impact. Yet private flows continue to be volatile, and more efforts are needed to enhance their development contribution. Cost reductions and diaspora bonds could channel remittances to investment in the MDGs. Trade levels are rebounding from the crisis but there is as yet no progress on the development round of trade talks. Debt relief has fallen sharply as Heavily Indebted Poor Countries Initiative reaches its end, and there is an urgent need to establish a more automatic workout mechanism for other countries which become heavily indebted in future. Other urgent priorities are to ensure that financial regulation is development-oriented, and that developing countries and non-executive stakeholders gain increased voice and participation in the global financial architecture.

Finally, it is time to reinforce the global development cooperation architecture. The Monterrey conference of 2002 led to two processes: aid effectiveness, which has been relatively efficient in negotiating monitorable indicators but less inclusive; and the DCF, which has been highly inclusive but less effective in producing actionable outcomes. Future progress could involve the United Nations taking greater leadership, building on the comparative advantages of both processes, and involving all stakeholders.

Such a solution would maximize legitimacy and effectiveness at all levels, and allow everyone to focus on results rather than architecture. A first step could be to consider moving after the next High-Level Forum on Aid Effectiveness to a more fully coordinated global architecture on aid quality with the United Nations at its apex, building on the conclusions of Monterrey. This could make a major contribution to producing stronger and more coordinated global leadership on international development cooperation, making all stakeholders focus even more strongly on development results for the world’s poorest people, and taking them beyond the Millennium Development Goals.
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Chapter 1

Mobilizing, allocating and increasing the impact of development cooperation

Aid quantity, sources and targets

At the end of 2009, international development cooperation exceeded US$170 billion, up from US$126 billion in 2005 and US$161 billion in 2008. However, a 13.1% average annual increase in 2006-08 has slowed in 2009 to only 5.6%, due in part to the impact of the global economic crisis.

As indicated in the United Nations Millennium Development Goals (MDG) Gap Task Force Report for 2010, there is no overall global estimate of financing needs for reaching the MDGs. However, whatever approach is used to estimate needs, it is clear that current financing falls well short of requirements. For example:

- For individual MDGs, UNESCO (2010) assesses that “education for all” in 46 low-income countries requires an additional US$16 billion per year; the World Bank (Horton et al 2010) suggests that an additional US$10 billion is needed to overcome under-nutrition in the 36 worst-affected countries.
- For country groups, the World Bank (2003) estimated that meeting all education, health, water and sanitation goals in low and lower middle income countries would require up to US$65 billion more per year.
- For gender-related MDGs in Low Income countries, according to UNIFEM (Grown et al 2008) at least US$13 billion more a year is needed.
- As an overall estimate, the United Nations Millennium Project assessed additional financing needs as exceeding US$110 billion a year during 2010-15.

OECD DAC aid rose by 17% during 2006-08, but in 2009 it was stagnant, declining by 2.2% to US$ 119.6 billion in 2009 (OECD DAC 2010a). In contrast, non-DAC cooperation (87% of which is South-South cooperation) increased by 76% from US$10 billion in 2006 to US$17.6 billion in 2008. Global funds disbursements more than doubled to US$3.7 billion, while aid from private sources rose by 62% to US$23.5 billion in 2008.

---

1 This chapter is based largely on a background study prepared for DCF 2010 by Alison Johnson, on Global Trends in Development Cooperation

2 These figures largely exclude very significant and growing flows from private Southern foundations, and from decentralized governments in DAC (and increasingly in non-DAC) countries, which should be a priority for further monitoring and analysis.

3 For details of how this amount is calculated, see Chapter 3.
Even this dramatic rise is an underestimate as it excludes rapidly growing flows from private Southern sources, such as BRAC, Grameen Bank and Arab foundations. As shown in Figure 1.3, there has been a fundamental change in aid trends since the mid-1990s. After reaching a low point of 0.22% of Gross National Income (GNI) in 1997, aid has risen sharply as a percentage of GNI, and by more than US$40 billion in nominal terms. In addition, much of the previous rise in 2001-05 reflected large amounts of debt relief, some of which was transferred among creditors and did not reach developing country budgets. On the other hand, most of the recent rise reflects aid which is a genuine transfer to developing countries.

---

OECD DAC CRS database. The Hudson Institute (2010) estimates private philanthropy from developed to developing countries was $52.6 billion in 2008. However, the Hudson Institute figure includes contributions to global funds as well as contributions by religious and other organizations. The latter are not included in the more usual definitions of aid and development cooperation.
countries, allowing more development cooperation to fund MDG-related spending (see 1.6.3 below), and explaining why aid has had a major impact on progress to the MDGs (see also ONE 2010; Oxfam 2010; and United Nations MDG Gap Task Force 2010).

Five years ago at the Gleneagles G8 and United Nations Millennium +5 summits, OECD DAC donors pledged sharp increases in aid, from US$80 billion in 2004 to US$130 billion in 2010. However, collectively donors are going to fall well short of these commitments, with current projections for 2010 of US$108 billion, representing a shortfall of US$22 billion (or US$17 billion if the impact of the crisis on GNI is included). As a proportion of their GNI, in 2010 DAC donors will provide only fractionally more ODA (0.34%) than the 0.33% provided in 2005 – and in 1990.

Individually, in 2005, fifteen EU countries promised to achieve ODA as a percentage of GNI of 0.51% by 2010, en route to achieving 0.7% in 2015. As shown in figure 1.4, nine countries have achieved or are expected to achieve this: listed in order of the projected share of ODA to GNI, they are Sweden, Luxembourg, Denmark, the Netherlands, Belgium, the United Kingdom, Finland, Ireland and Spain. However six (France, Germany, Austria, Portugal, Greece and Italy) are not expected to reach the 2010 target, with Greece and Italy falling well behind. Outside the EU, Norway is expected to maintain 1.0% and Switzerland has met its commitment of 0.41%. Among non-European DAC donors, targets varied but were much less ambitious in terms of GNI, and most look like achieving them. Australia, Canada, New Zealand and the USA will meet pledges unrelated to GNI, but Japan will fall one-third short of its target of increasing aid by US$10 billion.

Ambition, forward planning and programme aid all help increase flows. The fact that many OECD DAC donors are meeting the targets they set themselves, while making little progress in terms of GNI, reflects the lack of ambition by non-European donors in increasing...
aid as a percentage of GNI. Yet, there is little doubt that the targets set in 2005 had a highly positive effect on aid performance in many countries: Kharas (2010) has also shown that the ability to meet targets has been fundamentally determined by the ambition of firm budgetary plans set by DAC donors. The OECD has found that in practical terms managing to deliver on scaling up also requires improved forward planning of disbursements over 3-5 years, and increased use of programme- (rather than project-) based support.

In addition, repeated surveys in all (including non-European) OECD donor countries – before the onset of the financial crisis – found that public opinion would like aid to be much higher than it is, that polls which show support for aid cuts are based on an erroneous belief that aid is much higher than it is in reality, and that the popular and media debate about “aid scandals” is not impacting much on strong support for aid. There is therefore scope for governments to increase aid even in times of budgetary stringency – but, in the context of the current global crisis, getting the message across about the considerably small scale of aid compared to other spending, and combating constant negative stories about development cooperation, requires a massive scaling up of civil society campaigning in 2010 and beyond.

Looking ahead, sixteen European DAC members remain collectively committed to reaching (or staying above in the case of Denmark, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway and Sweden) 0.7% of GNI by 2015. Even recent new members of the EU have committed to lower GNI targets (0.17%). However, no non-European donor has set a date for 0.7% GNI:
most other OECD DAC members and Russia have committed to 0.7% only as a longer-term goal. The current gap between 0.7% of GNI and actual disbursements is US$151 billion a year. If donors continue on a linear trajectory based on their past ten years of aid disbursements, they will not collectively reach 0.7% until 2050. The slow progress does not reflect economic crisis: donor GNI has risen more than twice as fast as ODA since 1960. In 1967, donors were giving 30% more aid as a proportion of their GNI than they do now, and they are currently spending almost ten times as much on military budgets as on development (see Oxfam 2010 for these calculations).

There is an urgent need for other OECD donors to set deadlines to reach 0.7% of GNI by 2015, preferably at the September 2010 High level Plenary Meeting of the General Assembly on the MDGs. If such commitments are delivered, they could virtually treble DAC ODA to US$300 billion a year in 2009 dollars, providing enough external financing to meet the various estimates of needs to reach the MDGs (MDG Gap Task Force 2010). It is also vital that:

- Such pledges are made in formats which are transparent and regularly verifiable by independent sources, as was the case with most of the 2005 pledges, so that governments can be fully held to account (ONE 2010);
- All donors need to put in place immediately plans for scaling up disbursements via forward planning (where possible in multi-year budgets), and enhanced use of programme-based aid.

Only with this scale of increase in transparent financial commitments and fully planned disbursements, can the MDGs be achieved by 2015.

**Impact of global crises: higher needs, more analysis, some additionality**

The last four years have seen the global economy hit by three crises: sharp food price rises between 2005 and 2008, doubling of oil prices between January 2007 and August 2008 and the global financial and economic crisis of 2008-09. All three crises are having four continuing impacts on development cooperation.

First, they have increased developing country financing needs considerably, for food and energy security, as well as to fill budget and balance of payments financing gaps, in the following ways:

- Most developing countries had to increase food subsidies to keep prices of basic foodstuffs from rising sharply. In spite of these measures, more than 100 million people were driven into food insecurity, requiring increased spending on mitigation measures. Though global food prices have moderated somewhat since 2008, they have not fallen significantly in developing countries, leaving food insecurity and poverty permanently higher.
- For developing country oil exporters, higher oil prices represented good news in the form of higher export earnings. But a third of all developing countries had to increase fuel subsidies in order to smooth transitions to higher oil and transport prices, increasing budget expenditure (World Bank 2009c). In addition, many countries had to increase wages and other transfers to offset the impact of higher inflation (as domestic prices adjusted to oil prices), and faced higher import costs and therefore worsening balance of payments and reduced reserves. In spite of oil price falls in
2009, petroleum prices did not fall significantly for developing country consumers, leaving prices permanently higher and reducing real incomes.

- The impact of the global financial and economic crisis has also been permanent. Though major negative direct effects on growth, exports, remittances and exchange rates have worn off in 2010, growth is still somewhat lower in 2010 than 2008, and foreign private financial flows are not recovering enough. There has been sharply increased unemployment and poverty in many countries, requiring increased spending on retraining and social safety nets, and leaving households with far lower reserves or funds to invest for themselves in reaching the MDGs. The crisis also created a huge "fiscal hole" exceeding US$64 billion of budget revenue shortfalls in low-income countries in 2009-10, which has mostly been filled by expenditure cuts and additional domestic borrowing (Oxfam 2010).

Second, the food and financial crises resulted in more detailed analysis of programme countries' financing needs, which also highlighted underlying problems related to the MDGs which had not been tackled, and identified preferred and improved channels for mobilizing or providing financing, including innovative mechanisms for financing development:

- The Secretary-General’s High-Level Task Force on Global Food Security, established in 2008, urged donors to double food aid assistance and increase the share of aid to agriculture from 3% to 10% of flows (or by about US$12 billion a year) within five years, compared to estimated food security financing needs of US$25-40 billion a year (see World Bank 2009c). It also urged that all of these resources should be additional to, not a diversion of, existing aid commitments.

- The G20 London and Pittsburgh summits promoted a limited revision of the way the Bretton Woods Institutions interact with programme countries, and a far more ambitious blueprint for further revisions by the United Kingdom in its capacity as Chair of the G20. They also authorized accelerated disbursements of multilateral funding as the best means of combating the crisis, and have since authorized major increases in lending capacity for the IMF, Asian Development Bank (AsDB) and African Development Bank (AfDB), and smaller increases for the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD), reflecting their performance in combating the crisis. They also led to the first issuance of unconditional IMF Special Drawing Rights (SDRs) in three decades.

Third, the food and financial crises resulted in large pledges of financing, but only small proportions of these were additional or provided for long-term purposes or in coordinated ways.

- Only US$6 billion (US$2 billion a year) of the US$22 billion pledged for food and nutrition at the G8 Summits in L’Aquila and Pittsburgh in July and November 2009 are likely to be additional (ActionAid 2010b; United Nations Task Force 2010). In addition, a high proportion of DAC donor assistance will go to food aid rather than long-term food production support. On the other hand, most South-South cooperation (notably from Arab countries, Argentina, Brazil and China) and regional development banks have focused on technical cooperation and investment in agricultural production. Much of it is also being delivered bilaterally with relatively little coordination, though notable exceptions to this are the World Bank’s Global Food Crisis Support Program (GFRP), the European Union’s Food Security Facility, and FAO and WFP initiatives. Most recently the Global Agriculture and Food Security Programme (GAFSP) was established in April 2010 at the World Bank, to support...
smallholder farms, funded through US$950 million of public-private contributions including from Canada, Spain, Republic of Korea, the United States and the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation.

- The financial crisis resulted in pledges of US$240 billion for developing countries at the G20 London Summit. Some of this marked major steps forward – for example, a new round of issuance of IMF SDRs which allowed developing countries to boost their reserves considerably. It was also provided largely as multilateral and therefore coordinated financing. However, only around US$100 billion of this was additional (SDR issuance, additional funding for the IMF to lend to low-income countries, and some additional trade finance): the rest represented frontloading of disbursements by multilateral development banks and bilateral trade finance agencies. In addition, only US$50 billion was targeted at low-income countries. Moreover, most of the funding (SDRs, trade finance) was designed to increase reserves and private sector finance, and so to deal with balance of payments financing problems. Only around US$12 billion was easily available for low-income countries to increase MDG-related spending.

In addition, the oil crisis did not result in additional commitments of financing – developing countries had instead to seek balance of payments and fiscal support from within existing facilities of multilateral, regional and bilateral agencies.

Fourth, the global financial and economic crisis has reduced some donors’ aid budget plans, as most developed country governments first implemented large domestic stimulus measures in 2009 to ameliorate recessionary pressures, and then cut overall budgets in 2010 to reduce deficit and debt levels. Nevertheless, this impact should not be exaggerated: as of June 2010, only ten DAC donors had announced reductions in aid budgets or slowed their 2010-12 % GNI commitments. The impact on actual flows in 2009 was marginal, though virtually all DAC donors decreased their nominal aid disbursement plans for 2010 budgets in line with the fall in their GNI, and European aid amounts were hit hard by depreciations of their currencies against the dollar. However, the overall effect on reducing aid looks likely to be much less than during earlier recessionary periods – unless there is a more severe “double dip” recession in 2010 – partly because of strong civil society and government support for aid programmes to reach the MDGs.

In addition, although a few Southern providers have reduced their cooperation, many more have increased it during the crisis, in part reflecting their continued high growth levels. Saudi Arabia more than doubled its cooperation in 2008 to US$5.6 billion (0.54 % of GNI). Chinese cooperation has increased to well over US$3 billion per annum in 2008-09, and at the Forum on China-Africa Cooperation (FOCAC) in November 2009, China pledged a further doubling of its cooperation with Africa. Other countries such as Brazil and India have also considerably increased their official cooperation during this period (see Chapter 3 for more details and sources).

Similarly, private philanthropy (Northern and Southern) has so far continued to increase. Despite the impact of the financial crisis on some of their investments, OECD-country based foundations, notably the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation, have been increasing their commitments based on earlier income, though this may not continue as fast in future. Southern philanthropic organizations, such as the Bangladeshi Rural Advancement Committee (BRAC) and the Grameen Bank which provide micro-finance, have also been increasing their flows, and these should continue to grow (except to the degree that some of these organizations depend on OECD-country based donors for large parts of their funding). Private sector (individual and organization) support for humanitarian assistance stagnated...
at US$250 million per annum in 2008 and 2009, but increased to over US$1 billion in the first four months of 2010 (see http://fts.unocha.org, reflecting increased generosity to meet the crises in Haiti and elsewhere. As a result, some international NGOs (INGOs) did not see income fall significantly as a result of the crisis. However, smaller organizations active in delivering social services, notably in Africa, have faced declining contributions for longer-term development, and have had to reduce operations (Hanfstaengl 2010).

**Climate finance: innovative financing must also fund the MDGs**

The 2009 United Nations Climate Change Conference in Copenhagen thrust the issue of climate finance centre stage, by recognizing that developed countries need to provide adequate, predictable and sustainable financial resources to help developing countries adapt to or mitigate the impacts of climate change. It resulted in commitments by OECD countries to provide US$10 billion of financing per year in 2010-12, and US$100 billion a year by 2020 (UNFCCC 2009).

These commitments fall well short of needs, which are estimated at US$140-175 billion a year for mitigation and US$30-100 billion for adaptation, over the next 20 years (World Bank 2009b). Yet, given that (especially for adaptation) they will have to come principally from public sector sources, they will come to represent a high proportion of financing available for development. Current public funding, mainly through the UNFCCC and Climate Investment Funds, as well as bilateral donor funds, totals only US$4 billion. However, funding even the existing commitments for 2010-12 would represent 8.4% of current DAC ODA flows, and full funding of needs would require resources equivalent to 142% of current annual ODA flows for mitigation and 225% for mitigation plus adaptation. Even if DAC ODA increases between 2010 and 2020 at the same annual rate (10%) as in 2002-09, climate financing needs would represent 50-80% of ODA by 2020.

There is major concern that, if additional financing sources are not found, ODA may be diverted away from funding the MDGs, to combating climate change. This is exacerbated by the scale of the resources required, and the failure of almost all DAC governments to pledge that their climate financing will be additional to ODA. In addition, if such diversion occurs, it is likely to move ODA away from Sub-Saharan Africa to other regions, and away from health, education and agriculture to water and energy (Brown et al 2010). Evidently, the poor and most vulnerable in programme countries need both MDG and climate-related financing, allocated to help countries with the highest combined development and climate funding needs, and spent in ways which produce both development and climate benefits for the poorest.

The other key concern related to climate finance is how such monies will be spent. The lessons from ODA are that to have the maximum impact on reducing poverty as well as fighting climate change, they will be most effectively spent by and for poor and vulnerable people in developing countries, through programmes coordinated by their governments and integrated with their national and community development strategies. They will not be nearly as effective if they are spent through global vertical funds which have programmes running parallel to developing country government plans, or by private sector agribusinesses or energy companies through market mechanisms which do not reach the poorest countries or communities. Yet, most of the funding currently spent on adaptation and mitigation has been spent in middle-income countries and by the private sector, and many current innovative financing proposals risk creating new vertical funds.
Mobilizing, allocating and increasing the impact of development cooperation

There are already quite a number of special-purpose climate funds, and there is a risk of these proliferating with the scaling up of climate finance. Such proliferation could lead to inefficiencies such as higher transaction costs, low developing country ownership and non-alignment with national country strategies. It could also result in allocative inefficiencies reflecting donor rather than developing country priorities. More widely, the traditional approach could further concentrate funds on “donor darlings”, or lead to imbalances between mitigation and adaptation, depending on donors’ preferences, and inefficiencies. The Bali Action Plan has attempted to enhance ownership, alignment, harmonization and mutual accountability in climate finance, but much more remains to be done.

One major positive spin-off from discussions of the scale of climate finance needed has been a series of radical recent proposals for innovative sources of climate financing. These include:

• Globally-coordinated carbon taxes, to be levied on emissions rather than mitigation transactions;
• Taxes on international transport (aviation or shipping) emissions which are of growing importance;
• Taxes on international financial or currency transactions, or financial institution profits or turnover – a levy of 0.05% on international transactions could generate US$400 billion a year, more than if all DAC donors delivered 0.7%;
• Market mechanisms with improved functioning, wider application or larger public levies;
• The establishment of a Green Fund funded by IMF Special Drawing Rights (SDRs), gold sales and “green bonds” (ActionAid 2010a; Bredenkamp and Pattillo 2010; Soros 2009); and
• The sale of “green bonds” in global capital markets.

None of these proposals has yet gained international political consensus. The High-Level Advisory Group on Climate Financing, established by the Secretary-General, is due to report more fully on practical options to boost climate finance at the UNFCCC Mexico conference in November 2010. It will be essential that it places full emphasis on the potential influence the type and channel of financing could have on whether funds are spent for the benefit of the poorest countries and communities, and to help reach the MDGs.

In addition, given current budget constraints in DAC countries, and the fact that similar innovative financing mechanisms are already being used or proposed to fund MDG progress, any innovative financing must promote development, fight poverty and combat climate change at the same time, or the unfunded goals will suffer. This will require full coordination with the Leading Group on Innovative Financing for Development which is already exploring proposals on Financial Transaction Taxes.5

Aid misallocation: undermining progress to the MDGs

A key problem continues to be that the allocation of international development cooperation is not sufficiently conducive to maximize progress towards achieving the Internationally Agreed Development Goals, including the Millennium Development Goals. This applies to geographical allocation among developing country groups, regions, individual countries, and regions within countries; as well as to allocation among channels, sectors and types of aid.

5 See http://www.leadinggroup.org/article589.html
Geographical allocation: aid is not going where it is most needed

As shown in Figure 1.5, since 2006, a previously positive trend in the proportion of aid going to low-income countries has reversed, falling by 6%. Much of this reversal reflected a decline in new debt relief. At the same time, the shares of the most vulnerable country groups also fell – for least developed countries (LDCs) by 9%; for landlocked developing countries by 7%; and for fragile states by 5%. Only small island development states among vulnerable groups received a slightly (0.5%) larger share in 2008 than in 2006. As a result, in 2007 and 2008, lower-middle income countries received a higher share of aid than LDCs.

In addition, though LDCs received much higher aid levels per capita and as a percentage of GNI than other groups, lower-middle income countries outperformed low-income countries in terms of these ratios. The latest DAC forecasts of country-programmable aid indicate that the share to LDCs could fall further over the next two years. These trends must be reversed by a more consistent focus on targeting aid to the poorest and least developed countries, and a greater effort to tackle the underlying causes of state fragility through peacekeeping and state-building, if the MDGs are to be attained.

An additional agreed United Nations target for aid is that 0.15-0.2% of GNI should go to LDCs. Though performance in this area improved sharply in 2000-08, with the average DAC ratio rising from 0.05% to 0.09%, it remains way below the lower bound of the target, and only nine of the DAC donors met the target – the five countries attaining 0.7% for overall ODA as well as Belgium, Finland, Ireland and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland (UN MDG Task Force 2010).

Individual donors’ aid allocations by country groups vary dramatically, as shown in Figure 1.6. The donors with the highest shares of aid to LDCs are Ireland (52%) and Luxembourg (42%), while seven donors provide less than 20% of their aid to LDCs. Seven donors also provide more than half their aid to Middle Income Countries (MICs).

Most countries falling furthest short of reaching the MDGs are in Sub-Saharan Africa, and this was why, according to the 2005 G8 Gleneagles pledges, Africa’s share of aid was supposed to rise from 30% to 40%, with a nominal increase of US$25 billion. However, as shown in Figure 1.7, the regional shares of DAC members’ aid have not changed significantly in recent years. While aid to Africa may rise to 35% and by US$11 billion by 2010 as a result of some donors making enhanced efforts to fund Africa, it is still US$14 billion below the target set in 2005, mainly because some European donors, which give large shares of their aid to Africa, have not met their overall aid increase targets. The latest DAC forecasts of country-programmable aid do not indicate any major change in these shares.

Other country allocation problems which were highlighted in the Secretary-General’s report to the 2008 DCF (and in Anderson 2008 and Guillaumont 2008) continue to apply. Large amounts of aid still go to countries with relatively small numbers of poor citizens, and allocations are not correlated with measures of multidimensional poverty or needs which go beyond per capita income. Nor do they take into account “poverty-efficiency”, which combines the scale of poverty in a country and the amount of poverty reduction that can be achieved per dollar of aid. Most donors still have yet to establish an objective and transparent basis for allocating aid across countries. Some have adopted models to allocate aid or pre-select recipients, based largely on donor-conducted assessments of “performance” – the quality of policies and institutions in programme countries. These undermine the principle of national ownership due to lack of government and civil society involvement, and are neither

---

6 See also Anderson (2008) and Guillaumont (2008) on these issues.
Figure 1.5
**OECD DAC donor aid by country groupings*, 2005-2008 (percentage of gross disbursements)**

Source: OECD-CRS
* Calculated using OECD-CRS data based on the UNSTATS classification of small island and landlocked developing and Fragile states were defined using the classification in OECD DAC (2009c)

Figure 1.6
**DAC donor gross disbursements by country group, 2008 (percentage)**

Source: OECD-CRS
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Figure 1.7
Regional distribution of OECD DAC aid, 2008 (percentage of gross disbursements)

Source: OECD DAC

“Donor orphans” are underaided by US$12 billion a year

Within countries, aid does not reach the poorest regions

Regular assessments and discussions of allocation need to be more frank

don’t or objective in showing a clear link to measurable development results. Others (such as Luxembourg and Ireland) take country needs, outcomes and results or the amount of aid a country is receiving from other donors into account to a greater degree. However, most bilateral aid is still allocated based on political, economic and especially strategic interests – explaining why Afghanistan and Iraq received 16.3% of all DAC ODA in 2008. A recent study using DAC data found that half the allocation of aid is determined by donor-specific factors, only one-third by country needs, a sixth by self-interest and 2% by country performance (OECD 2009b).

A considerable number of countries continue to receive far more aid than would be expected on the basis of need or performance (“donor darlings”), as well as an almost equal number receiving much less than expected (“donor orphans”). The countries receiving more aid per capita or as a percentage of GNI than would be expected according to their needs tend to be those with small populations, or those affected by conflict, considered key strategic or economic partners and in some cases assessed as having good policies and institutions or as having demonstrated an ability to produce clear results from aid. Some important Southern providers of development cooperation are also among the largest recipients of DAC donor assistance. On the other hand, countries prone to conflict assessed as having less good performance which are not post-conflict but nevertheless facing severe internal pressures, and African and Asian countries with larger populations, receive much lower aid per capita or as a percentage of GNI. Recent estimates indicate that “orphans” are under-aided by US$12 billion a year.

Finally, within countries, aid does not necessarily go to the poorest regions or the poorest groups within countries. Many developing countries continue to indicate that donors tend to concentrate on regions or groups which are closest to the capital or to decent infrastructure, are perceived as being the poorest, or are those with which individual donors have long-standing ties. Donors indicate that some national development strategies focus on regions or groups that are most supportive of the Government, rather than those with the most acute needs. As a result, within countries, aid does not necessarily go where it will have the greatest impact on MDG achievement.

Decision-making on aid allocation would ideally combine maximizing progress in achieving the MDGs with the principles of effectiveness and equity in a transparent frame-
work, taking into account the structural vulnerability of countries to external shocks (as aid can play a strong role in preventing such shocks and dampening their impact). There is an urgent need for bilateral donors to reduce interest-based allocations, but also for multilateral development banks to review their allocation formulas more towards needs and vulnerability. Donors and developing countries also need to channel more spending to regions within countries which most need support. To ensure progress in this area, it is vital that there continue to be regular and more frank assessments of allocation performance by individual donors, and strong recommendations to change allocation, and that these be discussed regularly at the DCF and at high-level meetings of the DAC, to ensure country allocation patterns maximize MDG progress.

Aid channels: multilateral aid share stagnant, rising earmarking must be reversed

There has been virtually no change in the proportion of development cooperation (29%) going via multilateral institutions (as either core or non-core contributions to their funds). DAC donors have increased multilateral aid from 26% to 30% of their disbursements between 2006 and 2008, and Southern providers have also increased their spending via multilaterals. However, these increases have been offset by the rapid rise of Southern bilateral cooperation, private grants and vertical funds. Within this wider picture (see Box 1), the United Nations has seen a 13% real increase in contributions between 2006 and 2008, but most of this is accounted for by earmarked resources.

This is part of a wider trend by DAC donors to “earmark” 40% of total aid (10% higher than in the 1990s) and more than 50% of multilateral funds, in order to finance particular initiatives, sectors or themes. They achieve this by allocating them to “vertical” (sector or issue-specific) global funds, or trust funds in multilateral institutions, or by providing earmarked bilateral project or programme funding at national developing country level. This severely undermines ownership by developing countries, as well as freedom of programming by multilateral institutions. Many of these funds are off-budget and fragmented, and increase transaction costs and reduce the advantages of pooling funds via multilateral channels. The acceleration of earmarking in recent years is a clear demonstration of the problems most donors have sticking to the “aid effectiveness” agenda defined by the Paris Declaration and the Accra Agenda for Action (AAA).

Most OECD DAC donors also channel some of their aid as core budget support to non-governmental organizations (NGOs) and international private organizations (and considerably more through them as earmarked funding at country or global level). The average proportion of core support to such organizations is around 2.5% of total ODA and has not changed much in recent years. Of this, around three-quarters goes to Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs).

The degree to which individual donors channel their aid as core contributions through multilateral agencies, or NGOs and international private organizations, varies widely. Italy channels 62% of its ODA through multilateral organizations while for Australia and the United States it is just 10% and 11% respectively. Some of the smaller Southern providers also provide more than half of their cooperation via multilaterals, whereas some of the largest provide less than 5% through those channels. Among DAC donors, the Netherlands and Ireland channel the largest proportion of their aid as core support to NGOs/private sector organizations at 17.5% and 15.4% respectively.
As discussed in Box 2, a large proportion (46%) of DAC donor bilateral ODA is not available for country programming, because it is spent in donor countries or on volatile debt relief and humanitarian aid. On the other hand, more than 90% of multilateral institutions’ ODA goes to country programmes, reducing the share of overall non-country programmable DAC aid below 40%. This implies that multilateral aid is likely to be more effective in producing in-country results as more of it goes directly to developing countries, facilitating ownership and focusing on national priorities.

Within overall (multilateral and DAC bilateral) CPA, projects and programmes financing capital goods and commodities continue to represent more than 60%, and technical cooperation over 35%. While budget support doubled between 2006 and 2008, it represents only 3% of DAC gross disbursements. As Box 3 shows, the shares devoted to various types

### Allocation among types and modalities of cooperation

As discussed in Box 2, a large proportion (46%) of DAC donor bilateral ODA is not available for country programming, because it is spent in donor countries or on volatile debt relief and humanitarian aid. On the other hand, more than 90% of multilateral institutions’ ODA goes to country programmes, reducing the share of overall non-country programmable DAC aid below 40%. This implies that multilateral aid is likely to be more effective in producing in-country results as more of it goes directly to developing countries, facilitating ownership and focusing on national priorities.

Within overall (multilateral and DAC bilateral) CPA, projects and programmes financing capital goods and commodities continue to represent more than 60%, and technical cooperation over 35%. While budget support doubled between 2006 and 2008, it represents only 3% of DAC gross disbursements. As Box 3 shows, the shares devoted to various types...
of aid by different DAC donors vary markedly. Non-DAC providers also provide more than 90% as projects, technical and emergency assistance.

Yet many different studies continue to show that general and sector budget support is more effective, efficient and sustainable in producing development results, for five main sets of reasons:7

- It increases national ownership and improves policy development and accountability of government to its parliament and citizens;
- It accelerates disbursement speed and predictability of resources, and orients more resources to service delivery, and therefore increases delivery of MDG results;
- It improves the distributional and operational efficiency of public expenditure, and the quality of public financial management and procurement systems;
- It reduces the marginal transaction costs for donors and recipients of scaling up, ensuring that a higher proportion of aid is actually spent on results rather than administration;
- It has no greater risk of corruption, reduced budget revenue mobilization or any other problems sometimes ascribed to aid than any other type of aid, especially if given to countries making strong efforts to improve their public financial management systems.

These reasons are why an increasing number of donors are turning to budget support, and several developing countries (Mozambique, United Republic of Tanzania) now receive more than 50% of aid in budget support. Nevertheless, budget support needs to grow much more rapidly to ensure a step change in effectiveness of aid and increase in results delivery.

**Sectoral Allocation and Impact on MDG Results**

The 2008 report of the United Nations Secretary-General to the DCF highlighted a dramatic rise in the share of aid going to the social sectors and governance over the period 1980-2005, mirrored by a sharp fall in the share going to economic infrastructure and production (including agriculture). Fukuda-Parr (2008) also highlighted the degree to which some of the MDGs – especially those relating to gender – were being neglected. Since 2005, the share of aid going to governance has continued to rise, from 10% to 12%, while social sectors have fallen back from 30% to 26%, and infrastructure and production have risen from 19% to 26% (with infrastructure accounting for almost all of this rise, and agriculture for a small part).

Looking at the social sector and governance-related aid commitments in more detail:

- Commitments for education grew by an annual average of 8.5% during 2000-07, but this reversed in 2008 when they declined by 2%. For most of the decade, aid to education grew as fast as overall aid, and its share of total ODA averaged 8%. However, as UNESCO (2010) notes, there are still large financing gaps to achieve the MDGs related to education by 2015, and few signs that donors are planning to scale up to ensure these goals are met. Recent estimates suggest that aid to basic education in low income countries needs to double to US$6 billion per annum (DFID 2010) to achieve the 2015 targets. UNESCO also highlights that the five largest donors to basic education (European Union, International Development Association (IDA), Netherlands, United Kingdom and United States) account for 60% of

---

To measure the flows of aid that are available to developing countries to plan and spend on national priorities, the OECD designed in 2007 the concept of “country programmable aid” (CPA). This excludes ODA which never reaches a developing country, such as support to core Non-Governmental Organization (NGO) costs, and for scholarships, refugees and development awareness and research in donor countries, as well as less predictable food/humanitarian aid and debt relief, and aid which is not allocable by country. CPA is also sometimes referred to as “core aid”.

The proportion of donors’ bilateral ODA going to CPA has risen from 47% in 2005 to 54% in 2008. This reflects a 17% fall in the share of debt relief, offset by a 1% rise in emergency aid, and a 5% rise in administration, scholarships and refugee costs in developed countries (in most cases due to more comprehensive reporting rather than sharp spending increases).

As shown in Figure 1.9, CPA’s share in individual donors’ bilateral ODA varies widely, reflecting different factors. The donors with the highest share of CPA in 2007 (above 70%) were Portugal, Republic of Korea, Canada, Japan and Denmark. Other countries with above average CPA shares were Australia, Finland, Luxembourg, New Zealand, Norway, United Kingdom, and United States. On the other hand, in 2005-08, eight DAC donors spent less than half their ODA on CPA. Debt relief accounted for 70% of Austria’s ODA, and large shares in Germany, Italy and France. Humanitarian and food aid exceeded 15% of ODA in Ireland, Finland, the USA and Luxembourg. Belgium, Ireland, Netherlands and New Zealand allocated a higher proportion of their bilateral aid to core costs of NGOs. Switzerland, Sweden and Belgium spend 6-12% on funding refugees, and Greece, Switzerland, Finland and New Zealand have 8-10% administrative costs.

---

*a See also Benn, Rogerson and Steensen 2010.*

---

**Figure 1.9**

**DAC donor CPA as % of bilateral ODA, 2007**

Source: OECD DAC
Mobilizing, allocating and increasing the impact of development cooperation

Figure 1.10 shows DAC donor CPA/GNI ratios in 2007. The five highest (exceeding 0.25%) are of those countries which also meet the 0.7% target for ODA/GNI. Those with the lowest CPA/GNI ratios in 2007 (and in 2005) were Austria, Italy and Greece.

Figure 1.10
DAC donor CPA/GNI ratios, 2007

CPA is an extremely useful tool for measuring the overall quality of donor ODA. It is not perfect, because it includes technical cooperation, over which developing countries may have little say, and project-specific donor contracts with NGOs. It could also be argued that relief on previously serviced debt should be included in CPA, because it generates predictable expenditure increases for developing countries. All of these faults could be remedied.

However, it is very valuable in that it provides a basis for transparent forward planning and accountability by donors and recipients, and is much closer to ODA numbers reported in developing country budgets and country aid databases. It is much more useful for judging the fragmentation of aid and the transaction costs imposed on recipient governments than ODA, and it is a useful way of comparing the coherence and likely impact of different donors’ efforts at country level. Independent analysts (such as Clemens, Radelet and Bhavnani 2004) have also found that CPA shows a much higher relationship to national growth and development than ODA.

CPA should therefore be used much more widely as the standard for judging whether each donor’s aid is likely to promote development. Data and ratios on each donor’s performance should be analyzed by the DAC each year in the Development Cooperation Report, and made a key part of the analysis conducted in DAC peer reviews. Most important, data on each donor’s current and forecast CPA for each developing country, for the next three years, should be shared with developing country authorities to assist their planning, and make it easier for all parties to hold one another accountable for results.
commitments. This means that any major change in their policies can have serious consequences, as was demonstrated when Dutch and British commitments spiked in 2006 and declined sharply the following year.

- Over 2000-2007 aid allocations to health grew faster than those to education, increasing by 9.3% a year, reflecting in part the introduction of the Global Fund and the Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunisation (GAVI). However, health had a lower average share (5.3%) of total ODA than education. In contrast to education, health aid commitments grew in 2008 (only by 3%). Donor concentration in the health sector is lower than in education, reflecting the global funds (OECD DAC data). While some progress has been made in reducing child mortality (MDG 4), improving maternal health (MDG 5) has fallen way behind. To achieve MDGs 4 and 5, doubling aid from to US$8 billion a year is needed (DFID 2010). Increased aid is also required to meet MDG 6 – combating HIV/AIDS, malaria and other diseases.

Box 3

Types of OECD DAC donor bilateral aid

In 2008, there was striking variation in types of aid disbursed by DAC donors, as follows:

As shown in Figure 1.11, Denmark, Ireland, Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Sweden and the United States provide more than 75% of net country programmable ODA as projects or programmes, whereas Australia, Finland, Germany, Greece and Portugal provide more than 75% as technical cooperation.

As shown in Figure 1.12, the donors with the highest proportion of budget support were New Zealand (12%), France (11%), United Kingdom (9%), Netherlands (7%), Norway (6%), Sweden (5%) and Canada and Ireland (4%). Greece, Republic of Korea and Luxembourg provided no budget support.

Figure 1.11

Types of aid as % of net CPA disbursements, 2008

Source: OECD-DAC
• Aid commitments for water and sanitation declined quite sharply as a share of total ODA from 2000 to 2002, and since then have been fairly constant at 5%. Improving sanitation and drinking water is a key component of MDG 7 and a major increase in funding is needed here as well.
• Aid allocations for governance trebled from 2000 to 2008, and rose from 8% to 12% of total ODA. The United States is the most significant donor, accounting for 26% of total commitments. Donors’ focus on aid for governance fits with the global move towards more accountability and transparency of development relationships, especially of public financial management (PFM) in developing countries, and provides an enabling environment for strengthening the global partnership for development (MDG 8). However, much more analysis is needed to identify best practices and norms for aid to governance to improve delivery of MDG results cost-effectively and sustainably. There is the risk of promoting large unsustainable technical assistance programmes.

The reasons for concentration of donors in social sectors become clearer through detailed examination of sectoral commitments by each DAC bilateral donor. Whereas 13 DAC donors allocate more than 40% of their aid to the social and governance sectors, only two (Japan and Republic of Korea) allocate more than 30% to infrastructure and production.

As shown in Figure 1.14, recent trends are welcome in that they respond somewhat to the major infrastructure (transport, energy, water, and information and communications technology) financing needs – and to a much lesser extent to the agricultural development financing needs – which are crucial to attaining the income poverty and hunger components of MDG 1.
Infrastructure and the productive sectors have long been key priorities of many developing countries, and massive infrastructure financing gaps have been highlighted for Africa and LDCs since 2004-05 through the World Bank and the United Kingdom Commission for Africa in particular. In recent years, these needs have been increasingly met by Southern providers, notably China, India, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, and multilateral institutions such as BADEA, IsDB and OPEC Fund (see Johnson 2008). More recently, however, developed country donors and multilateral institutions (especially regional development banks) have started to refocus their aid allocations to better meet developing countries’ priorities for infrastructure and productive sector development, including promotion of private sector development and microfinance.

The long-term decline in OECD DAC aid allocations to economic infrastructure and productive sectors have been reversed, with commitments for economic infrastructure increasing from 2006, as shown in Figure 1.14. However, the scale of the trend should not be overemphasized: aid to infrastructure has only recently reached the share it had in 2001. In addition, there is a high degree of donor concentration: five bilateral donors (United States, Japan, Germany, France and the United Kingdom) account for half of the total bilateral commitments to the sector, partly because many smaller donors do not have programmes of sufficient scale to deliver large infrastructure projects and therefore prefer to leave them to large bilaterals and the Multilateral Development Banks. As a result of the limited nature of this progress, many developing countries are still turning to very expensive alternative financing sources including bond markets, and highly risky private financing initiatives, to try to fund their huge infrastructure gaps.

Aid allocations to agriculture have increased only marginally in the last two years. They could potentially rise to 10% if donors are serious about meeting the proposed United Nations target and responding to the food price crisis as promised in the G8 Summits (see Section 1.4).
Finally, Box 4 shows that aid directed to achieving the gender-related IADGs is not effectively tracked, and was stagnant for most of this decade. DAC donor performance varies sharply, with three donors providing more than 50% of aid with direct or indirect gender focus, and two less than 2%. Overall, the share of aid with intended gender results has not changed since 2000. The targeting of aid to gender results, as well as its recording, monitoring and analysis, need dramatic increases if the gender MDGs are to be achieved.

**Strengthening aid quality and results**

The quality and effectiveness of aid is a critical factor in achieving sustainable development and MDG results. This section looks at recent progress on key aid quality indicators, both those in OECD DAC processes and additional priorities of key stakeholders, as well as the new global focus on results.

**The OECD DAC processes: limited change, some increase in participation**

The 2005 Paris Declaration marked a major step forward towards more effective aid producing greater development results. For the first time DAC donors, multilateral institutions and many developing countries agreed collectively to improve aid quality by changing behaviour, setting 14 indicators to monitor. It had huge potential to change behaviour and increase the results of aid. In addition, the process of monitoring progress on these indicators since 2005 has focused attention on aid effectiveness at country-level, and spurred the development of action plans by many OECD donors and multilateral agencies.
However, progress in implementing the Paris Declaration has been disappointing. The latest official survey on its implementation (OECD 2008a) concluded that:

- only one of the indicators, for aligning and coordinating technical assistance, had been met by 2007 (indeed was virtually met by 2005 and therefore was either insufficiently ambitious or inadequately-defined);
- only two others, for improving PFM systems, and untying aid looked possible to meet by 2010,
- only three others might be met even with "considerable additional efforts". These are for reducing parallel project implementation units (PIUs), recording aid flows accurately in country budgets, and increasing the proportion of aid flows disbursed in the year in which they are scheduled.
- the remaining eight indicators (including developing countries improving national development strategies and results monitoring frameworks, donors using national PFM and procurement systems, donors using coordinated programme-based
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mechanisms for aid delivery, donors coordinating missions and country studies, and establishment of national mutual accountability (MA) mechanisms (on which see Chapter 2 for much more details) are highly unlikely to be met.

Overall, recipient developing countries made much more progress than providers in meeting their targets, especially on dramatically improving PFM. While some providers have taken fundamental steps to reshape their relationships with developing countries, the Paris Declaration has not convincingly demonstrated an ability to change most providers’ behaviour, even towards using developing country PFM systems where these have improved sharply.

One very worrying finding of the survey was that the effectiveness of aid is particularly low in countries which receive lower levels of aid, as well as in fragile states and low-income countries. This means that low effectiveness is exacerbating the aid allocation distortions discussed earlier in this chapter, meaning that aid is less effective precisely where it needs to maximize results to compensate for quantity shortfalls.

The report concluded that “the survey results should serve as a wake-up call. They tell us quite clearly that ‘more of the same’ is unlikely to be enough to deliver the transformation envisaged by the Paris Declaration”, and urged major acceleration of progress. Nevertheless, little further progress was made at the follow-up high-level forum in 2008. Its Accra Agenda for Action contained considerably stronger wording than the Paris Declaration, but very few monitorable actions (only an evaluation of progress on “division of labour” among donors by 2009; a dialogue on inter-country aid allocations in 2009; donor provision of information including multi-year indicative forecasts and project documents to recipients; and a review of progress on international mutual accountability in 2009).

Beyond Accra: responding to the concerns of other stakeholders

According to recipient governments, parliamentarians and CSOs, as expressed in their positions presented to the Accra High-Level Forum, the Paris Declaration and Accra Agenda did not set clear enough indicators for several issues of key concern, including untying, capacity-building, predictability, accountability and transparency. They also set no indicators for others – such as flexibility, conditionality, concessionality and cross-cutting themes such as gender, human rights and the environment. The DCF has therefore drawn on other sources to monitor progress in these areas for this report.

Tying of aid to purchases of goods and services in donor countries increases costs by 25-60%, reducing value-for-money. It also makes the proportion of ODA used to purchase goods and services from developing countries low, and in turn undermines aid spending’s contribution to promoting private sector growth in developing countries. In 2001, DAC donors agreed to untie aid to least developed countries (LDCs) (except food and technical assistance). Many donors have gone further, increasing untied bilateral aid to 73% in 2005-07, up from 50% in 1999-2001. However, the tying status of 20% of relevant DAC aid is not reported to the DAC, and food aid (estimated to be 30% tied), technical assistance (estimated to be more than 50% tied) and aid to non-LDCs are excluded from the efforts. Recipient countries surveyed by the HIPC Capacity Building Programme (HIPC CBP) (DFI/ODI 2009) indicate that only 58% of bilateral aid is untied: this would imply that over US$20 billion of aid every year is wasted through overpricing. In addition, informal distortions in procurement methods favour suppliers from the provider country, leading to a much higher proportion of contracts being awarded within the provider country than would be likely in a competitive market.
Progress in transforming technical assistance to be genuinely building capacity continues to lag. The Paris indicators do not track the impact of technical assistance on developing national capacity: recipient countries indicate that only around one third of such assistance contains explicit intentions to build capacity rather than just supplying temporary personnel. Such assistance, unless genuinely filling a temporary gap, tends often to perpetuate low capacity in developing countries (especially fragile states), thereby requiring continuing aid when genuine capacity-building efforts could have eliminated the need for TA and allowed aid to be spent on other areas. Paris indicators also are too loose in their definition of “aligned and coordinated” technical assistance, allowing providers to count any TA which fits into the recipient’s national development strategy, regardless of whether it was requested by or is managed by the recipient country. In addition, as pointed out by many sources (notably Action Aid 2006) external technical assistance (TA) is extremely expensive, especially as it is often tied to OECD sources of expertise. There is an urgent need to tighten monitoring of the capacity-building results of technical assistance, to ensure developing country leadership in the design and management of technical assistance, and to increase procurement of relevant and cost-effective expertise from developing countries (including through triangular cooperation as discussed in Chapter 3).

Predictable aid enables developing countries to plan long-term development strategies, medium-term expenditure frameworks (MTEFs) and annual budgets. This applies both to project aid, where delays can have negative effects on the real economy (such as power shortages), and programme aid, where delays in cash budget support or in commodities such as food or essential drugs can severely disrupt budget planning. Aid continues to be much more volatile than budget revenue, and Kharas (2008) has estimated that US$15-30 billion of the value of aid is “lost” every year due to unpredictability. The Accra Agenda did urge donors strongly to increase multiyear predictability, by supplying multiyear indicative projections to developing countries. This has resulted in a sharp increase in multiyear projection reporting to the OECD, but according to DFI/ODI (2009) there has been a much lower increase in reporting to developing countries (from only 40% to 48%), and only just over half of aid even has specific disbursement schedules included in agreements. The main improvements in predictability since Accra have been due to continuing progress of budget support performance assessment frameworks (PAFs) containing “guaranteed tranches”, and “informal” projections of aid reported by local provider officials.

Flexibility is essential to respond to changing priorities and mandates of governments, and to counter exogenous shocks, whether macroeconomic or natural disaster-related (especially as the latter will increase dramatically in future with climate change). Though donors have taken steps to increase flexibility in recent years, by providing more budget support and improving IMF and United Nations mechanisms for countering shocks, and are proposing to introduce an anti-shock window in the next IDA replenishment, this remains one of the poorest-performing aspects of aid, with 87% of aid inflexible. In particular, it is vital to build on the flexibility shown by the multilateral development banks and some bilateral providers in speeding disbursements to combat the financial crisis, by establishing more permanent procedures and facilities for rapid, unconditional anti-shock budget support.

A key cause of unpredictability and inflexibility is policy conditionality. Most DAC donors and multilateral organizations continue to disburse aid based on implementation of negotiated policy measures, even though policy-based conditionality is generally ineffective and unduly restrictive of policy space. Conditions are also too numerous and detailed, leading to long delay in disbursing aid against shocks, and exacerbating their negative effects on budgets and development. There has been little progress in reducing conditions in recent
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years, because incentives within agencies continue to encourage this practice. Rather there has been a continuing shift towards conditions on “governance”, which are seen by developing countries as highly intrusive when they are not limited to PFM and fiduciary issues. Some donors have reduced their conditions sharply, requiring only strong development strategies and public financial management, and respect for international agreements on democracy and human rights. However, they still endorse harmonized policy conditions in multi-donor budget support and sectoral policy matrices, which can easily be “highest common multiples” of conditionality. Some developing countries have managed to increase budget support predictability by reducing the numbers of conditions, introducing high shares of guaranteed up-front annual disbursements, and more transparency and flexibility in interpreting compliance to limit arbitrary disbursement suspension.

The global financial and economic crisis has increased the prevalence of conditionality, by forcing many developing countries to borrow from the IMF and multilateral development banks in order to fill fiscal and balance of payments gaps. While the IMF has shown somewhat more flexibility in allowing developing countries to adopt fiscal stimulus measures in 2009, this is being reduced in 2010 (Oxfam 2010b; UNICEF 2010). In addition, the streamlining of IMF structural conditionality announced in 2009 is not perceived by developing countries as being a major change. Developing countries also indicate World Bank policy lending conditions are still excessive in number, though they have become less intrusive by moving slightly away from ex ante policy measures to ex post measurement of results (G20 2009; DFID 2010a).

The move to outcome and results-based conditions is part of a wider global trend, pioneered by the European Union and many of its member states, to replace detailed policy conditions with conditions based on results. This is a very positive move which can provide developing countries with much greater policy space to introduce heterodox policy measures in order to attain their own national development strategy goals. However, if results-based conditions are accompanied by pre-selection of eligible countries based on multiple policy indicators, defined to apply to narrowly-earmarked sub-sectoral indicators, or monitored intrusively or inflexibly by external actors – and especially if they delay disbursements by only providing “payment for results” – they can represent a backward step compared to more flexible outcome-based conditions on budget support.

Procedural conditionality also continues to delay disbursement, especially of project aid. Some (especially South-South) providers have a record of fast disbursements, and others have streamlined procedures and decentralized their execution to country level in recent years. However, for the worst performers (DFID/ODI 2009), financial, institutional and appraisal preconditions can delay the start of disbursements by 18 months, and disbursement and procurement procedures by 21 months. Reports and reviews can also delay follow-on projects by 12-15 months. Cumbersome procedures of some recipient countries can also have the same effects, delaying compliance with donor conditions or project execution.

Overall, disbursement delays undermine the execution of key projects, waste resources which could be dedicated to the IADGs and lead to a false perception that developing countries are experiencing problems in absorbing aid. The Paris Declaration ignores many key delaying factors such as excessively complex appraisal procedures, requirements for counterpart/matching funds, overcomplex procurement, pre-shipment and customs clearance procedures, excessive documentation and reporting requirements, and failure by providers to decentralize the execution of procedures to country level.

Between 2006 and 2008, in a reversal of earlier trends, the concessionality of DAC ODA fell somewhat, whether measured by the proportion of grants in total ODA, or by the

Outcome-based budget support is the best route to results

Procedural conditions delay disbursements by many months

Rising highly concessional ODA is essential to keep debt sustainable
grant element of ODA loans or total ODA. The international community has put in place frameworks to encourage prudent new lending and borrowing, which were made slightly more flexible in 2009, allowing more borrowing for countries with lower debt burdens or for high-return projects. Multilateral lenders also continue to provide large shares of grants to the most indebted countries, and the IMF has reduced the cost of its lending to low-income countries during the crisis. There is not as yet a major risk of a new developing country debt crisis, but debt service is once again increasingly diverting developing country budgets away from MDG spending, and during the financial crisis many developing countries had to borrow expensively on domestic financial markets because external financing was delayed or unavailable. The crucial factor determining whether countries can finance their development while keeping debt sustainable will be availability of adequate highly concessional ODA grants and loans, especially for low-income or vulnerable countries whose foreign exchange earnings or budget revenues are modest and volatile. Therefore continuing commitments to increasing ODA are essential to debt sustainability.

One additional key concern has been the proliferation of providers and fragmentation of aid into multiple projects, which has accelerated in recent years and could potentially rise further if new vertical climate financing funds are established. Much analysis overstates the degree of fragmentation, because it includes contributions from bilateral DAC donors to multilateral organizations, which are assigned to individual developing countries in DAC data and create the false impression that these providers have direct aid relationships with additional developing countries.

Recipient countries prefer a relatively diversified donor base, in order to enhance stability and predictability of flows by diversifying risk, to provide more diverse perspectives on development issues (from development strategies to technology and expertise transfer), and to increase funding for underfunded sectors such as infrastructure and production. Therefore they regard fragmentation with less concern than providers. However, excessive fragmentation has many disadvantages, including conflicts over development priorities and conditionalities, increased earmarking, and increased transaction costs. The OECD estimates these extra transaction costs at US$5 billion a year. Fragmentation also undermines the capacity of developing countries by diverting staff to work as counterparts or for providers, spending aid on technical assistance or implementation units to manage projects, and increasing costs of aid coordination.

To offset proliferation and fragmentation, donors have tried to:

1. Cut the number of developing countries regarded as priority partners and receiving significant amounts of aid. Between 2004 and 2010, eleven DAC donors reduced priority partners, whereas only five expanded them (generally because they were sharply increasing aid flows). However, this has accelerated the concentration of aid in “donor darling” countries, and reduced stability and predictability in “donor orphan” countries.

2. Reduce the number of donors in a country or particular sectors in a country via a “division of labour” exercise. Recent evaluations indicate that these have been successful in mapping donor presence and nominating lead donors for sectors, but less good in assessing donor comparative advantage and reprogramming flows on that basis. Similarly, in terms of impact, while transaction costs may be reducing, quality of sector dialogue and numbers of donors are not being rationalized enough, delaying improved aid effectiveness. The main reasons for slow progress are that in many recipient countries division of labour is driven by groups of donors (and
opposed by others which want to stay in multiple sectors) rather than by recipient
country analysis of which donors perform best in which sectors, and which sectors
need more donors.

In spite of strong language in the Accra Agenda and focus by some providers, current
global and national aid effectiveness frameworks are not sufficiently responsive to develop-
ment issues that cut across multiple sectors, notably gender, the environment and human
rights. Development strategies resulting in strong monitorable commitments on these issues
are the best way to proceed. However, as also discussed in Section 1.4 and Chapter 2, there
is a need for a step change in the degree of focus given to ensuring results on the gender
equality IADGs. Clear targets should be set for fully financing national gender action plans;
increasing the share of and tracking all aid for its intended gender outcomes; evaluating best
practices in scaling up aid to make rapid progress on the gender IADGs; funding womens'
groups to monitor and analyze country and global level funding and results for the gender
IADGs; and providing space in international and national accountability forums to discuss
the gender impact of accountability frameworks.

Another area which needs a step change is action against corruption and diversion
of funds from their intended purposes, which are by far the main source of criticism of
development cooperation. These should involve increased transparency and accountability
at international and national level, and reinforcing the role of national stakeholders rather
than external auditors, with a particular focus on community- and grassroots-led tracking of
spending and results. It also means taking much tougher steps against proven cases of cor-
rupition, including disbaring contractors from future programmes and prosecuting govern-
ment officials (see also Oxfam 2010a). However, it should also include more discussion of the
evidence that aid is much less subject to corruption and diversion than many other sources
of development financing, and other types of government spending in provider economies,
because of the checks and balances already in place to monitor its use.

Overall, the aid effectiveness agenda has recently been under strong criticism from aid
sceptics (and even aid proponents) in provider and developing countries, for producing little
change in donor behaviour. It needs to be streamlined at the forthcoming 2011 High-Level
Forum (HLF), to show clearly how its focus on delivery changes and ownership, alignment,
transparency and accountability of development cooperation, are producing and could pro-
duce clear results for the IADGs and sustainable development. Much of the focus on next
steps has been on further technical solutions, such as improving processes, institutions and
policies designed to manage for development results through measures such as establishing
results-based management systems, and enhancing evaluation processes and lesson-learning
in provider agencies and developing countries. These of course are vital, but so is enhanced
investment in increased parliamentary, community and media monitoring of results, which
has been repeatedly shown to increase results (Oxfam 2010a).

There is also need for a coordinated campaign to show that major results are already
being produced, and that the aid types and management procedures being promoted on
aid effectiveness grounds are most likely to increase results. A first step could be taken at
the High-level Plenary Meeting of the General Assembly on the MDGs by committing
dramatically to enhance the international system’s rapid monitoring, analysis and dissemi-
nation of IADG results produced by aid and developing country spending. One example
already discussed in this chapter is of budget support, which repeated evaluations have found
to be the most effective way to increase results – but this is not widely known or accepted.
This should be accompanied by much more widespread discussion of the pernicious effects
and costs of poor quality aid – for example, the costs of unpredictability, tying and frag-
The High-level Forum must address concerns of other stakeholders and Southern providers for a broader aid quality and results agenda.

The 2011 HLF needs to focus on how to demonstrate and ensure results from aid, by providing recipient countries with greater policy space. The HLF must also address the issues of concern to recipient countries and other stakeholders which were omitted from the Paris indicators as discussed in this section, resulting in much stronger monitorable actions to increase the results of aid, and to hold individual providers and recipient countries accountable. It also needs to address the concerns of Southern providers by incorporating indicators which measure better the comparative advantages of their development cooperation as also perceived by recipients, notably aspects such as value-for-money and rapid delivery of results (as also discussed in Chapter 3). In other words, the aid effectiveness agenda needs to be broadened into an aid quality and results agenda. Addressing all of these issues will be crucial if aid effectiveness is to continue to receive support at political and civil society level in North and South.
Chapter 2

Accountability and transparency of development cooperation

Defining accountability and transparency

One key way to improve the quality of aid, and its effectiveness in achieving results, is to ensure that its delivery is accountable and transparent. Accountability and transparency have been a key focus of DCF work since its inception. In its second phase, the DCF focused a High-Level Symposium in November 2009 on these issues, which concluded by urging it to conduct a more detailed review of international and national MA and transparency initiatives in 2010.

The DCF has focused on what is known as “mutual accountability” between providers and recipients of development cooperation. The OECD (2009b and c) defines this as “a process by which two (or multiple) partners agree to be held responsible for the commitments that they have voluntarily made to each other.” Progress in mutual accountability is all the more important because the relationship between providers and recipients is inherently uneven. Nevertheless, the phrase “mutual accountability” continues to cause confusion among development cooperation stakeholders, around three questions:

1. Who is holding whom accountable? Stakeholders tend to see accountability largely from their own viewpoints. Therefore:
   - Providers want to hold the recipients of aid (whether national or sub-national governments, multilateral organizations, civil society organizations (CSOs) or the private sector) accountable for the use to which it is put as well as the policies which accompany it.
   - Recipients want to hold providers accountable, including for the effectiveness and timeliness with which they provide aid.
   - Other stakeholders such as (both Northern and Southern) national parliaments or CSOs want to hold providers and recipients accountable.

Within each stakeholder group, members also want to hold one another accountable and exert peer pressure to live up to commitments.

2. What is the locus of accountability? There are four fundamental levels of accountability – global, regional, national and domestic.

---

8 This chapter is based on two background studies prepared for the DCF 2010 on mutual accountability and transparency (Martin 2009 and 2010), as well as the many contributions on these issues made by participants in symposia in Vienna and Helsinki, as well as at the DCF meeting itself, where these issues were discussed.
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- **Global** involves holding participants accountable at the global level for their overall progress worldwide (however, while this sometimes tries to cover all aid providers and recipients, it is more frequently only a subset and therefore not really global).
- **Regional** can mean region-to-region accountability for goals (e.g. between Europe and Africa); or regional efforts to track progress in implementing global or national initiatives.
- **National** tends to mean accountability between aid providers (governments, multilateral organizations, or others) and recipient country governments (but is sometimes used interchangeably with “domestic”).
- **Domestic** means accountability of providers and recipient country governments to their domestic stakeholders such as parliamentarians and auditor-generals. Though most of the focus has been placed on domestic accountability of recipient country governments, it should also ideally cover accountability of provider governments and the multilateral organizations, CSOs and private sector organizations through which they channel aid, as well as accountability of parliaments and local governments.

3. **What are participants being held accountable for?** International agreements have been reached to hold all partners in the development process accountable for development results, notably the MDGs. However, within this broad agenda, there is a tendency by different stakeholders to see their concerns as being the key focus for accountability.

The variety of definitions for “mutual accountability” means that it can include almost any meeting or analysis undertaken at global, regional or national level, which involves development-related issues, and includes two or more stakeholder groups. Each sponsor of a particular forum, dialogue or analysis tends to regard it as being a crucial part of mutual accountability, although the Paris Declaration (PD) and Accra Agenda for Action (AAA) on aid effectiveness try to narrow the definition to focus on processes where providers are held responsible for the effectiveness of aid in producing development results, and recipient or “partner” countries for their aid management and the development results they produce using aid and other resources. The Paris Declaration tries to make sure “Partner countries and providers commit to jointly assess through existing and increasingly objective country-level mechanisms mutual progress in implementing agreed commitments on aid effectiveness.” (OECD 2009b)

In order to make the focus of analysis and discussion manageable enough to produce useful recommendations, this chapter takes a narrow definition of mutual accountability, in two respects:

- First, it assesses only those forums, mechanisms or processes which focus on the **quantity, quality and/or effectiveness of aid** and the development results it achieves, rather than wider development policy issues such as governance or attaining the Internationally Agreed Development Goals (IADGs).
- Second, it stresses the need for recipient countries and other stakeholders to be accountable for development results and for their management of aid. However, given that earlier independent analysis has repeatedly assessed that existing processes are far more effective at holding recipient countries accountable, this analysis **focuses on how to make accountability more “mutual”, by making providers more accountable** to recipient country governments and other stakeholders such as parlia-

So the DCF has adopted a clear definition
ments, local governments and civil society, and (secondarily) recipient and provider
governments’ accountability to their respective parliaments and other domestic
stakeholders. These are two of the major gaps in “mutual accountability” identified
in earlier analysis. By narrowing the focus in this way, it is possible to identify clear
priority actions which can improve mutual accountability and transparency on aid,
and therefore the development results it produces.

Mutual accountability is a key component of both the Paris Declaration and the AAA.
Nevertheless, there has been so little progress towards it that it has been described as “the
orphan of aid effectiveness” (OECD 2008c). Reinforcing mutual accountability and transpar-
ency on development cooperation will require targeting three mutually reinforcing results:

• Improved global and regional mutual accountability mechanisms;
• Improved national-level mutual accountability mechanisms;
• Improved transparency on development cooperation to facilitate mutual account-
ability.

The rest of this chapter examines each of these issues in turn.

Global and regional mutual accountability

Overall assessments of the mechanisms

Even narrowing the focus to mechanisms which focus on aid, there is a multiplicity of global
and regional mechanisms aiming to promote mutual accountability. These can be divided
into three types (OPM 2008b):

• “Spotlights” - independent non-official assessments of performance;
• “Mirrors” – peer review mechanisms of one another among provider or programme
countries;\textsuperscript{10}
• “Two-way mirrors” – official mechanisms for providers, programme countries and
other stakeholders to oversee one another’s performance.

An earlier study (OPM 2008b) reviewed each mechanism on the basis of four factors:

• The quality, independence and transparency of its performance information or evi-
dence;
• Ownership of the mechanism by all stakeholders, and its capacity to build owner-
ship;
• The degree to which the mechanism provokes debate and explanation of perform-
ance;
• The extent to which the mechanism causes behaviour change.

It found that many spotlights have a strong record of providing transparent, independent ‘evidence’ but, to some degree precisely because they are independent, lack the ‘owner-
ship’ by stakeholders to result in behaviour change. On the other hand, mirrors and two-way
mirrors have high ownership, but do not always provide high quality evidence, especially

\textsuperscript{10} There is no current peer review among recipient countries of their aid management and effectiveness
progress, though peer learning mechanisms exist especially in Asia, as discussed elsewhere in this
report. There are many mechanisms, such as the African Peer Review Mechanism, designed to review
commitments on wider policy aspects such as governance.
on individual providers in specific developing countries, and therefore can also be weak in promoting behaviour changes.

The study’s key recommendations were to:

- Promote improved evidence, ownership and debate in the best mechanisms, especially those which reflect voices of recipient countries and other stakeholders;
- Rationalize mechanisms by cutting back those which are least effective;
- Increase coordination and complementarity among mechanisms;
- Strengthen developing country voice in all mechanisms;
- Strengthen peer and other formal review processes in regional donor groupings and the multilateral development banks; and
- Integrate non-official “spotlights” results into official processes.

It also provided detailed suggestions for how to reinforce each well-functioning mechanism, and stressed the need to focus on a few key mechanisms which have strong input in their design and implementation from developing country governments and other Southern stakeholders.

Since then, DCF studies (Martin 2007, 2009, 2010; Manning 2008) and the Report of the United Nations Secretary-General (2008), OECD (2008), as well as Section 1.5 of the current report, have shown that while the Paris Declaration and AAA provide a basis for many providers and recipients agreeing clear commitments, recipients have made much greater progress than providers in implementing these and changing behaviour, perhaps because providers are held much less individually accountable.

Table 2.1 (p. 34) presents detailed assessments of individual global MA mechanisms.\(^{11}\)

In addition to earlier characteristics, the most recent DCF analysis identified eight systemic gaps in global frameworks as key reasons for slow behaviour change:

### Sources of Data and Analysis

As shown in Figure 2.1, providers are virtually the only source used by global MA mechanisms: DAC data and direct donor publications. Some independent mechanisms use analysis by CSOs - though only two (African Monitor and Reality of Aid) rely extensively on Southern CSOs. Virtually none (apart from Guide to Donors and MOPAN) use direct information from recipient country governments (apart from their limited contribution to the Paris Declaration survey).\(^{12}\) Non-executive government stakeholders (parliaments and local governments), as well as other civil society groups (women’s groups, trade unions and the private sector (except insofar as they are tied into wider civil society networks)) are barely consulted.

It is vital that all global mechanisms make greater efforts to source data and analysis from recipient countries, independent analysis and other stakeholders such as parliaments, local governments and civil society groups, as well as providers.

---

11 It does not assess three mechanisms which are forthcoming: the 2010 Publish What You Fund (PWYF) Transparency Index, which will assess transparency of DAC and multilateral donors; the 2011 Quality of Official Development Assistance (QuODA) Index by the Center for Global Development (CGD) and the Brookings Institution, which will be an in-depth analysis of aid building on CGD’s Commitment to Development Index; and the process for monitoring application of the OECD Principles for Good International Engagement in Fragile States and Situations, which will produce a pilot report during 2011.

12 Several (DCF, ONE, PWYF) use Guide to Donors inputs from programme countries, which pushes up the score of recipient countries in Figure 2.1.
Stakeholder Involvement in Processes

A similar picture emerges when examining stakeholder involvement in various stages of processes, as shown in Figure 2.2. Providers, (largely Northern) CSOs and academic institutions are the dominant stakeholders choosing indicators, designing assessment tools (e.g. questionnaires) and processes, and generating and presenting results.

Figure 2.1
Data/analysis sources

Figure 2.2
Stakeholder input
### Table 2.1
**Assessment of global mutual accountability mechanisms**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initiative Title</th>
<th>Executing Agency</th>
<th>Scope/Objectives</th>
<th>Assessment&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Independent “Spotlights”</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African Monitor Development Support Monitor</td>
<td>African Monitor</td>
<td>Independent grassroots network monitoring provider/ African governments</td>
<td>Annual, only DAC and programme country performance, only in Africa, and only quantity disaggregated by provider. Limited dissemination, debate or behaviour change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa Progress Panel Report</td>
<td>Panel members</td>
<td>Independent panel reporting to G8 on G8/Africa progress in Africa commitments</td>
<td>Only aggregate assessments of G8 on some aspects of aid, and only Africa. Multiple stakeholders but ownership and representativeness not clear. Provokes considerable debate and some potential for behaviour change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Commitment to Development Index</td>
<td>Centre for Global Development (CGD)</td>
<td>Independent research institution monitoring OECD countries</td>
<td>Only 21 OECD countries. Broader than aid (but detailed aid assessment intended). Limited provider ownership, but no programme country or multi-stakeholder engagement. High profile/debate may provoke behaviour change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EU Aid Watch</td>
<td>Concord/European CSOs</td>
<td>Consortium of European CSOs monitoring EU government aid performance</td>
<td>Limited to EU. Covers aid quantity and some aspects of effectiveness (tying, poverty focus, transparency). Limited provider ownership, strong involvement of EU CSOs. Strong dissemination/debate could bring behaviour change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIPC Capacity-Building Programme (CBP) Donor Evaluations/ Guide to Donors</td>
<td>Development Finance International (DFI)/Overseas Development Institute and regional partner organizations</td>
<td>Independent capacity-building and research CSOs assisting 35 countries to evaluate donors</td>
<td>High-quality comprehensive evidence on 48 individual donors. Strong ownership by programme countries and CSOs, increasing dissemination and usage by CSOs, DCF and OECD, but not sufficiently debated to change behaviour except in programme country aid policies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ONE/DATA report</td>
<td>ONE/DATA campaign</td>
<td>Advocacy CSo monitoring implementation of G8 commitments to Africa</td>
<td>Limited to G8 and Africa. Covers quantity and some effectiveness, including programme country concerns. High-quality evidence (including HIPC CBP). Limited ownership but strong dissemination/debate provokes behaviour change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reality of Aid (RoA) Report</td>
<td>RoA Network</td>
<td>Coalition of global CSOs monitoring aid trends</td>
<td>Biennial covers most 17 DAC providers and European Commission. Quantitative evidence on amounts and allocation. High ownership by global CSOs, otherwise limited. Limited debate and behaviour change by donors.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Mirrors – Peer Reviews</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiative Title</td>
<td>Executing Agency</td>
<td>Scope/Objectives</td>
<td>Assessment&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multilateral Development Bank (MDB) Common Performance Assessment System (COMPAS)</td>
<td>MDB staff</td>
<td>MDBs peer review one another around results orientation</td>
<td>Only covers five donors. Some aid effectiveness but mostly internal systems and coordination. Some quantitative indicators. Strong MDB ownership but little outside. Dissemination via Global Monitoring Report but limited debate/change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OECD DAC Peer Reviews</td>
<td>OECD DAC Secretariat</td>
<td>OECD DAC members (23) reviewing one another on aid programmes</td>
<td>Covers each DAC member on revolving basis, every four years. Mostly qualitative though includes Paris Declaration indicators. Strong DAC agency ownership, but limited CSO or Southern recipient ownership. Much debate and limited change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two-Way Mirrors – Mutual Assessments</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa Partnership Forum (APF)</td>
<td>APF Secretariat</td>
<td>African and OECD countries reviewing mutual commitments on actions needed to reach MDGs</td>
<td>Covers only Africa and OECD countries. High-quality analysis but much (especially aid) is not disaggregated into individual provider and programme countries. Reasonable ownership by OECD (esp. G8) and African members, reasonable debate but limited behaviour change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECOSOC Development Cooperation Forum (DCF)</td>
<td>United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs (Office for ECOSOC Support and Coordination)</td>
<td>Multiple stakeholders reviewing the contribution of development cooperation to reaching the IADGs</td>
<td>Covers all major providers including non-DAC. High quality analysis, including aid quantity and quality/effectiveness beyond Paris Declaration. Limited disaggregation on individual countries. High legitimacy and reasonable stakeholder ownership, but limited dissemination/debate limits impact on change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Monitoring Report (GMR)</td>
<td>IMF/World Bank</td>
<td>IMF and World Bank reviewing progress towards the MDGs</td>
<td>Covers mainly DAC providers but all programme countries. High quality analysis but disaggregated only for MDBs among providers. Limited ownership, especially by programme countries and non-executive stakeholders. High profile but limited debate or behaviour change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multilateral Organizations Performance Assessment Network (MOPAN)</td>
<td>16 Bilateral OECD Providers</td>
<td>Bilateral Providers input into decisions on which multilateral to fund</td>
<td>Covers only four multilateral a year on rotating basis. High quality analysis of performance and partnership with other providers and recipient country stakeholders. Strong ownership by sponsors and therefore debate with multilateral and behaviour change. No ownership by recipients or non-executive stakeholders.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mutual Review of Development Effectiveness (MRDE)</td>
<td>UN Economic Commission for Africa/ OECD</td>
<td>Review of AU programmes and OECD commitments for MDGs</td>
<td>Covers only OECD and Africa. Analysis much wider than aid but sections on quantity, effectiveness and coherence. Limited analysis of disaggregated performance by providers and African countries. Strong ownership by OECD and state actors, but limited profile, debate or behaviour change.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Strategic Partnership for Africa (SPA)</td>
<td>SPA Secretariat at World Bank</td>
<td>Monitors aid levels and effectiveness (especially of budget and sector support) with annual survey</td>
<td>Only OECD/multilateral providers and Africa. Mainly on quantity and budget support. High-quality data and analysis but no analysis of disaggregated performance by providers. Strong ownership by provider and African members, very limited ownership and no debate beyond them, but considerable behaviour change by “committed” providers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Working Party on Aid Effectiveness (WP-EFF)</td>
<td>Multiple stakeholders with DAC Secretariat support</td>
<td>Monitors aid effectiveness commitments of Paris Declaration, plus analysis and review of many other aspects</td>
<td>Triennial survey – in 2008 covered 60 providers in 55 developing countries, limited to Paris Declaration targets. High quality data though much provider self-reporting. Disaggregated data but no analysis of individual providers. Strong ownership among signatories (especially providers), growing ownership by other stakeholders as more included in process. High profile/debate, some behaviour change.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> These assessments are based on OPM 2008, except for DCF, Humanitarian Response Report, and State of Humanitarian System, which the OPM report predates.
Recipient governments are woefully under-represented, designing and leading the assessment process themselves only in the Donor Guide evaluations. They also have strong voices in the DCF and membership in the WP-EFF, but in neither case is it clear how a limited number of partner voices represent other countries, or how they are supported with technical and analytical inputs to ensure that they advocate best practices, and thereby achieve behavioural changes.

Other key stakeholder groups — notably Southern providers, provider and recipient country parliaments, local governments, and civil society representatives, have even less voice in many key global or regional mechanisms. Only two independent “spotlights” (African Monitor and Reality of Aid) rely on Southern civil society assessments as key inputs. Though the DCF and the WP-EFF have made considerable efforts to integrate these stakeholders into their discussions, they are still some way from balanced representation of all stakeholders, or adequately funded representative consultations of members of each stakeholder group.

It is relatively surprising that most mechanisms make little effort to involve a wide range of stakeholders (especially from recipient countries) in their design and implementation, and it would be worth exploring further whether they make efforts which do not bear fruit, or other factors are at play such as a feeling that stakeholders might bias or undermine the “quality” of indicators, or a need to respond to their own constituencies or funders. It will be vital to involve recipient governments and non-executive stakeholders much more closely in choosing indicators, designing assessment tools and processes, and generating and presenting of results, to achieve genuine mutual accountability.

Content of Assessments

Not surprisingly given the earlier findings on data sources and stakeholder involvement, as shown in Figure 2.3, the content of assessments is dominated by the concerns of providers, and the issues on which consensus has been able to be reached among providers in negotiating global compacts such as the Paris Declaration, as well as by two issues on which much progress
has been made since Accra, because they were monitorable action points in the AAA – multi-year predictability and transparency. Much less attention is paid to policy coherence (except by mechanisms such as OECD DAC Peer Reviews and the CGD Commitment to Development Index, as well as broader assessments in the Reality of Aid reports and DCF reports).

On the other hand, the issues which are of most concern to recipient country governments – reducing conditionality, ensuring that technical assistance is transformed into capacity building, and maximizing provider flexibility to fund national development programmes across all sectors (as well as to respond to changing priorities of programme governments) – are even less analysed (except by the Guide to Donors, DCF, Reality of Aid and EU AidWatch). Value-for-money, anti-corruption measures and gender focus are barely mentioned. This reconfirms the findings of the 2009 DCF study that the agenda for debate in mechanisms is dominated by the concerns of providers and the issues on which consensus has been able to be reached among providers in global compacts such as the Paris Declaration.

In addition, though many of these mechanisms stress concern about accountability and transparency of providers, not one assesses the transparency and multi-year predictability of providers at recipient country level (i.e. the degree to which providers proactively communicate information to governments and stakeholders), or the degree to which providers participate in national-level MA and transparency mechanisms. If these aspects are not tracked, it is hard to see how they will change provider behaviour.

Coverage of Providers/Programme Countries

Another factor limiting impact is the relatively narrow coverage of many mechanisms. Most limit coverage to DAC providers and major multilateral institutions, or a subset of these (such as EU, G8 or multilateral development banks). Exceptions are the Donor Guide, which covers 14 non-DAC bilateral and multilateral providers and three global funds, the Paris Declaration Survey which covers two Global Funds (Publish What You Fund and the Brookings/CGD Quality of Official Development Assistance (QuODA) also intend to cover global funds), and the DCF and Reality of Aid which analyse some non-DAC providers. No mechanism provides a fully “mutual” assessment in the sense of analysing both provider and recipient country performance (the PD survey comes closest in that it publishes data on provider and recipient country performance, but does not analyse individual providers). A large number of other providers (especially CSOs and developing countries) have made no formal commitments to global accountability targets (though some have signed the Paris Declaration and/or the AAA). In most cases this reflects a view that their development cooperation is different from that of DAC providers (so that mutual accountability is less necessary or appropriate), as well as a feeling that they have not been sufficiently consulted in the design of global or regional frameworks. A great deal more work is needed to ensure that these other providers are fully involved in defining future agendas (if necessary built around their own separate frameworks) so that mutual accountability can become genuinely global. Box 2.1 discusses the efforts which international CSOs are making to increase their accountability.

All the mechanisms publish data or analysis on the global performance of individual providers. However, virtually none publish data or analysis on the performance of individual providers at the level of individual recipient countries (the PD survey data for this are on the OECD website but have not been analysed, while the Guide to Donors uses recipient countries’ own evaluations and PD survey data to assess in which recipient countries each provider implements its best practices). In terms of coverage of recipient countries, the PD survey (and most other assessments as they use its data) most recently covered 55 countries, while the Guide to Donors analyses 30 recipient countries for its additional indicators, and

Virtually none publish analysis on the performance of individual providers in individual recipient countries
the MOPAN system conducts consultations in 10. Behaviour change by providers varies dramatically. At one end of the spectrum, a few have shown genuine commitment to improving performance, evidenced by detailed global and country-level implementation plans which go beyond the Paris Declaration commitments (being broader in scope or more ambitious in goals). In order to promote change, the best of these plans are enforced by regular self-monitoring and respected in the negotiation of each new aid programme or project. Many other providers have made commitments (such as the Paris Declaration) but have not produced detailed enough implementation plans to make future progress credible. It is crucial that global frameworks contain clear targets for individual providers, and demand from them detailed implementation plans to ensure these are reached.

**Timeliness/Frequency**

In terms of frequency, almost all mechanisms are (or for the forthcoming ones intend to be) annually updated. However, the DCF report is published only every two years, and the PD survey every three years. Some other mechanisms conduct updated evaluations only for subsets of providers (5-6 per year for DAC Peer Reviews meaning each member gets analysed every four years; four per year for MOPAN) or recipient countries (the Guide to Donors updates approximately ten recipient countries each year). On timeliness, most of the

---

**Box 2.1  
CSO accountability: recent initiatives**

Civil society organizations, in particular NGOs working in development cooperation, are instrumental in calling on providers of development assistance and recipient governments, to make accountable commitments to improve the results of aid, and then to honour these commitments. They also highlight democratic deficits in international and national aid systems and push for a profound reform of governance structures (see Chapter 4). As the aid effectiveness debate has unfolded since 2003, governments began to call on CSOs to demonstrate and account for their own effectiveness – partly because neither international nor national MA mechanisms cover CSO activities effectively.

Against this backdrop, the **Open Forum for CSO Development Effectiveness** was created with the objective to pursue a global consensus on the principles to which CSOs hold themselves accountable and to which they wish to be held accountable by citizens, other CSOs and governments. The Forum engaged in the negotiations of the Accra Agenda for Action in 2008, and many of its members are active participants in the DCF process.

Currently, the Forum is facilitating national consultations with CSO representatives and other stakeholders in over 50 countries to develop a shared framework of principles on the roles and effectiveness of the CSO sector in development, and guidelines for their application. Specific thematic consultations on the work of trade unions, women’s organizations, social movements of the most marginalized, and CSOs in conflicts will also be held.

The process aims to develop a distinct CSO vision on development effectiveness in preparing the 4th High-level Forum in Seoul in November 2011, taking into account the centrality of human rights, gender equality, environmental sustainability, and capacity. The consultations are crucial forums to promote CSO accountability and describe circumstances that enable or impede their work. They will be held throughout 2010 and 2011 and feed into a final global report. In Seoul a global agreement on minimum standards for an enabling environment for development effectiveness will be presented.

In 2003, CIVICUS and others initiated a process that resulted in the launch of an **International Non-Governmental Organization (INGO) Accountability Charter**. The Charter expresses the commitment of INGOs to uphold highest standards of moral and professional conduct in all their policies, activities and operations. A fundamental underpinning of the Charter is the right of signatories to act based on
mechanisms aim to publish the data and analysis they collect each year within six months of the base year for the data. However, heavy reliance on the relatively infrequent Paris Declaration surveys means that some indicators can be 2-3 years out of date. Assessments need to be updated as frequently as possible (preferably annually) and with maximum timeliness (preferably in the six months following the year assessed).

**Cooperation among Mechanisms**

There has been a considerable amount of cooperation among international and regional mechanisms in the sense of using one another’s data. Most other mechanisms use at least one indicator from the PD survey, three use data from the Donor Guide evaluations, and two are planning to use AidData data. There is considerable exchange of best practice and data among the official and unofficial assessors of EU donors, the structures assessing humanitarian aid, and the mechanisms assessing multilateral aid. The DCF analyses and Guide to Donors also draw extensively on analytical results from other official and independent analysis. In contrast most official processes do not draw on independent analysis mechanisms’ results. However, discussion of mergers or rationalisations of mechanisms has been relatively limited: recently there has been proliferation. There is a strong need for mechanisms to cooperate more closely by exchanging data, and rationalising collection processes, especially in ensuring official mechanisms draw on independent analysis.

**Links/Usefulness for National Mechanisms**

Very few of the mechanisms are used in national-level MA mechanisms, apart from the Paris Declaration survey and indicators, which are officially used in all mechanisms to set baselines and targets and even in some countries to replace national-level monitoring, and the Guide to Donors, which has been used by many low-income countries to make decisions on which donors to prioritise in terms of future cooperation as well as on elements to include in their national aid policies. It is difficult to see how most other mechanisms could be relevant, partly because they do not track provider progress at the recipient country level, but also because many of them are not constructed to reply to the key concerns of recipient governments or stakeholders. There is a need to make much stronger efforts to ensure assessments are used in national-level MA mechanisms to increase provider and recipient behaviour change.

Signed by 60 international NGOs (INGOs), the Charter is a starting point to establish a system that not only sets common standards of conduct for INGOs, but also creates mechanisms to report, monitor and evaluate compliance as well as provide redress. All signatories are required to submit annual reports on their achievements. Since 2010 the standard format for reporting is the Global Reporting Initiative NGO Sector Supplement, which builds on the Charter and contains a description of profile (including values, activities and financial disclosure), adherence to universal principles, responsible advocacy, non-discrimination, transparency, ethical fundraising, and professional management. Supplying this information to aid data systems would be critical in institutionalizing NGO accountability.

These initiatives are very promising, but much more progress needs to be made. In particular, clear norms and standards need to be set by major CSOs (and global foundations) for them to be accountable to developing country governments and citizens and systematically transparent on their activities – as well as for governments to design legal and accountability systems which protect their independence and freedoms.

The next DCF cycle will look even more closely at these issues to facilitate global dialogue on norms. For more details, see: http://www.cso-effectiveness.org and http://www.ingoaccountabilitycharter.org.
Use of and Impact/Behaviour Change Resulting from Mechanisms

It is clear that, as the only globally-accepted assessment mechanism, the Paris Declaration and its surveys have the most impact on behaviour change at national and global level. This impact could however be dramatically increased if PD progress reports incorporated analysis of individual providers.

Other mechanisms such as the Africa Progress Panel, Mutual Review of Development Effectiveness (MRDE), and ONE have more impact at the global policy level, especially on G8 member state policies – but these are focused more on quantity and delivery of specific promises rather than effectiveness or results. Publish What You Fund (PWYF) and QuODA might be able to have more focused global impacts insofar as they intend to emphasize narrower issues of transparency and quality. Multilateral organizations take seriously and try to respond to the COMPAS and MOPAN findings. EU donors appear to take the Donor Atlas and EU Aid Watch reasonably seriously, as do the providers of humanitarian assistance do the Active Learning Network for Accountability and Performance (ALNAP) and Development Assistance Research Associates (DARA). Some recipient countries use the Guide to Donors to change their behaviour towards providers, prioritizing different providers, negotiating improvements in provider behaviour to match each provider’s global best practices, and introducing additional elements to their aid policies or assessment frameworks. However, because it is not an official mechanism, they are loath to publish its results or use it formally in negotiations.

On the other hand, similar global assessment frameworks for programme countries (such as assessments of Public Financial Management (PFM), procurement, and the quality of development strategies and monitoring and evaluation (M&E) frameworks) have a much stronger influence on the behaviour of recipient countries, partly because their outcomes are often used as the basis for matrices of conditionality for improving government performance in policy-based lending.

However, there is no published or authoritative evidence on these issues, including what aspects of behaviour have been most changed, and what factors most hinder change. Further evidence collection through surveys of potential users – and discussions among sponsors of initiatives and potential users, especially from Southern stakeholder groups – should be a top priority to increase the success of global mechanisms in promoting change.

If global mechanisms are to be more helpful in affecting change in provider behaviour, they need to promote this at two levels: global changes in policy and practice due in part to advocacy by recipient country stakeholders; and national-level change negotiated with recipient country stakeholders. Yet most non-provider stakeholders lack sufficient analysis and information on provider aid practices, including policies and procedures, partly because much analysis is not presented in a way designed to identify how to improve each individual provider’s programmes (and analysis which does so – such as that produced by the ONE Campaign, OXFAM, Action Aid, or the Guide to Donors and the Highly Indebted Poor Countries Capacity Building Programme (HIPC CBP) – is limited in its dissemination and use). In addition, there are no strong mechanisms demanding such regular inputs at global, regional or national level in order to hold providers accountable. This severely limits the prospects for change at global and national level.

There is also little scope for dialogue between provider and recipient country institutions, beyond the executive branches of government. As discussed in Section 3.2, provider parliaments often have a powerful influence on the behaviour of their governments, and they value the opinions of colleagues in recipient countries in assessing impact and priorities for development cooperation. It is therefore essential to enhance dialogue between provider and
Table 2.2  
Performance of major donors according to Global MA Mechanisms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Paris Declaration</th>
<th>Average of all 2008 survey indicators - strengths</th>
<th>CGD</th>
<th>CDI</th>
<th>EU</th>
<th>Aid Watch</th>
<th>HIPC-CBP</th>
<th>Donor evaluations by recipient countries - strengths</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>M - untying</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>M – untying, joint analysis</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L – matching funds, concessionality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>M – untying, joint analysis</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M – alignment, concessionality, matching funds, use PFM systems</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>M – use of PFM, untying</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L – alignment, concessionality, matching funds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>H – untying, joint analysis, TA, programme aid</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M – matching funds, concessionality, pledges fulfilled</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>H – untying, joint analysis, use procurement systems</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H – alignment, concessionality, matching funds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>M – untying, use procurement systems</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L – alignment, concessionality, matching fund</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>H – untying, joint analysis, TA</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M – conditionality, concessionality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>H – untying, TA, programme aid</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H – alignment, concessionality, TA, procurement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>M – TA</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L – matching funds, concessionality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>M – untying, TA</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L – alignment, concessionality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>L – untying, joint analysis</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M – concessionality, channels, alignment, predictability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>H – untying, use procurement systems, programme aid</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H – alignment, concessionality, procurement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>M – untying, joint mission</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>H – untying, joint analysis, use procurement systems</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H – concessionality, alignment, TA, disbursement procedures</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>L - untying</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L – alignment, concessionality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic of Korea</td>
<td>L – TA</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L – channels, conditionality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>L – use procurement systems</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>L</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L – alignment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>M – untying, use country systems</td>
<td>H</td>
<td>H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H – alignment, concessionality, matching funds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>M – untying, joint analysis</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M – alignment, concessionality, matching funds</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UK</td>
<td>H – untying, use PFM systems, programme aid</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>M</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H – alignment, predictability, concessionality, conditionality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>USA</td>
<td>L – TA</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L – alignment, concessionality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AfDB</td>
<td>M – aid on budget</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M – alignment, concessionality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADB</td>
<td>H – predictability, aid on budget, use PFM systems</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EC</td>
<td>M – joint analysis, predictability</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M – predictability, alignment, concessionality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAVI</td>
<td>M – TA, joint missions</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Fund</td>
<td>M – programme aid</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IADB</td>
<td>M – TA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M – predictability, concessionality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IFAD</td>
<td>H – use procurement systems, joint analysis/missions</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>L – alignment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IMF</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>H</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H – predictability, procurement</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Nations</td>
<td>M – joint analysis, TA</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>H – alignment, conditionality, concessionality</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Bank</td>
<td>H – TA, aid on budget</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>M – alignment, predictability</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Methodology:  H high performers: top third of all assessed; M middle third; L bottom third.
* AidWatch defines genuine aid as excluding debt relief + aid spent on students/refugees in donor countries.
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recipient country parliamentarians, through both global and regional networks. Similarly, CSOs including trade unions, NGOs and private sector organizations would benefit from more global and regional exchange on aid effectiveness issues, especially with voices from recipient countries informing counterparts from provider countries of realities on the ground.

Findings of the global mutual accountability mechanisms on provider behaviour

Table 2.2 shows the findings of four key global mechanisms on individual providers’ performance. These mechanisms have been chosen because they have the widest coverage of providers and performance indicators among the global MA mechanisms.

Overall, even though the four mechanisms use very different methodologies, there is a remarkable degree of consensus on donor performance. Ireland, The Netherlands, Scandinavian countries and the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland perform well (in the top third of donors assessed) in two or more mechanisms, while Italy, Japan, Portugal, Republic of Korea and the USA are in the lowest third of donors assessed. Canada, France, Germany, Italy, Japan, IFAD and the World Bank perform better in the Paris survey than in other assessments, especially those undertaken by recipient countries in the HIPC CBP, while Luxembourg, Sweden and the United Nations perform better in recipient assessments than in the Paris Survey.

Strong points for individual donors also vary considerably, with most performing well according to the Paris Survey on untying, joint analysis and coordinated, technical assistance whereas in the HIPC CBP evaluation most perform well on concessionality and sectoral alignment, but only Ireland and Norway perform well on technical assistance, and Germany, Republic of Korea, and the United Kingdom on conditionality.

Other types of international accountability

There are two other types of accountability on which the DCF Secretariat has conducted initial analysis but intends to focus more of its future attention:

- Regional accountability mechanisms. These are of growing importance as described in Box 2.2
- Individual Provider Accountability at International Level. There are many structures in which programme country governments are held accountable by providers as a group, but none which achieve the reverse – i.e. that an individual provider should be held accountable by all its recipients. Systematic top-level annual processes

Box 2.2

Regional mutual accountability mechanisms

Regional mutual accountability mechanisms are much less prevalent than global ones. They are located mostly in Africa, and virtually absent in Latin America and most of Asia. Many are largely ignored in global and national discussions. Equally important, many of the increasing numbers of regional aid programmes and donor conferences such as with the Economic Community of West African States (ECOWAS), the Southern African Development Community (SADC) or the Union Economique et Monétaire Ouest Africaine (UEMOA) in Africa do not contain effective mutual accountability frameworks which hold providers accountable.

Six examples of mechanisms which are taken seriously are:
Accountability and transparency of development cooperation

- The Mutual Review of Development Effectiveness between Africa and the donor community, co-sponsored by the United Nations Economic Commission for Africa and the OECD Africa Partnership Forum. This is somewhat influential to the degree that it links specifically into the G8 through the Africa Partnership, and provides an authoritative assessment of progress on African aid targets, especially those set at the G8 Gleneagles summit of 2005 for increasing aid to Africa, as well as specific initiatives launched since then. However, independent assessments by (for example) the ONE campaign have been more successful in advocating that G8 leaders live up to their 2005 promises. It is not clear how such mechanisms for bringing development cooperation issues to the top of the global summit agenda will work in future if global economic governance moves to the G-20.

- The South East Asia Joint Initiative on Mutual Accountability (see CDDE 2009 and OECD 2008 HLF Roundtable Summaries). This initiative has an important peer learning function in creating a neutral space beyond the country-level constraints, through which developing countries understand the workings of national MA mechanisms and the performance of providers in neighbouring countries; and key elements of effective mutual assessments. This is being continued as part of a wider Asia-wide initiative on capacity development for development effectiveness (CDDE). It is also beginning to be replicated in other regions – there are plans for regional networking and peer learning in Africa and Latin America and at global level (see also UNDP 2009).

- The DAC Peer Review Mechanism, whereby DAC providers review one another’s aid programmes. It is considered a regional mechanism in the sense that it applies to only a sub-group of providers. These are strictly speaking a peer review rather than a MA mechanism, in the sense that other stakeholders do not conduct the review (though they are consulted by the review team). Over the years they have had considerable impact on programmes and policies, and since 2008 they have included aid effectiveness aspects. Under the AAA Action agreement, it was intended that developing country governments and parliaments should begin to participate in the reviews, which would introduce a small element of mutuality into them.

- The African Monitor, which is an independent African civil society body monitoring development financing commitments and delivery at grassroots level. It has the major comparative strength of assessing the focus of all development resources on producing gains for grassroots communities, and has produced a Development Support Monitor assessing delivery by Africa’s donors, and by African recipient governments. It has also produced a practical capacity-building toolkit for grassroots monitoring of expenditures and is designing a Grassroots Focus Index for development support.

- The Parliamentary Platform on ODA, an informal Africa-Europe coordination mechanism for parliamentary participation in international discussions on aid effectiveness, facilitated by AWEPA, brings together parliamentarians from European provider countries, African regional mutual accountability participants, African parliamentary networks on NEPAD and African regional women’s parliamentary caucuses. So far, the platform has increased parliamentary awareness on the Paris Declaration and AAA, implemented capacity building, amplified parliamentary voice in WP-EFF Cluster debates, and produced a practical information guide for parliamentarians.

- The Cairns Process (discussed in more detail under national MA mechanisms), whereby Pacific island states hold some providers accountable for meeting regional aid effectiveness targets.

for accountability of an individual provider to its key programme countries, as well as integration of systematic accountability processes into replenishment discussions for multilateral organizations (as well as the assessments such as MOPAN which providers conduct of multilateral organizations) would be highly desirable.

National-level accountability and transparency

National-level mutual accountability

This report defines national mutual accountability mechanisms as those in which recipient countries, as well as being held accountable for development results and aid management,
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hold providers accountable for their aid. In addition, and given the commitments in the AAA, key stakeholders in recipient countries (such as parliaments, CSOs, trade unions, private sector, women’s groups) are expected to hold providers and recipient governments accountable through such mechanisms.

There are a multiplicity of forums at national level in most recipient countries for dialogue with providers on issues related to development and the funding needs of the national development programme. The challenge is making these into effective MA mechanisms. In addition, every country has multiple performance frameworks established by providers (either in groups or individually) which hold it to account for a very large number of targets (2-6 times as many as in provider performance frameworks). Those frameworks have produced massive behavioural change in most recipient governments over the last decade. Separate analysis should be conducted on how to improve recipient country accountability by rationalizing numbers of agreements and targets.

National mutual accountability is a Paris Declaration target, defined as the “number of partner countries that undertake mutual assessments of progress in implementing agreed commitments on aid effectiveness including those in the Paris Declaration”, with the target being to have “mutual assessment reviews” in place in all participating recipient countries by 2010. The 2008 survey on the implementation of the Paris Declaration concluded that only 14 (26%) of recipient countries had such mechanisms, and only 1-2 countries had established one since the 2005 survey. It also strongly questioned the validity of the number of countries reporting that mechanisms existed (OECD 2008a). Work for the November 2009 DCF High-level Symposium confirmed this scepticism, indicating that only around eight countries had up to date aid effectiveness MA mechanisms (Martin 2009).

That high-level symposium reached consensus on key components of national MA mechanisms which had proven successful in changing provider behaviour, and could therefore provide a basis for defining criteria to assess mechanisms. It was agreed that these did not form a blueprint or a “one size fits all” recipe for promoting change in provider behaviour, but could inform recipient countries intending to establish or improve MA mechanisms about which steps are likely to be more effective. They include:

- The development of a national aid policy by the recipient government (where necessary as the basis for a Joint Assistance Strategy with providers);
- Locally-driven aid quality and results monitoring frameworks, including specific annual performance targets for individual providers;
- Strong recipient government and parliamentary political leadership, and clear institutional structures and responsibilities for aid management, negotiation and signature;
- Independent analytical input from parliament, civil society and independent monitoring groups to identify and help resolve key problems;
- Comprehensive databases which cover aid quality and effectiveness issues and allow recipient governments to monitor and verify trends for themselves;
- Peer pressure among providers (especially in countries where there exists a critical mass of providers prepared to support mutual accountability); and
- Large-scale investment in building recipient government capacity to monitor and analyse providers, and to negotiate changes in behaviour.

It was realized during the previous study that the reliability of information on national-level MA and transparency was highly variable. Therefore, to collect more reliable information, the secretariat of the DCF and UNDP cooperated in executing a country-level survey.
on MA and transparency. It was conducted during February-April 2010, and covered 70 countries. Of the countries surveyed, 41 responded fully to the questionnaire. A further 16 indicated that they did not have any MA mechanism in place, and therefore did not reply in full. In the absence of responses, the remaining 13 countries were analyzed by regional and global experts, based on public documentation and interviews with national aid managers.

Progress in aid policies and provider targets

Recipient country aid policies (and the targets they set for recipients and providers) are crucial to setting nationally-driven standards to which actors can be held accountable, and are the main drivers of progress on MA. As shown in Figure 2.4, the survey found that:

- 52 countries (74%) do not have a formal aid policy or document.
- 18 (26%) do have an aid policy or agreed document. However, while all 18 have targets for recipients, seven include only general principles guiding provider behaviour with no targets. Though eleven (16%) have collective targets for providers to meet, only three set or publicly analyse individual providers’ progress, and only Rwanda tailors targets to the circumstances of individual providers.
- Of the eleven countries with provider targets, two are limited to a sub-set of Paris Declaration indicators, seven include all the Paris indicators and only three go beyond Paris (including such aspects as division of labour, conditionality, multi-year predictability and quiet periods).
- Of the countries with provider targets, in five these apply only to budget support providers.

Figure 2.4
Provider targets

![Pie chart showing provider targets]

The survey benefitted immensely from assistance by United Nations country offices, programme and provider country officials and other stakeholders such as parliamentarians and CSOs, in completing surveys and organizing meetings at which joint and separate responses were agreed; as well as advisory input from members of the WP-EFF Task Team on Mutual Accountability, for which the DCF is most grateful. There were three main types of questions in the survey: those requiring a yes/no answer, which are reported below in terms of percentages of respondents; those allowing respondents to assess progress on a scale of 1-5, where 1 = “no achievement”, 2 = “small amount of achievement”, 3 = “moderate achievement”, 4 = “high level of achievement” and 5 = “complete achievement” (for which average scores are reported below); and those requesting “open” i.e. descriptive answers to questions (which are reported in the text).
There has therefore been only very limited progress in developing aid policies and especially provider targets, with individual provider accountability limited to three countries. However, there is continuing progress with five countries indicating that they will soon be producing new aid policies.

The survey also explored other characteristics of policies. As shown in figure 2.5, they:

- Are seen as focusing attention more on recipient (3.1/5\(^\text{14}\)) than provider (2.7) performance;
- Are highly consistent with national development strategies (3.9);
- Give strong guidance to central and local government agencies (3.6), but only limited guidance to non-executive actors (parliaments, CSOs etc) (2.8), in terms of their roles and responsibilities;
- Focus very little on gender issues (2.3).

**Progress in formal mutual accountability processes**

To promote behaviour change, countries also need to have additional “process” elements in place: regular monitoring and analysis of performance; a forum for formal discussion of mutual progress assessments; and (preferably) input from wider stakeholder groups. To what degree do these exist?

**Monitoring and analysis** should ideally be balanced with recipient countries and providers being equally treated and regular so that concrete dialogue can develop. However:

- All stakeholders agreed that more focus is put on monitoring recipients than providers.
- Only seven (10%) countries show concrete evidence of regular monitoring of providers, of which only three monitor individual providers.
- Independent monitoring of providers (by groups independent of recipient country government and providers) has occurred recently in only four countries (Cambodia, Mozambique, Malawi, Vietnam).
- The seven Pacific island countries covered by this survey are currently undertaking their first regional provider monitoring, and Ghana is developing a monitoring framework for its policy.
- Some other countries (for example Kenya) have conducted recent reviews of progress in aid policy implementation, but without describing individual provider progress.
- Most countries rely extensively on the Paris Declaration surveys to set baseline standards for 2005 and targets for 2010, and analyse ongoing provider performance.

There is only very limited progress in the regular monitoring of provider and recipient country performance on aid effectiveness. It is possible that progress in this area, while hugely supported by the Paris Declaration in setting baselines and 2010 collective targets, is also being constrained by it, as in some countries providers and recipients fall back on waiting for Paris Declaration survey results to monitor progress, rather than developing home-grown or more regular (e.g. annual) processes (in large part due to lack of political will, time and capacity). For providers and recipient countries to be held fully accountable and pushed to change behaviour, monitoring needs to be annual rather than every three years.

\(^{14}\) For explanation of scores refer to previous footnote.
There are a myriad of forums in which providers and recipients discuss development results and aid issues, making this one of the hardest aspects of MA progress to assess. However, significant behaviour change is achieved only in forums which bring together providers and recipients at the highest level, to discuss aid policies and targets, review progress based on concrete monitoring and analysis, and agree on future approaches. The survey found that:

- 28 (40% of) countries reported such high level meetings between providers and recipients.
- However, while meetings in 22 countries discuss recipient targets, only eleven discuss provider targets, and only three individual provider targets, implying very limited “mutuality”. Reference to the documents discussed at these forums indicates that only six discuss concrete evidence of provider performance and policy implications, with the rest focusing on general trends and principles.
- 28 countries also reported sectoral forums which discuss progress on aid effectiveness in specific sectors. Although 23 discuss recipient and provider behaviour, the survey did not look in depth at this. More work would be needed to assess their ability to hold participants accountable.
- Almost without exception these forums are chaired by country officials, supported by country institutions and utilize national analysis. However, stronger mechanisms which have clear policies and targets use national analysis much more (scoring 3.9/5 compared to 3.1 for others).

This analysis suggests that forums exist for debate between providers and recipients on mutual performance in relation to aid, but most provide little scrutiny of donors – in part due to lack of relevant evidence – and are far from delivering formal spaces for mutual accountability on aid.
Non-executive stakeholder engagement, in terms of both their ability to gain access to forums, and their input of analysis into performance assessments, is stressed by the Accra Agenda for Action as vital to accountability. As shown in Figures 2.6 and 2.7, the survey found that:

- CSOs participated in around half the forums (2.7) and were the best involved of stakeholder groups; however they were more limited in making analytical inputs (2.2). There are some notable exceptions to this picture, such as in Cambodia where
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**Figure 2.6**
**Non-executive engagement**
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**Figure 2.7**
**Independent analysis**
the NGO Forum makes regular high-quality inputs to the national aid effectiveness forums (for example, NGO Forum on Cambodia 2009).
• Parliamentarians had very low participation (2.3) and analytical input (1.6).
• Other groups generally scored between CSOs and parliamentarians on participation (local government 2.5, private sector 2.5, and women’s groups 2.3) but trade unions were lowest at 2.2.
• Independent analytical input from these groups was virtually absent – (1.9).
• Countries with policies and provider targets (an indicator of more progressed mutual accountability) have non-executive actor engagement as low as those without targets.
• In countries where different stakeholders submitted separate responses to the survey, there were no significant differences in assessing participation. However, providers and non-executive stakeholders gave lower scores to analytical inputs from non-executive stakeholders.

The stakeholder group receiving most capacity building support was recipient country governments (3.3), followed by CSOs (2.3), parliamentarians and local government officials (both 2.2). All groups also indicated that they have major capacity-building needs but, given that most current efforts are centred on governments, even more priority might be given to parliamentarians, local governments and CSOs in order to increase their analytical capacity and participation in mutual accountability processes.

The survey suggests that wider stakeholder participation in mutual accountability is the least advanced of all key elements of mutual accountability. There is evidence that this is changing in a few countries because it was emphasized at the 3rd High Level Forum on Aid Effectiveness in Accra in 2008. Vietnam is a positive example where parliamentarians and Vietnamese NGOs are both represented on the executive committee of the new Aid Effectiveness Forum, and are offered the prospect of funding for analytical work, implying that they could have strong influence on the agenda and content of discussions.
As shown in Figure 2.8, the survey also assessed which providers are covered by MA mechanisms. It found they cover OECD providers (3.6) far more effectively than non-OECD donors (2.8), global funds (2.4), NGOs (2.0) and private foundations (1.2). It also found much better coverage of providers (2.8) in the countries with strongest MA processes than others (2.0). In addition, analysis of the individual providers participating in national MA mechanisms showed that even for major DAC donors and multilaterals, the number of MA mechanisms they participate in varies between 0 and 10. These results suggest a significant challenge for even the most advanced MA processes in integrating the full range of providers.

The survey also asked respondents to share details of international (global or regional) MA mechanisms that are used to support national MA processes. The processes most commonly mentioned were the OECD-managed Paris and Accra processes, which have clearly had a strong influence on the most advanced MA mechanisms at the national level, with Division of Labour processes also referenced frequently. Asia and Pacific island countries seem to be more actively engaging with and making use of regional mechanisms sponsored by the Capacity Development for Development Effectiveness (CDDE) facility. However, in general, international mechanisms were not mentioned, suggesting much more effort is needed to connect international and national processes.

**Overall progress of MA and impact on behaviour change**

Much work remains to establish comprehensive and open MA processes, although there is a reasonable foundation for future progress in some countries. As shown in Figure 2.9, detailed analysis of survey responses, corroborated by recent studies on MA and country documentation suggests that:

- A maximum of 8 countries (11%) have made major progress on MA processes, having clear provider targets (usually defined in a policy) which are regularly reviewed and discussed, and could respond “yes” to Paris Declaration indicator 12.
- However, almost all countries lack key elements promoting behaviour change – such as clear policies, individual donor targets, regular independent analysis and top-level discussions – and have limited coverage of donors and participation of non-executive stakeholders.
- In another 22 countries (31%), some progress has been made on at least one element of MA (policies, targets or review mechanisms). This progress can be built on in the future.
- In 40 countries (57%) there seems to be little if any progress in developing MA in relation to aid.
- In around 30 countries, there are active steps under way to increase MA. However, these vary dramatically in scope and ambition with very few aiming for clear recipient policies and individual provider targets, implying that they may induce little behaviour change.
- When asked why there had been relatively little progress, 35% of respondents suggested this reflected low recipient government capacity and leadership, 17% poor transparency by providers, and 10% inflexibility of provider policies and procedures.
- With the exception of Afghanistan, the countries making most MA progress are in Anglophone Eastern and Southern Africa, and Southeast Asia. This coincides with

15 Afghanistan, Cambodia, Laos, Malawi, Mozambique, Rwanda, United Republic of Tanzania and Vietnam.
a high presence of like-minded donors (making strong progress on effectiveness globally according to the PD survey) and suggests that global policy decisions at headquarters remain a dominant influence on MA progress.

Table 2.3 shows the analysis of the more advanced individual country MA mechanisms, based on the DCF/UNDP survey. It should be noted that several other countries such as Cook Islands, Kyrgyz Republic, Liberia, Mongolia, Sierra Leone, Sri Lanka and Sudan are now developing aid policies.

Finally, what is the impact of national MA processes on behaviour change by participants? Ascribing change to processes is tenuous, so the survey’s conclusions need to be substantiated by other evidence and detailed case studies. Nevertheless, they validate the importance of key elements of MA:

- Average programme country change is 3.1 (considerably higher than provider change with 2.5).
- Among groups of programme countries, higher levels of behaviour change are perceived for Sub-Saharan Africa programme countries (3.3) than for Asia/Pacific countries (2.7); but there is no important variation from the average linked to levels of aid dependency.
- Recipient countries where MA is most advanced report much higher change by providers (2.9) than middle (2.3) or poor performers (1.6), especially countries with provider targets (3.2).
- These findings appear to reflect the following characteristics:
  1. Low-progress: when there is no MA, there is less behaviour change (especially by providers), and stakeholders find it less easy to ascribe change to the MA process;
  2. Middle-progress: as MA becomes formalized with agreements and discussion forums, there is a much stronger impact on recipient country behaviour than on providers, and an MA process without provider targets facilitates this;
  3. High-progress: only when MA reaches an advanced stage (with provider targets and regular reviews) does it produce significant change in provider behaviour.
### Table 2.3
Progress on national-level mutual accountability (as of May 2010)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Aid policy</th>
<th>Provider targets</th>
<th>Regular analysis of providers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Afghanistan</td>
<td>YES – Afghanistan Compact</td>
<td>YES – Paris indicators; collective</td>
<td>YES – collective analysis not individual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>NO – but currently being finalized</td>
<td>NO – but currently being finalised</td>
<td>NO – recently launched forum; will use for regular review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benin</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES – Some Paris; budget support donors</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burkina Faso</td>
<td>YES – National Action Plan</td>
<td>YES – Paris indicators; collective</td>
<td>NO – has been one review, but not regular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cambodia</td>
<td>YES – Harmonisation, Alignment, Results Action Plan</td>
<td>YES – Paris indicators; collective</td>
<td>YES – mainly collective with country analysis; also independent report; national participatory forums for a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cook Is, Fiji, PNG, Samoa, Solomon Islands, Tonga, Vanuatu</td>
<td>YES – (regional) Statement of principles for donors</td>
<td>NO – but annual report on PD indicators</td>
<td>First round of monitoring ongoing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethiopia</td>
<td>Draft to be finalized</td>
<td>NO – some sectoral goals agreed</td>
<td>NO – Informal process via sector mechanisms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghana</td>
<td>YES</td>
<td>YES – Paris indicators just agreed</td>
<td>NO – though planned</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malawi</td>
<td>YES – Development Assistance Strategy</td>
<td>YES – Paris indicators; individual</td>
<td>YES – individual assessment; independent input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mozambique</td>
<td>NO – but being developed</td>
<td>YES – Paris + others; individual</td>
<td>YES – individual assessment; independent input</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>YES – Jakarta Commitments</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kenya</td>
<td>YES – Joint Assistance Strategy</td>
<td>NO – JAS refers to PD as focus</td>
<td>NO – recent review of policy analysed collectively</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laos</td>
<td>YES – Vientiane Declaration on AE</td>
<td>YES – PD indicators</td>
<td>YES – collective analysis not individual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mali</td>
<td>YE – National Aid Policy</td>
<td>YES – PD indicators + others; for budget support donors</td>
<td>NO – BUT first assessment currently being done</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nepal</td>
<td>Yes – National Aid Policy - being updated in 2010</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO – but national forum general assessment annually</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Papua New Guinea</td>
<td>Yes – Kavieng Declaration</td>
<td>YES – PD indicators; 2012 targets</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rwanda</td>
<td>YES – National Aid Policy</td>
<td>YES – PD indicators + others; tailored to individual donors</td>
<td>YES – extensive individual assessment;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senegal</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>YES – PD indicators; budget support donors</td>
<td>NO – has been one review, but not regular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanzania (United Republic of)</td>
<td>YES – Joint Assistance Strategy</td>
<td>YES – PD indicators + others; collective</td>
<td>YES – but independent only every five years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timor Leste</td>
<td>NO – but currently being developed</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO – but active discussions in national and sectoral forums</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uganda</td>
<td>YES – PEAP Principles, being updated in 2010</td>
<td>NO – being developed in 2010</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>YES – Hanoi Core Statement and AAA Action Plan</td>
<td>YES – Paris indicators</td>
<td>YES – independent; mainly collective</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yemen</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO</td>
<td>NO – but active discussions in national and sectoral forums</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zambia</td>
<td>YES – Joint Assistance Strategy – being updated in 2010</td>
<td>YES – sub-set of Paris indicators; for budget support donors</td>
<td>NO</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
What was the nature of behaviour change?

- Countries with most MA progress have seen more areas of provider change – including putting aid on budget, using government systems and improving predictability – whereas middle performers were limited to harmonisation among providers, and delegated partnerships (where one provider assigns its funds to be managed by another).
- The main recipient changes reported focused on results M&E, improved national development strategies, leadership in reforming country PFM and procurement systems, and prioritization of spending needs. However, more particularly in middle MA countries, there was also better tracking of aid information, more consultation of CSOs, and improved management of resources.

Where responses were separated by stakeholder group, CSOs perceived lower behaviour change (2.4 for providers and 2.6 for programme countries) than did providers (who scored themselves at 2.9 and programme countries at 3) and programme countries (who scored providers at 2.4 and themselves at 3). This probably reflects the fact that many key issues of concern to CSOs (gender, human rights) were not treated in MA discussions, as well as frustration at their limited participation in the processes and the lack of space for them to present independent analysis or views. However, the fact that all three groups of stakeholders scored recipients higher than providers again shows low “mutuality” in MA.

Progress on national-level transparency in programme countries

The survey also asked respondents about progress on national-level transparency in programme countries, in relation to a range of types of information on aid. It found that:

- 32 countries (46%) have an aid information system in place. About 20% were Development Assistance Databases, 25% Aid Management Platforms and the rest designed by individual countries.
- 19 countries indicated that their information system monitors provider and recipient progress on effectiveness targets. However, closer examination of the capacities of various systems indicates that these tend to be only a narrow subset of Paris indicators (e.g. tying/use of government systems). 16

As Figure 2.10 shows, there are major challenges in making information accessible:

- This applies especially to non-executive actors (who scored data accessibility and usability 2.5 on average, versus 3.9 for programme country governments and providers).
- Aid information was seen by stakeholders overall as more accessible to and usable by CSOs (2.8) compared to parliamentarians (2.6), public (2.4) and local government (2.3); scores for usability were similar. However, CSO respondents thought they had less access to official data (1.8), whereas providers (2.3) and recipient country governments (2.9) thought CSOs had more access.
- Accessibility and usability of information by non-executive actors was generally higher in the better performing MA countries. In top performing countries the scores were 2.8 and 2.7 respectively; in middle performers 2.3 and 2.6; and in low performers 2.1 and 2.2.

16 For an excellent analysis of the capabilities of Aid Information Management Systems, see CDDE 2009b.
As shown in Figure 2.11, the types of information which seem to have the highest transparency include current (3.7) and projected (3.5) disbursements. The types with least transparency include off-budget aid (2.8), progress on projects/programs (2.7), commitments of future aid (2.7), funding gaps (2.5), progress on the IADGs (2.1) and gender disaggregated data (1.6).
Additional findings from the national transparency survey included that:

- In almost all countries, non-DAC donors, global funds and NGOs do not supply data to aid data systems (a notable exception being in Cambodia where China and the Global Fund do).
- Of 26 countries that reported on how providers submit information to them, 18 (69%) said this was at least semi-annually, and ten (38%) said it was quarterly.
- Aid information is mainly used for budgeting (3.5) and macro-economic planning (3.3) purposes, but much less for monitoring and evaluation of results or IADG progress (2.5).

These results suggest that even though there has been significant progress in establishing aid information systems, there is still a great deal to be done to make these accessible and usable for non-state actors. It is also clear that transparency varies sharply across different types of aid information, and different providers, and in some key areas (especially monitoring and evaluation, and MDG progress) is weak.

The observed link between progress in transparency and MA appears to have several explanations. Higher levels of transparency can help to promote MA. Put more negatively, many respondents – especially those from non-executive organizations – feel that poor transparency is one of the main explanations for their inability to play a stronger role in national MA processes. On the other hand, to some degree stronger processes of MA are helping to create demand for greater transparency so as to supply data for independent analysis and monitoring. However, additional research is required to identify causality more clearly, and what other factors might be underlying the progress (or lack of it) on accessibility and usability for other stakeholders.

National MA and transparency trends for country groups

Analysis by geographical regions and other groups of countries reveals some interesting trends:

- Sub-Saharan African countries and more aid-dependent countries (those receiving aid of at least 5% of GNI) are far more likely to have an aid policy and provider targets in place.
- Nevertheless, Sub-Saharan African countries perform worse than average on overall MA, while Asia and Pacific countries are notably over-represented in the best performing group on MA.
- There is no significant relationship between aid-dependence and MA performance.
- Fragile states perform much worse than other countries on MA, but Least Developed Countries (LDCs) and Land-Locked Developing Countries (LLDCs) have average performance, and the small (10) sample of Small Island Developing Countries (SIDS) perform better than average.
- Transparency is reported to be considerably higher than average in Asia and Pacific countries but lower than average in Sub-Saharan Africa.
- However, there is no noticeable difference on transparency between performance in aid-dependent, fragile states, LDCs, LLDCs or SIDS, and average performance across all countries.

These results suggest that the biggest challenges around developing mutual accountability further are in Sub-Saharan Africa and fragile states, and around transparency in sub-Saharan Africa. Especially insofar as such results hint towards weaker capacity and insti-
tutions playing a role, it is extremely urgent that regional initiatives to promote MA and transparency in Sub-Saharan Africa be accelerated, and that the international community make greater efforts to enhance progress in fragile states.

National-level and domestic accountability to other stakeholders

Nevertheless, MA among recipient governments and providers is much more advanced than accountability of providers and recipient country governments to other stakeholders, as follows:

• **Domestic accountability mechanisms in recipient countries** are often relatively weak, especially in those countries where power is concentrated in the hands of the executive. There are some notable exceptions such as parliamentary public accounts committees in Ghana and Uganda, independent auditing institutions in several countries, budget monitoring processes by CSOs in several Eastern and Southern African countries, and audits/monitoring of specific aid flows such as emergency aid in Nicaragua or infrastructure projects in the Philippines. But generally, low domestic accountability reflects low capacity and resourcing of parliaments, auditor-generals, local governments and stakeholder institutions (see also AfDB 2009 for why domestic accountability is vital to aid results).

• **On the other hand,** domestic accountability to stakeholders in provider countries can be quite strong, especially in countries such as Finland where stakeholder groups are systematically represented in the governance of aid policy. However, such representation often takes relatively little account of the aid effectiveness agenda and may be dominated by concerns such as tying aid to exports; earmarking to particular sectors or initiatives; visibility of results for national aid programmes; or establishing parallel procurement and financial management systems. In addition, parliaments often have important influence over ODA budget levels, geographic allocation, the emphasis on key types and sectors of aid, and conditionalities. Provider country domestic accountability can therefore sometimes be a powerful force reducing space for provider agencies to take account of programme country government demands for MA.

• There is a strong risk (as seen earlier in accountability processes on national development strategies and Poverty Reduction Strategy Papers) that **mutual accountability can undermine domestic accountability,** as the demands of aid providers absorb all the time of recipient government aid managers. On the other hand, ODI (2009) indicates that there can be positive synergies between domestic and mutual accountability, whereby the workings of one may generate information, stimulate dialogue and shape behaviours in ways that strengthen the other, and provides some positive examples from Malawi, Mali, Nicaragua, the Philippines and Uganda.

• **Within domestic accountability,** parliaments in provider and recipient countries should play a key role in oversight of aid. Box 2.3 provides more detail on the potential role of parliament in aid oversight.

---

17 Domestic accountability is not a main focus of this report because work is being conducted by the WP-EFF, Commonwealth Secretariat, IPU and various CSOs. However, it will be a priority of future DCF symposia to discuss domestic accountability (in both provider and recipient countries) and how it can interact positively with mutual accountability and transparency to maximize results.
How can parliaments enhance aid accountability and results?

Parliaments have a key role in the fight to achieve the MDGs at national level: parliamentary committees and caucuses, political parties and individual parliamentarians have a significant role in scrutinizing externally financed development activities to ensure that resources are spent effectively and the interests of citizens are adequately represented. Yet, they often lack the independence, knowledge and resources to perform their oversight, legislative and representative functions. In addition, they may not always have access to reports on performance of providers of aid and face reluctance to engage executive branches of governments in consultations on aid expenditure.

The Paris Declaration and 2008 DCF all urged a strengthening of the role of parliaments in overseeing development cooperation. In particular, the AAA stated that programme and provider country governments would be “accountable to our respective parliaments” and providers would “support efforts to increase the capacity of parliaments to take an active role in dialogue on the role of aid in contributing to countries’ development.” The AAA has created a more conducive environment in aid recipient countries for greater involvement of Parliament in ODA and in setting the development agenda, presenting new opportunities for Parliament to become more involved in dialogue between donors and governments and to play a stronger oversight role as donors increase their use of national systems and the proportion of assistance directed to general budget and sector basket support. To enhance the role of parliaments, the Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU) has undertaken two initiatives: a guidance note on best practices in parliamentary involvement, and an assessment of current practice and capacity-building needs through case-studies of Cambodia, United Republic of Tanzania, Vietnam and Zambia.

The guidance note recommends parliamentarians and committees be more engaged in preparing, implementing and monitoring national development plans and strategies, and in executing effective budgetary oversight. They should be represented in the dialogue structures between the national executive branch and providers of aid to push for more aid on budget, aid transparency and the creation of effective MA mechanisms based on a clear division of labour. This is often feasible within existing agreements, for example by adjusting timelines of budget and parliamentary sessions.

While parliamentary committees should scrutinize, debate and pass legislation for poverty reduction and progress towards the MDGs, they should also involve themselves in the scrutiny and approval of foreign loans. Special emphasis needs to be placed on strengthening the voices of women throughout the policy cycle and on implementing gender responsive budgeting. Establishing independent Budget Offices and working closely with anti-corruption commissions and supreme audit institutions should be prioritized.

Parliamentarians need to ensure that monitoring of results is anchored early on in planning processes and that they play a role in this monitoring. They require access to regular and timely progress reports on the implementation of plans and budgets and should involve citizens in monitoring results at community level with the help of report and score cards. Evidence also shows that stronger involvement of CSOs in parliamentary work can enhance MPs’ knowledge, independence and ability to advance citizens’ concerns.

Finally, parliaments need to identify their own capacity development needs and engage with donors to strengthen their resources, pursue parliamentary reform processes and establish relevant work plans. They require funding to strengthen MPs’ competencies to enhance the quality of budget and audit reports, research capacity, support for advocacy programmes and parliaments’ websites, etc. In this context, donors should also support peer learning among parliaments on the aid and development effectiveness agenda.

The case study assessment made the following more detailed recommendations:

To achieve a stronger role in aid effectiveness Parliaments need to:

- be given a prominent role in aid effectiveness architecture:
  - in top-level government-donor meetings, on such issues as off-budget aid, unpredictability and fragmentation, explaining how these undermine plan/budget processes, and development results.
  - in middle-level meetings on aid effectiveness be represented by planning or finance committee chairs, participate fully in executive committees so its concerns are taken into account, be fully consulted in independent reviews of progress, and commission studies or enquiries on key issues.

- Other good sources on parliament’s role are AWEPA 2009; Mokoro 2008; and ODI 2009.

- Forthcoming at [www.ipu.org](http://www.ipu.org).
Box 2.3
How can parliaments enhance aid accountability and results? (continued)

- in key technical or sectoral groups by committee chairs or vice-chairs, such as health, education, agriculture, public financial management, and planning and evaluation, and participate fully in joint donor-recipient reviews of sectors.
- in the design and approval of overall and sectoral/thematic performance assessment frameworks, receiving systematic information on donor conditionalities.

b) Debate aid more comprehensively, including:
- approving any updates to national aid policies, and playing a prominent up-front role in their formulation before donors become involved.
- approving an annual borrowing ceiling in the budget, as well as scrutinizing loan and grant documents for compliance with policy, before the executive signs them.
- discussing semi-annual reports on physical execution/results of major programmes and projects (as well as sectoral/regional allocation or financial disbursements).
- conducting more regular enquiries on aid effectiveness issues and results, supported by performance evaluation field visits to programmes/projects.
- being supplied with semi-annual reports from national aid databases, as well as having researchers trained to use the databases, if necessary supported by freedom of information legislation.
- a more specific focus on the development contribution and effectiveness of aid as part of sectoral or issue-specific audits, and community-based monitoring of development effectiveness/results.
- possibly establishing an aid or financing sub-committee of economic affairs/planning or finance committees, to provide space to discuss aid and non-aid financing issues, as in the Philippines.

c) Organize more systematic regular and structured dialogues with other stakeholders, including:
- donor representatives and officials beyond those involved in parliament support programmes, especially on aid effectiveness and results.
- donor parliamentarians to explain the complications which aid conditionalities cause for accountability to parliament.
- CSOs (national and international) and other independent experts, including testimony to committees and enquiries.
- enhanced parliamentary voice in media coverage of aid issues.

d) Implement strong capacity-building programmes on aid effectiveness, to:
- broaden capacity beyond a few key members in each parliament.
- train members of relevant committees and supporting research/analytical staff in aid effectiveness and development results technical terminology.
- brief them in the key national issues at overall and sectoral level.
- supply information to parliament on development partners’ best global practices in making aid more effective, as well as developing countries in improving plans, budgets and systems.
- This could happen via workshops or e-learning provided by the executive and CSOs, with independent local or external facilitators, and parliamentarians are likely to demand that capacity-building on aid be combined with non-aid financing and key sectoral issues.

e) Increase regional and global networking, through:
- interaction during visits of donor country officials and parliamentarians;
- regional parliamentary aid effectiveness forums e.g. AWEPA, AIPA, CDDE;
- peer learning initiatives such as the Cambodia/Lao/Vietnam CDDE study;
- global parliamentary structures and meetings organized by the IPU;
- participation in the DCF and the WP-EFF, and related regional and national meetings and surveys.

Finally, there is a strong need to increase resources available to enhance parliamentarians’ accountability to citizens and CSOs, so that they represent stakeholder groups rather than narrow constituency interests.
Box 2.4
IATI and PWYF: strong initiatives to promote transparency

Among the multiple international initiatives to promote transparency, two with very strong potential are the International Aid Transparency Initiative (IATI) and Publish What You Fund (PWYF). They are very comprehensive and ambitious – in terms of the information they are trying to make transparent and its potential accessibility, as well as in trying to strengthen a global culture of transparent aid management:

1. International Aid Transparency Initiative (IATI) (for details, see http://www.aidtransparency.net)

Launched at the Accra High-level Forum on Aid Effectiveness in 2008 and endorsed by 18 bilateral, multilateral and foundation donors, as well as 13 developing countries, IATI aims to establish an international standard for reporting on aid. It has so far agreed on: (i) the scope of aid data to be published; (ii) a set of common definitions and classifications; (iii) an electronic format for data exchange; and (iv) a code of conduct for the use of aid information. This standard will provide universal project classifications and definitions so that citizens, civil society, governments, parliaments and media can trace aid flows. IATI is not a new database: rather it will build on existing systems for collecting and publishing information, to create a new central on-line registry linking to information.

IATI will be a critical prerequisite to hold providers and programme countries to account for the use of aid monies. It can also boost the coordination of activities among various providers. The standards have been discussed in broad-based regional consultations, and are now being finalized. Once in place, the initiative is expected to respond effectively to the call for more accountability and complementarity, but also for more predictable aid, use of national systems for monitoring and evaluation and making better use of scarce national capacities and resources.

IATI’s progress has so far been relatively slow (15 months to agree on standards) but its achievements should accelerate in 2010-11 as donors begin to publish data and then documents. It also continues to cover a relatively low proportion of global development cooperation flows because major donors such as France, Japan and the United States have not signed up to the agreement. IATI sponsors need to redouble their efforts so that databases and documents are fully transparent by the time of the 2011 High-Level Forum in the Republic of Korea, and far more providers and programme countries join the initiative.

2. Publish What You Fund (PWYF) (for details, see http://www.publishwhatyoufund.org)

Also launched in Accra, Publish What You Fund is a global campaigning CSO which works to increase the availability and accessibility of timely, comprehensive and comparable information about aid. It works in partnership with a wide range of CSOs and foundations to promote greater transparency, based on four principles: information should be published proactively; information should be comprehensive, timely, accessible and comparable; everyone has the right to request and receive the information; and the right of access to information should be promoted.

It has been focusing initially on outreach and advocacy particularly targeted at improving the IATI, and at greater transparency by European Union Member States and the European Commission, the United States and the World Bank. It has had considerable success in focusing their attention on transparency commitments, partly as a result of its narrow focus, though this also brings risks in terms of giving priority to data transparency because this is IATI’s current agenda, and focusing less on other providers. Recently PWYF has decided to create an annual Aid Transparency Assessment Index, which will be a key global MA mechanism looking in detail at the degree of transparency on aid of individual DAC and multilateral donors (with the intention over time to bring in other providers). The index will include assessment of the high-level commitment of providers to transparency (participation in IATI, degree of detail reported to the OECD Creditor Reporting System, existence of freedom of information acts), their transparency to recipient governments (by putting aid on budget, living up to their commitments through disbursements, and making available clear in-year disbursement schedules and multi-year forecasts), transparency to civil society, and transparency of humanitarian aid. The data sources will include official information, civil society sources and independent/academic analysis, and the index will be launched in October 2010.
International transparency initiatives

Initiatives and norms

More transparent data and documentation on development cooperation is a key input for accountability. A November 2009 background study for the DCF (Martin 2009) presented the details of multiple major recent global transparency and aid information initiatives, as well as national aid management systems used by programme countries, and a summary of donor transparency on data and documentation. It also noted strong international civil society campaigns for transparency (including Publish What You Fund), to ensure the application of transparency principles as well as a universal right to request and receive information about aid, and proactive promotion of knowledge about this right as well as the ability/capacity of different stakeholders to access the information and, where necessary, to file requests for additional information. Two particularly strong and comprehensive initiatives on transparency are highlighted in Box 2.4.

It highlighted the strong demand for more access to information by many stakeholders. Programme country governments need information for budgeting, effective service delivery and macroeconomic management. In line with the Paris Declaration principles of national ownership and mutual accountability, they also need it to hold providers to account for the quality and volume of their assistance. Providers and NGOs need information about each others’ current and planned activities. Parliaments, civil society organizations CSOs and the media need information to hold governments and providers to account. Community groups and citizens need information about aid to provide feedback about whether services meet their needs and to increase accountability of government and CSOs.

The background study also identified key characteristics needed by transparency initiatives if they are to be useful for their wider purpose - improving accountability. The main ones are:

- Responding to the different information needs of different stakeholders, whether providers, recipient government, civil society or the public – in particular where, when, how, and on what aid is spent;
- Ensuring data are timely, accurate, up to date and easily accessible to all stakeholders;
- Making detailed additional information available such as the conditions attached to aid and the terms of concessional loans;
- Being relevant for economic analysis, budgeting and planning, social and environmental appraisals, and analysing progress of projects and programmes as well as progress towards the IADGs and other national development goals;
- Providing a mechanism to trace aid through the system from provider to intended beneficiary;
- Being classified to match local budgets and plans as well as international classifications, in a common data format to be integrated electronically easily into local/other systems;
- Coming from all possible providers, including non-DAC, foundations and charities; and
- Being easy to access for all stakeholders, especially those in programme countries.

This chapter assesses the extent to which transparency initiatives are in line with these suggested norms and identifies areas of progress and those where more effort is needed.
To conduct this assessment, the DCF Secretariat and Development Finance International designed a survey which was completed in interviews or at long distance by the sponsors of eight different initiatives. It should be noted that as many initiatives are in their early stages, their achievements are hard to assess. The results are presented in such a way as not to rank or compare the initiatives, but rather to assess where progress is being made and where more effort is needed across all. All graphs and figures therefore are average scores across initiatives.

### Detail, scope and coverage of information

As highlighted in the previous background study, there is a need for dramatic increases in information published, especially on forward spending plans, expected results and condition- alities attached to aid; as well as optimally on present and future disbursements, funding gaps, the impact of aid on progress towards the IADGs, and flows to all sectors.

As can be seen from Figure 2.12:

- Although initiatives are relatively strong in providing detailed information on recent disbursements, they are less strong on future disbursements based on the current pipeline of commitments, and poor on recording current indications and pledges of future aid, or funding gaps. As a result, they are relatively useful for backward-looking analysis, but much less so for future forecasting and planning.
- While information is relatively strong in terms of sectoral and functional break-downs, it is very poor in terms of gender orientation, or links to plans for achieving the IADGs including the MDGs.

Figure 2.12

**Scope of data**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Average Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aid effectiveness progress</td>
<td>1.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IADG results</td>
<td>1.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender oriented aid/results</td>
<td>1.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indications/pledges of future aid</td>
<td>1.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project/programme implementation</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project/programme funding gaps</td>
<td>2.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Off- &amp; on-budget flows</td>
<td>2.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Projected disbursements</td>
<td>3.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All providers</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recent disbursements by sector/function</td>
<td>3.88</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These eight initiatives are: AidData, Accessible Information on Development Activities (AIDA), the Aid Management Platform (AMP), the Development Assistance Database (DAD), the OECD-Creditor Reporting System (CRS), Project Level Aid Information Database (PLAID), the EC Joint Research Centre’s TR-AID, and the UN-OCHA Financial Tracking System. The International Aid Transparency Initiative (IATI) is not included in the average analysis as it is yet to start, though the text refers to its intended content and methods. This study also does not analyse the degree to which major donors are individually transparent. The forthcoming Publish What You Fund Transparency Index will do this, and should be published by June.

The average of each of the eight initiatives was calculated by averaging the responses to the questionnaire on a scale of 1-5, with responses based on scores similar to those used in the national MA survey (see footnote 13).
In terms of coverage, it is reasonably strong in covering providers (with many covering all DAC and multilaterals, and some non-DAC governments and global funds, but most not including most non-DAC governments, CSOs or foundations) and somewhat weaker on tracking off-budget funds – this implies only moderate ability to track all flows.

• Information is surprisingly poor on tracking implementation of projects and programmes, or the results (in terms of gender or the wider IADGs) or “aid effectiveness” of development cooperation, making analytical tracking of results and effectiveness very difficult – though some providers are moving to incorporate a wider range of aid effectiveness indicators in their databases.

IATI plans to improve sharply the tracking of projected disbursements, off-budget aid, project and programme implementation, IADG results and effectiveness, but will be less ambitious on gender issues and funding gaps, and currently covers only a limited range of providers.

As shown in Figure 2.13, another important aspect usually missing is documentation. This includes even basic documents such as loan and grant agreements, but especially conditions attached to aid, procurement documents such as bids and awards, and providers’ country strategies. IATI intends to provide as much information on agreement documents, conditions and providers’ country strategies as possible, in line with the AAA declaration, but will be somewhat less ambitious on procurement documents.

**Timeliness and alignment of information**

A further crucial aspect is that information should be **timely** – i.e. frequently updated and corresponding to recent events. Lack of timely information makes decisions on aid planning or monitoring of results harder with unavoidable declines in effectiveness. Most initiatives update some of their information quarterly or even more regularly (every day or month). However, this is largely dependent on the frequency with which providers submit information and therefore varies by provider and type of information. On the other hand, the OECD aid database (the Creditor Reporting System - CRS) updates data comprehensively annually.

Similarly, the timeliness of the information (i.e. the delay in publishing information after the reference date) varies from 2 to 16 months, with the timeliest updates being in the
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UNOCHA database. Most initiatives try to update at least some information as often as possible, but are dependent on the sources (largely providers) to supply this information.

As a result, several sponsors of international transparency initiatives and national-level databases commented in the survey that there is a strong need to put pressure on development cooperation providers, so that the information used in databases is itself more frequently updated and timely. IATI intends to push participating providers to provide more frequent (quarterly) and timely (2 months after the reference period) information.

A key factor in usefulness of information is whether it is aligned with recipient country budgeting, planning and monitoring/evaluation cycles and systems as well as international databases or providers’ systems, so results can be easily compared with national development goals. As shown in Figure 2.14, most systems match donor classifications (4.3) and international databases (3.9). Only AMP, DAD and UNOCHA match all three types of systems. IATI intends to repeat this triple classification, and Publish What You Fund (PWYF) is advocating classification primarily to match programme country budgets and plans.

Accessibility and dissemination of information

The extent to which information is used to make aid more effective and accountable depends highly on whether stakeholders can access it. By this is meant not only free of charge online provision, but also that it does not require advanced IT skills and is easy to use, and that the existence of data is widely disseminated to stakeholders, including supporting documents elaborating on how to access the data, and how it can be used to promote accountability.

As shown in Figure 2.15, the initiatives themselves see their data as highly accessible, because it is free and online (though some restrict access through passwords or to certain user groups – principally providers and secondarily programme country governments). On the other hand, users who have not been trained in the systems indicate that they a) are not aware of the existence of the databases because dissemination is rather limited and b) find them hard to use in terms of IT capacity, and difficult to relate to their concerns about accountability and effectiveness. These problems become more acute the further the user is...
from the technicalities of aid – with parliamentarians and the general public suffering most.\footnote{Scores for documents are generally lower because as discussed in 3.2 above, many initiatives do not provide documents.}

Accessibility and ease of use will be a particular focus of the IATI, concentrating on making data produced by providers and programme countries more accessible.

Most sponsors of initiatives see themselves as proactively disseminating information from their systems, using web mailing and publications. However, dissemination is somewhat fragmented. Nationally based information systems tend to focus on national stakeholders (mainly providers and executive programme country government agencies), via documents produced for MA forums, and websites. On the other hand, those running most global databases tend to focus on providers, OECD-country based CSOs, academics and other advocacy groups, and to a much lesser extent on programme country-based stakeholders. IATI intends to target all different groups, primarily through web-based mailings.

**Sources, users and usage of information**

To improve the reliability and representativeness of data, it is essential that information is sourced from all providers including developing countries, foundations and CSOs, DAC providers and multilaterals. However, virtually all of the existing initiatives (except some of those based in country, and UNOCHA) collect data primarily from providers. Many of those based in-country collect data primarily from providers and secondarily from national programme country agencies, though a few collect from both groups and cross-check information. UNOCHA, possibly due to nature of the information it provides, collects information from the widest range of Sources: providers, government missions to the United Nations in New York and Geneva, programme country agencies, media and online reporting. IATI will take data primarily from providers and secondarily from programme country governments.

Each initiative’s users vary.\footnote{AidData is not included as it was launched only in March.} The clearest divergence is between programme country-based systems which are used mainly by programme country governments and secondarily by providers and (where they are publicly accessible) by other programme country stakeholders; and global databases which are used primarily by OECD-country based CSOs, academics and to a lesser extent other stakeholders. As figure 2.16 shows, there is also a sharp divergence between the views of users and the impressions of providers as to who uses their systems. There would seem to be a relatively strong role needed for monitoring and enhancing use of different databases, especially by programme country stakeholders where they are relevant to their needs. IATI hopes the data it produces will be used by a much wider range of stakeholders in provider and programme countries.

The survey results indicate that the data provided by the initiatives is (as judged by the initiative sponsors) relatively limited in the purposes for which it is used, compared to those for which stakeholders might want to use transparent data. As shown in Figure 2.17, it is only moderately used for M&E of individual projects or programmes (presumably because most initiatives provide neither implementation nor results data). It is relatively rarely used for economic, social or environmental appraisal of projects or programmes, because most systems do not include such information. Most important from a programme country stakeholder point of view, it is rarely used for budget or macroeconomic analysis (because it is largely backward-looking and not classified – except in national-level data systems – according to local budget or planning criteria). However, initiative sponsors were also asked what the most frequent...
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uses of their data were. Most frequently cited were analysis of recent trends and comparisons among providers, by international and provider organizations, academics and other independent analysts. The initiatives with most frequent and timely data (e.g. UNOCHA) suggested it is also used for line ministry planning. IATI intends to widen the use of data considerably, especially so that programme country stakeholders can track the use of funds at local level.
Factors determining transparency levels

The survey did not ask stakeholders what major challenges the initiatives face, or what factors are undermining progress. In relation to the barriers cited in the November 2009 study, and other analysis such as the IATI scoping study, there has recently been progress via:

- Considerable acceleration of cooperation among the sponsors of different initiatives, minimizing duplication and overlap;
- Stronger efforts to match reporting periods and definitions used in different systems to make different data sets compatible and more authoritative;
- Publishing forward spending plans of DAC donors, as specified in the AAA;
- Compiling additional data from multilaterals, global funds and non-DAC providers, and much less from NGOs and foundations, though coverage still falls way short of ideal;
- Encouraging programme country governments to increase their transparency on the use of aid, through greater public access to their Aid Information Management Systems, as well as greater transparency of aid-related documentation especially to parliaments, and more comprehensive coverage of aid flows in budget documents and data.

However, there has been little progress in other areas such as:

- Collecting data also from programme country stakeholders (including parliamentary, audit office and grassroots impact monitoring) in a participatory way, so as to provide cross-checks on what providers and programme country governments are reporting;
- Building on programme country governments’ national M&E frameworks (rather than individual frameworks used by providers) so that the results of aid can be easily compared by stakeholders with the national development goals;
- Giving stakeholders legal rights to access data (except in a few provider and programme countries), making it technically more easy to understand (i.e. with minimum aid jargon) and find (with minimum IT and statistical skills) and widening

There has recently been progress overcoming some of these problems...
dissemination to all stakeholders, together with supporting documents explaining how data can be used to promote accountability and guiding users to find information relevant to their needs;
• Going beyond data to publish documents on conditionalities, policies and procedures, as well as expected outputs and outcomes, as expected in the AAA (again with exception of a few providers and programme countries).

The main challenge going forward will be ensuring information is used to analyse provider agency and recipient country government behaviour. Only such analysis by stakeholders in national and international MA processes will enhance mutual accountability and domestic accountability of provider and programme country governments. Yet most data is currently used by international organizations, consultants, CSOs and academics, many of whom are divorced from MA processes or have goals other than “aid effectiveness” or MDG results. Changing this will require political will and culture change by sponsors of transparency and MA initiatives, leading to much greater investment in tools and methods to create a revolution in analysis, as well as a sharp increase in capacity and participation by national-level stakeholders to use the data and analysis to hold all stakeholders accountable.

Making mutual accountability and transparency more gender-sensitive

Gender equality and women’s empowerment and leadership are vital to achieving the MDGs. Despite the prominence of gender as a political topic at the international level, global and national-level aid effectiveness, MA and transparency discussions have not sufficiently focused on this issue. As stated in the Secretary-General’s Report to the 2010 DCF, a far higher amount of aid needs to be explicitly directed to achieving the gender-related MDGs (3 and 5), with a clear gender focus in all other programmes to attain the wider IADGs.

To make faster progress on MDG-8, tracking resources spent on gender equality as an integral part of overall development performance assessment should be a priority when designing or updating MA and aid transparency mechanisms. UNIFEM calls for the use of gender-sensitive indicators, and for capacity building to strengthen gender analysis and systems to collect, analyse and use sex-disaggregated data, as the basis for more evidence-based dialogue towards making aid on gender more effective and creating a more enabling environment overall for women’s progress (UNIFEM 2008).

The AAA also attested that gender equality (together with respect for human rights, and environmental sustainability) is crucial to enduring impact on the lives and potential of poor women, men, and children, and that all policies need to address these issues in a more systematic and coherent way. However, despite extensive references to gender issues, it did not set indicators to monitor gender issues.

Partly because of this omission, there is no significant monitoring of the gender impact of aid in global or national MA mechanisms by setting targets for providers or recipient governments (whether as a group or individually), and the degree of participation of women’s organizations in MA mechanisms is extremely low (Martin 2009). This is despite the existence of gender markers which track the proportion of bilateral ODA invested in gender equality activities at country level (see Chapter 1, Box 4), a large amount of project-level monitoring compliance with national gender policies, and many sectoral or topical initiatives to discuss fulfilment of gender-specific commitments.
Making aid accountable to women is key, both to achieving gender-related MDGs, and to empowering women as active participants in and “owners” of development processes. This is part of a larger call by civil society for a new development paradigm with equal opportunities for all and respectful of non-monetary contributions of women to society, based on a comprehensive justice and human rights-based framework. Mutual accountability can be more gender-sensitive and responsive if stakeholders actively:

i) **Build capacity**: strengthening national women’s machineries, CSOs, parliamentarians and local governments, in their capacities to conduct independent research and gender-sensitive macroeconomic and project analysis, to access relevant information, and to participate in MA processes, is the key prerequisite for making MA and transparency more gender-balanced. It is intrinsically linked to the political will of development stakeholders to prioritize this work. In the changing aid environment, with a growing number of grassroots organizations acting on gender issues, many women’s organizations face severe funding constraints, especially if they operate in a context of patriarchal societies, sexism and authoritarian governments. They face challenges in securing multi-year funding, preventing long term planning and making their operations characterized by a “survival logic” (AWID 2008: 17 and 21).

ii) **Make available high quality information**: it is essential to adapt and better fund national statistical systems, to hold governments accountable for gender efforts. Governments must develop and apply indicators (based on recommendations in the BPA) and systems to produce high-quality disaggregated data by sex, age and other socio-economic characteristics. In addition, different national and international information sources need to harmonize timing, coverage and methodology, to develop and apply global standards. Sector-specific sex-disaggregated information is becoming available, for example in water and sanitation, and some countries and regions (e.g. Rwanda and SADC) have introduced gender monitoring units, but there is still a major need to invest in national data collection systems, and those of non-OECD and multilateral providers (the AsDB independent gender advisory body shows what monitoring can achieve in promoting gender progress). The African Gender and Development Index (AGDI) is a comprehensive source of sex-disaggregated information measuring inequality in social, economic, political and human rights, which has been piloted in 12 countries.

iii) **Design comprehensive policies to advance gender equality**: the policies with the greatest potential to achieve gender equality and women’s empowerment are well-known. They are gender parity in education, a universal social protection floor, full productive and decent work, giving women control over productive assets, taking account of women’s multiple burdens including unpaid labour, and providing health care including reproductive health. Adapted to the national contexts, such policies and existing gender action plans need to be widely discussed and advocated for nationwide by women’s organizations, form an integral part of national development and aid strategies including transparent and needs-based decisions on allocating budget revenue and aid, and be monitored using clear indicators and benchmarks agreed by government, providers, parliament, CSOs and other actors.

iv) **Detailed indicators for the gender impact of aid**: the tremendous negative effects of the multiple crises on the lives of women should be used as an opportunity to
introduce gender-disaggregated results frameworks and performance indicators for more accountable gender-specific development cooperation. What might these look like? In the DCF Vienna and Helsinki preparatory symposia, stakeholders agreed that (to be more specific than monitoring the gender MDGs) they might include:

1. The proportion of time spent by senior government and donor officials discussing gender-equality in MA forums, and the existence of a specific group focused on gender issues which reports to the national apex meeting on MA;
2. The quality of gender-disaggregated information on development, budget spending and aid, made available through national level transparency initiatives;
3. The gender focus and responsiveness of national development and aid strategies, including coverage of the enabling environment and all key policies, and mainstreaming of gender-specific targets in the action plans of all national agencies;
4. Clear definition of costed programmes for gender-specific activities in expenditure frameworks and budgets, through gender-responsive budgeting;
5. The proportion of budget spending and aid allocated to gender-specific programmes and projects, and to programmes with indirect impact on gender indicators;
6. The degree to which providers are aligning their funding behind national strategies through multi-sectoral gender aid programmes using government systems through pooled funding, and by reporting them on budget;
7. The degree to which non-executive stakeholders have the opportunity to partner with government in the design and execution of gender expenditure programmes, and also to execute a “watchdog” function on gender equality policies of government and donors, including through community-based monitoring;
8. Potential other issues around aid modalities and types, allocation criteria, channels of assistance, predictability and conditionalities;
9. The impact of government budget and aid funding on the financial situation of national women’s movements and other relevant gender entities.

v) **International architecture**: at the international level the United Nations General Assembly on 2 July 2010 established a new United Nations organization, UN-WOMEN, which merges and builds on the key work of DAW, INSTRAW, OSAGI and UNIFEM. A politically powerful and independent agency with strong leadership, UN-WOMEN is expected to be a dynamic and strong champion, providing women and girls with a powerful voice at global, regional and local levels. It will pro-actively engage in MA on gender issues at international level.

The Secretary-General’s Report to the 2010 DCF also recommended setting gender-related targets for aid as a top priority for the Fourth High-level Forum on Aid Effectiveness in Seoul in 2011. These could include the national level targets discussed above, as well as setting a target to make funding more sustainable, by allocating 10% of ODA for gender equality and women’s empowerment by 2010, in line with a United Nations Commission on the Status of Women recommendation of 2007. The DCF (in cooperation with other organizations) will continue to monitor the degree to which development cooperation is responding to gender priorities, and defining potential targets in this area for global and national MA and transparency initiatives.
Chapter 3

South-south development cooperation

Introduction and definitions

South-South cooperation (SSC) has existed for at least six decades. It received international attention in 1955 when African and Asian nations held a conference in Bandung, Indonesia, to promote economic and cultural cooperation. The Buenos Aires Plan of Action (BAPOA) of 1978, as outcome of the United Nations Conference on Technical Cooperation among Developing Countries, for the first time provided a strategic framework for SSC. Since then, the United Nations has played a critical role in supporting SSC, most recently reaffirmed in a High-level Conference in December 2009. SSC has therefore also been a key focus of DCF analytical work since 2007.

However, SSC has become much more prominent in international discussions in the last decade, as rapid economic growth by major Southern economies has led to a greater role in international economic affairs. Their successful development experiences have also increased the potential for Southern providers to offer a wider range of technical development expertise, goods and services, and therefore a huge expansion of financial and technical cooperation. The existence of more similar social, cultural and economic environments can also make such cooperation more effective and appropriate, for example, in designing development strategies.

“South-South cooperation” is a term often used to cover all types of political and economic exchange between Southern countries, enterprises and Civil Society Organizations (CSOs), including on trade, investment and technology. However, this chapter focuses on development cooperation as defined in the rest of the IDC report – i.e. concessional loans and grants (and technical cooperation) provided for development purposes. It defines SSC as cooperation among members of the Group of 77 and China.

Triangular development cooperation is defined as DAC donors, multilateral organizations or in some cases Southern providers funding a Southern country (the implementing country, sometimes referred to as ‘pivotal’ country) to execute projects/programmes in another Southern country (the beneficiary).

---

22 This chapter is based on background studies prepared for the 2008 and 2010 DCF on SSC by Alison Johnson, Nagesh Kumar, Sachin Chaturvedi, Bruno Versailles and Katerina Kyrili (Chaturvedi 2010; Johnson 2008, 2009 and 2010; and Kumar 2010), as well as sessions in DCF symposia and biennial DCF meetings during 2007-10 where SSC was discussed.
23 For a more detailed examination of these historical developments, see UNCTAD (2010).
24 For more discussions of these wider aspects of SSC, see Kumar (2008).
25 Mexico is a member of the OECD since 1994, but remains a member of G24, and is therefore also included in this chapter.
26 Fordelone (2009) and ECOSOC (2009)
This chapter provides an overview of the trends and development in South-South and triangular cooperation, as well as a more detailed analysis of these forms of intervention in the key sectors of health, agriculture and infrastructure.

**Recent trends in south-south and triangular cooperation**

**Overall amounts of south-south cooperation**

SSC has recently grown rapidly, from US$8.6 (6.9% of global development cooperation) in 2006\(^2\) to US$15.3 billion (9.5% of development cooperation) in 2008. This represents an increase of US$6.7 billion or 78% in two years, a much faster rate than foreseen at the 2008 DCF. The share of SSC in global development cooperation has doubled in ten years.

This is mainly due to large increases by China (+US$1.8 billion) and Saudi Arabia (+US$3.5 billion), and a doubling of Venezuela’s cooperation with the Caribbean through its Petrocaribe oil loan arrangements. However, almost all Southern providers increased flows, except the United Arab Emirates (UAE), as shown in Table 3.1.

The largest Southern providers are Saudi Arabia, China and Venezuela (each providing over US$2 billion a year), followed by Arab Agencies (a combined total over US$1 billion) and India (over US$ 750 million). In 2008, the top three providers, Saudi Arabia, China and Venezuela, together accounted for 75% of total Southern development cooperation, compared with 60% in 2006.

The data compiled for the DCF and published here represent the most comprehensive estimate available of SSC. They cover 16 major governments providing SSC (three more than in the 2008 DCF report) as well as four Southern multilateral institutions which cover a large number of programme countries, namely the Arab Fund for Economic and Social Development (AFESD), Arab Bank for Economic Development in Africa (BADEA), the Islamic Development Bank (IsDB) and the OPEC Fund for International Development (OFID).

The 2008 report was widely quoted as the most reliable global SSC estimate. However, it is important to note that the data in the 2008 report and in Table 3.1 are a considerable underestimate of SSC, reflecting three factors (see Johnson 2008 and 2010 for details):

1. **Data limitations for providers included in the table.** Key exclusions from providers covered by this study include: exclusion by some countries of debt relief, and by some of humanitarian assistance, from data they publish; lack of data on Venezuelan assistance apart from Petrocaribe; exclusion of considerable proportions of Indian, and Cuban assistance; lack of data on UAE apart from the Abu Dhabi Fund, and on disbursements by some Indian agencies; under-reporting of Arab assistance to the

---

\(^2\) It excludes Republic of Korea, which became a member of the OECD DAC in January 2010 and is therefore analyzed in Chapter 1. It also excludes 15 countries which are not DAC members and provided significant development cooperation in 2008, notably: EU non-DAC countries (Cyprus, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Romania, the Slovak Republic and Slovenia) which provided US$1.14 billion; and other emerging donors such as Iceland (US$48.4 million), Israel (US$137.9 million), Liechtenstein (US$23.3 million), Russian Federation (US$200 million), and Turkey (US$780.4 million). Total non-DAC, non SSC therefore exceeded US$2.33 billion (1.5% of development cooperation) in 2008.

\(^2\) The 2006 figures are different from those in Johnson 2008 because of downward revisions to data for India, South Africa and Venezuela, and exclusion of Republic of Korea and Israel.
Palestinian territories due to lack of current Palestinian data; and under-coverage of Southern providers contributions to multilateral organizations (see Shushan 2010 on Arab unreported aid).

2. **SSC providers for which data were not available**, notably the key sub-regional South-South organizations listed in Table 3.4; the Islamic Republic of Iran, Libya and Qatar, which provide significant financial cooperation; and countries including Algeria, Costa Rica, Indonesia, Morocco, Nigeria, Peru, Singapore, Tunisia, Uruguay and Viet Nam which focus mainly on Technical Cooperation (TC).

3. **Lack of data for the significant SSC provided through **Southern philanthropy**, via foundations and trust funds established in Africa, Asia, the Middle East and Latin America, and organizations such as the Bangladesh Rural Advancement Committee (BRAC) and the Grameen Bank.

Although information on future plans of Southern providers is limited, SSC is likely to continue to grow rapidly. In November 2009, China pledged to provide US$10 billion in concessional loans to Africa for 2010-2012 – double the pledge for the previous three years (FOCAC 2010). In 2008, India announced it would provide US$5.4 billion as lines of credit to African countries and institutions over five years (India-Africa Forum 2008). Other bilateral providers, notably Brazil and South Africa, have also declared intentions to expand SSC significantly, and South-South multilateral institutions such as the Islamic Development Bank have received significant new funding which should allow them to expand lending. Should the recent rise continue, SSC could exceed US$20 billion by 2010.

**Characteristics of south-south cooperation**

**Channels of cooperation**

A high proportion of SSC occurs via multilateral organizations, or Southern CSOs/philanthropy.

As already discussed in Section 3.2.1, South-South **multilateral organizations** provide over US$1 billion a year of SSC. In addition, Southern providers make growing contributions to global multilateral organizations. These accounted for about 22% of their overall development cooperation in 2008, up from 18% in 2006. However, as shown in Table 3.1, there is wide variation: Argentina, Chile, India, South Africa and the United Arab Emirates provide a large proportion of their cooperation multilaterally, whereas others provide most of their SSC bilaterally.

In 2008, Southern providers contributed US$2.5 billion to the United Nations, 11% of total contributions (United Nations 2010). The largest Southern contributors were Saudi Arabia, Brazil, Panama, Argentina and Colombia (Table 3.2). Of the total, 72% was development-related and 28% humanitarian. China, Mexico and Venezuela provided most of their funds for core development activities, making China the largest Southern contributor to core

---

29 Among non-DAC, non-South donors, the Russian Federation has also increased its ODA by US$600 million in 2008, and EU non-DAC members and Turkey have also pledged major increases in assistance over the next few years.

30 This section is based largely on Johnson 2008 and 2010, which provide more detailed analysis. It is also based very considerably on the work of Development Finance International in assisting low-income countries to evaluate the performance of Southern providers and DAC donors and identify the key characteristics of their cooperation, the results of which can be seen in a set of ‘profiles’ at www.development-finance.org.
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Table 3.1
South-South development cooperation 2006 and 2008

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2006</th>
<th>2008</th>
<th>% contribution to multilateral organizations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>US$ million</td>
<td>US$ million</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>127</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>2,172</td>
<td>3,957</td>
<td>2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>433</td>
<td>785</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>178</td>
<td>7%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East and North Africa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>n/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuwait</td>
<td>158</td>
<td>283</td>
<td>8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>2,095</td>
<td>5,564</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Arab Emirates</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>23%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America and Caribbean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>437</td>
<td>14%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colombia</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cuba</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>..</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezuela</td>
<td>1,166</td>
<td>2,330</td>
<td>0.4%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multilateral institutions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arab agencies</td>
<td>833</td>
<td>1,024</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Others</td>
<td>969</td>
<td>515</td>
<td>..</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>8,612</td>
<td>15,346</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>as % of total</td>
<td>6.9%</td>
<td>9.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Johnson 2010, based on national and OECD DAC sources

- Data not available
- South African Treasury budget data; excludes peace-keeping missions.
- Based on Brautigam (2009). Multilateral contributions from OECD DAC.
- Ministry of Finance budget data, which excludes grants made by other Ministries.
- Johnson (2008)
- From OECD DAC
- Egyptian Ministry of Finance
- Bilateral contributions only for 2006. SEGIB estimate of bilateral contributions + multilateral contributions from OECD DAC for 2008
- Johnson (2008) for 2006. AGCI data + multilateral contributions from OECD DAC for 2008
- AidData current commitments
- SEGIB, only bilateral contributions to Colombia and Panama
- SEGIB, only bilateral contributions to Iberoamerican countries
- Estimate for Petrocaribe. Excludes other bilateral cooperation
- OECD DAC for BADEA, IsDB and OPEC. Annual Reports for AFESD.

... and the World Bank

development funds (US$45 million), followed by Mexico (US$27 million), Brazil (US$26 million), and Saudi Arabia and Venezuela (US$19 million each). In addition, developing countries provide resources for United Nations activities in their own countries, in cash or kind. In 2008, the United Nations estimates that these amounted to US$1.5 billion, with the top providers being Brazil, Panama and Argentina. For many countries, these are a large share of their United Nations contributions.

Southern providers have also been increasing contributions to the World Bank in recent years (Table 3.3). Total Southern contributions to the International Development Association (IDA)-15 replenishment from eight providers, including first time contributions from China and Egypt, were 70% higher than IDA-14, though they represent only 1.4% of IDA-15 resources (up from 1.2% in IDA-14).
South-South philanthropy also has a longstanding tradition, though receiving little attention globally. It comes via foundations, trust funds and CSOs, financed by endowments by wealthy individuals or corporations, or by community-based contributions. This applies to many of the Arab foundations (Box 3.1), as well as the Li Ka-shing and Sir Ratan Tata India foundations in Asia, and the Aga Khan foundation in Africa. In Latin America, the Mexican telecommunication mogul Carlos Slim recently announced a US$150 million project with the Gates Foundation to improve nutrition and maternal health in Central America (BBC 2010).

Other Southern foundations receive a substantial proportion of their funding from Northern donors, foundations and CSOs. For example, the Nelson Mandela Foundation receives funds from individuals through its Friends programme, as well as the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), the Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS)

South-South philanthropy also has a longstanding tradition, though receiving little attention globally. It comes via foundations, trust funds and CSOs, financed by endowments by wealthy individuals or corporations, or by community-based contributions. This applies to many of the Arab foundations (Box 3.1), as well as the Li Ka-shing and Sir Ratan Tata India foundations in Asia, and the Aga Khan foundation in Africa. In Latin America, the Mexican telecommunication mogul Carlos Slim recently announced a US$150 million project with the Gates Foundation to improve nutrition and maternal health in Central America (BBC 2010).

Other Southern foundations receive a substantial proportion of their funding from Northern donors, foundations and CSOs. For example, the Nelson Mandela Foundation receives funds from individuals through its Friends programme, as well as the United Nations Children’s Fund (UNICEF), the Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS (UNAIDS)
and United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO); companies such as Vodacom, De Beers and ABSA Bank; OECD donors such as German Society for Technical Cooperation (GTZ) and Australia, and Northern foundations such as Coca Cola (Nelson Mandela Foundation 2009). Some organizations, such as the Aga Khan Foundation, receive direct support from Northern donors, companies and individuals in each country where they work. Other Southern foundations also receive a high proportion of their funding from Southern governments or South-South multilateral organizations (see Box 3.1 on Dubai Cares). The complex funding patterns of such organizations makes it very hard to assess how much finance they provide is additional to OECD/Southern bilateral, multilateral and OECD CSO/foundation flows.

The main sectors of focus are health, education, rural and social development, and cultural activities. Many Southern foundations and trusts focus their spending on activities in their country of origin, at least initially, and then over time widen their focus to fund overseas programmes and projects.

Another type of Southern cooperation is by largely self-financing organizations providing microfinance to the rural or urban poor. For example, BRAC and Grameen Bank were both founded in the 1970s in Bangladesh to alleviate poverty by providing small loans, mainly to women, to set up small businesses. BRAC has grown from a small donor-funded programme to an independent organization supporting sustainable human development, primarily through self-financing microfinance activities and income-generating projects, while the Grameen Bank is 90% owned by the rural-poor it serves (Grameen Bank 2008). Based on its success in Bangladesh, BRAC has established activities in 13 African and Asian countries, while others have built on the Grameen Bank to establish similar projects in Africa, Asia and Latin America.

**Types of cooperation**

Overall, a much higher proportion (over 90%) of SSC funded by governments and South-South multilateral organizations is "country programmed", because in their data no Southern providers include refugee costs, and some do not include debt relief, scholarships, or humanitarian assistance.

Around three quarters of SSC is in the form of project finance. Most of the largest providers (China, Arab governments and multilateral institutions, India, Thailand) focus on this type of support. Due to their concentration on large infrastructure projects (see Section 3.4.3), the average size of projects is considerably larger than those provided by OECD donors, meaning that there is considerably less fragmentation caused by Southern providers (Aidinfo 2010).

**Balance of payments and budget support** has risen from around 10% to over 15% in recent years – mostly due to an increase in Venezuelan oil financing. India has also provided budget support to Bhutan, Nepal and Afghanistan. Arab multilateral funds (including the OPEC Fund) and the governments of Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates have provided balance of payment support to finance oil imports. Arab contributors also contributed significant budget support ($US450 million) to the West Bank and Gaza in 2006. China has also provided some such support, and Brazil has provided open "lines of credit" for imports which are not tied to particular projects.

---

31 In 2009, microfinance activities and income-generating projects accounted for 58% of BRAC’s total revenues of $US480 million, with donors contributing 33%, and investment and other income 9% (BRAC 2009).
Many Southern contributors and multilateral creditors have provided debt relief, with some countries having written-off very significant sums. These include China, India, Brazil, South Africa and the multilateral institutions. Some, notably China, have gone well beyond similar actions by DAC members, in providing 100% cancellation to a wide range of countries. However, some including Iran, Iraq and Libya have yet to provide significant debt relief. It is not possible to quantify the annual flows of this type of SSC, as almost all SSC providers exclude it from their statistics, but it has totalled well over US$1 billion during the last decade.

Technical cooperation (TC) is a key modality of SSC. Though stand-alone TA accounts for only around 10%, many smaller SSC contributors (for example Argentina, Chile, Cuba, Egypt, Indonesia, Malaysia, Mexico, Nigeria, Singapore and Tunisia) and Brazil focus mainly on TC. Many therefore have dedicated TC departments or agencies which are in charge of most of their SSC, some of which have existed for more than 35 years. Larger providers such as China and India also have a long history of significant TC (sometimes as part of projects — for example Chinese assistance in building Tanzanian and Zambian capacity to maintain the TAZARA railway). India has provided over US$3 billion to 156 countries (UNDP Special Unit 2007). However, TC is only a relatively small component of assistance by Southern multilateral institutions.

As well as sending experts to advise in-country, TC includes peer learning through study tours, training (technical and academic) and capacity building. Most of this support has no cost to the beneficiary country, because it is provided by staff of public sector institutions of the providing country (ITT-SSC 2010b). For example Cuban health sector projects in Africa are delivered by Cuban medical experts, paid for by the Cuban government. However, beneficiary countries are occasionally asked to provide local accommodation or transport.

Humanitarian assistance is also increasing dramatically, in response to natural disasters. In 2008, according to the United Nations Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs (UNOCHA), Southern providers contributed more than US$1 billion, compared
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with an US$275 million in 2006-07 (Development Initiatives 2009 and 2010). This mainly reflected a dramatic increase of US$515 million from Saudi Arabia, making it the third largest provider of humanitarian aid after the United States and the European Commission. Though Saudi flows fell back in 2009, as a group, Arab countries have accounted for 85% of recorded Southern humanitarian assistance in 2006-09. The largest recipients in 2008 included Yemen, Occupied Palestinian Territory, China, Sudan, and Myanmar. However, these data should be treated with caution, as many Southern providers do not report to UNOCHA.

Humanitarian support is mostly to regional neighbours. Latin American providers have provided huge pledges for Haiti, and earlier responded to Cuba’s 2008 hurricanes (17 countries disbursing US$165 million - SEGIB 2009), Hurricane Mitch for Honduras and Nicaragua, and floods in Bolivia and Guyana. Similarly, Asian providers responded generously to the Asian tsunami, floods in Bangladesh and the earthquake in Pakistan. South Africa has also delivered humanitarian assistance to the Southern Africa region at times of cyclones, droughts and floods. Arab contributors have provided several US$ billion in emergency assistance to Lebanon and the West Bank and Gaza in recent years. However, SSC providers have increasingly provided humanitarian assistance for major disasters outside their regions in recent years – notably the Asian tsunami, the Haitian earthquake and the Pakistan floods.

**Destination and allocation of SSC**

To date, geographical proximity has been a major factor determining the direction of Southern bilateral cooperation, with many providers focusing flows on countries in the neighbouring region or sub-region. They often have better understanding of neighbouring countries, mutual needs and interests as well as language and cultural similarities, all conducive to the design of joint solutions to common problems. Regional cooperation also provides opportunities to strengthen political ties, trade and investment links, and can be cheaper to administer than longer-distance cooperation programmes (see also Dreher 2010; Robinson 2009; SEGIB 2009).

- The Secretaria General Iberoamericana (SEGIB) notes based on partial data that Latin American intra-regional SSC amounted to US$13 million in 2008, excluding Venezuelan cooperation, and rose sharply in 2005-08, coinciding with reductions in DAC ODA to the region. Political ties are also crucial in Venezuela’s SSC with Latin America and the Caribbean, including strong reciprocal bilateral programmes with Cuba (SEGIB 2009), and assistance to countries joining the Bolivarian Alliance for the Americas (ALBA), e.g. US$50 million to Antigua and Barbuda in 2009.
- There is also strong Asian intra-regional SSC. For example, India channels most of its assistance to Afghanistan, Bhutan, Maldives, Myanmar, Nepal and Sri Lanka. In 2008/09 Bhutan received over 40% of India’s bilateral cooperation, reflecting vital hydropower developments which were also in India’s interest (IMF 2009). Other Asian providers such as China, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore and Thailand also focus SSC on their neighbours. China provides about 40% of its SSC to Asia, mostly for transport and social sectors (Schueller 2010). Indonesia, Malaysia and Singapore provide technical cooperation and training, and Thailand also makes concessional loans to Cambodia, Laos, Myanmar and Viet Nam, for example in the Ayeyawady - Chao Phraya - Mekong Economic Cooperation Strategy (ACMECS) framework under which it provides capacity building in trade and investment facilitation, agriculture, industry, energy, transport, tourism, public health, and environment (TT-SSC 2010b).
• For Arab agencies and countries, geography, cultural and language links are vital. As of December 2007, 59% of their cumulative commitments had gone to Arab countries.

• In Africa, much of South Africa’s cooperation is directed via regional organizations, or funds peace-keeping in conflict-affected countries on the continent. The Egyptian Fund for Technical Cooperation’s financing of a project to control aquatic weeds on Lake Victoria in Uganda reflected a shared interest in maintaining water flow into the Nile River (TT-SSC 2010a). Nigeria’s technical cooperation is almost entirely directed to other African countries.

However, there is another meaning of “regional cooperation” – funding of multi-country programmes or projects, or regional organizations. SSC has shown much comparative advantage in this area also.

Recent intensified regional integration has been a major catalyst for SSC, developing many initiatives and organizations (as shown in Table 3.4), some of which also attract DAC donor triangular funds.

Table 3.4
Selected regional cooperation initiatives

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Initiatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>African Union (AU), Communauté Economique et Monétaire de l’Afrique Centrale (CEMAC), Common Market of Eastern and Southern Africa (COMESA), East African Community (EAC), East African Development Bank (EADB), New Economic Partnership for Africa (NEPAD), Southern African Development Community (SADC); West African Development Bank (WADB); West African Economic and Monetary Union (WAEMU)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td>Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN+3), South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America</td>
<td>Bolivarian Alternative for the Americas (ALBA), Andean Community (CAN), Andean Development Corporation (CAF), Caribbean Community (CARICOM), Central American Integration System (SICA), Central American Bank for Economic Integration (CABEI), Southern Common Market (MERCOSUR)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Some Southern providers have also emphasized cooperation outside their own regions, again based on common political, trade and investment interests. Shared language has also been important for Brazil – which provides three quarters of its African assistance to Portuguese-speaking African countries, and almost all its Asian assistance to East Timor. China provides 45% of its cooperation to Africa (see Box 3.2); and 40% of commitments by Arab agencies and Kuwaiti and Saudi Funds have been to Africa, focusing on transport and communications, energy, agriculture, and water and sanitation. Many other SSC providers choose specific comparative advantages to share outside their regions: Colombia shares lessons of disarmament, demobilization and reintegration with Liberia, Haiti, Sri Lanka and the Philippines; Cuba provides health support to many African countries; and Singapore offers training programmes to all continents in topics including law enforcement and transport management. China, India and Venezuela have gone further, engaging strongly with Africa as a region, holding summits with regional leaders, and funding regional initiatives and institutions. Box 3.2 discusses Chinese cooperation with Africa in more detail. IBSA is an example of cross-regional SSC among three important emerging economies, as discussed in Box 3.3.

In terms of other factors influencing allocation of SSC, Southern providers have tended to focus more concessional cooperation on the poorer countries, perhaps with the exception of some Arab countries and institutions, which concentrate support more on other middle-income countries in their own region.
Political considerations have also influenced SSC since the strong influence of non-aligned and G77 solidarity at the Bandung conference. An example is Cuban and Venezuelan development cooperation which is part of wider Latin American solidarity initiatives. Some Southern providers have been criticized for not taking sufficient account of human rights (see for example Reality of Aid 2009): as with some DAC donors, political and strategic considerations, or trade and investment opportunities, may sometimes overrule human rights issues. However, most SSC does not go to countries with poor human rights records: indeed the countries receiving most SSC are increasingly similar to those receiving the largest DAC donor flows.

Promoting bilateral trade and investment has also been a powerful motive for SSC. Focusing SSC on resource-rich African countries, such as Angola, Nigeria, Sudan, United Republic of Tanzania and Zambia, has been an aspect of China’s policy in recent years (Brautigam 2009; Stellenbosch 2006), with obvious benefits for trade. Venezuela’s focus under the Petrocaribe agreement has been on promoting regional energy integration. Arab contributors have also funded oil exports, and Export-Import (EXIM) banks in China and India have

---

**Box 3.2  
China-Africa Cooperation**

China’s aid to Africa in 2007 was US$1.4 billion, about 45% of its total cooperation. This was less than 4% of total DAC aid to Africa, 18% of US aid or 50% of Japanese aid. However, it is estimated to have doubled between 2007 and 2010, whereas in the same period, DAC aid to Africa grew by only 30%. It also funds sectors which DAC donors tend to leave aside, notably infrastructure. As a result it is increasingly seen as a key and dynamic donor by many African governments.

A great deal has been, and is being written about China’s assistance to Africa. Some authors focus on mutual interests and benefits for China and Africa of Chinese SSC, whereas others are highly critical.

Chinese grants and zero-interest loans, which account for about half its cooperation, are disbursed to 38 countries across the African continent. They fund agriculture (including food security), medical care and public health (including malaria prevention), and education and training.

There are also subsidized low-interest loans for poorer countries (with interest rates of 1-3% and maturities of 10-30 years), which have been used mainly for telecommunications, power, road and rail projects. These represent around 40% of Chinese cooperation, and have been very popular with African governments as they fund vital growth-oriented projects, and Chinese-led construction or technology are lower-cost and rapidly supplied.

However, a small number of expensive ‘commercial’ loans geared towards generating business and trade opportunities, often in resource-rich countries, and sometimes with payment guaranteed by oil or mineral resources, have also made the headlines. China has provided these in Angola, the Democratic Republic of Congo, Equatorial Guinea, Sudan and Zimbabwe. Such cooperation is of mutual benefit as China is meeting country needs and filling funding gaps left by DAC donors, while also exporting its equipment, machinery and consumer goods. Though it has been criticized for creating a debt burden and supporting countries with poor human rights records, due to its commercial terms it is not strictly “development cooperation” as defined in this report.

Chinese cooperation is highly responsive to the priorities of recipient governments when these are clearly expressed. As a result, China has respected the debt management policies of recipient countries (where they are anxious to control new borrowing it has offered only concessional loans or grants); Ethiopia and Ghana have agreed with China that it should allow mostly local labour to be used; China has applied national environment and labour standards to projects when required; and Central African Republic has received budget support. In addition, following African requests at the November 2009 Forum on China-Africa Cooperation (FOCAC) meeting, China is turning its attention to funding African countries to adapt to climate change and protect their environment.

---

**Sources:** Brautigam 2009; FOCAC 2010; HIPC CBP 2010; Johnson 2008
provided concessional tied resources for trade and investment promotion. In some cases, this is closely linked to the regional focus of SSC, as supporting neighbouring countries promotes regional growth, trade and investment (an explicit aim of Thai cooperation in the Mekong region, for example).

Among the multilateral organizations, the Arab Bank for Economic Development in Africa (BADEA) has a specific mandate for sub-Saharan African countries; IsDB support is available to its 56 member states; and all developing countries are eligible for assistance from the OPEC Fund, with the exception of its member states. However, Southern multilateral institutions do not emulate the practice of major Multilateral Development Banks by establishing performance-based or other formal allocation mechanisms. Instead they aim to maximize the spread of financing across various constituency groups. For example, the IsDB tries to agree on a new loan per country on a yearly basis, with projects not exceeding US$7 million, with larger requests requiring co-financing. BADEA also has a loan limit of 60% of project costs with a maximum of US$18 million or 90% if the project cost does not exceed US$15 million.

**Priority Sectors and Projects**

Southern providers have had a relatively balanced focus on all sectors in national development plans. They have tended to provide grants and technical cooperation focused mainly on social sectors and capacity development, and these remain important. They account for about 20% of Arab funding. China and India also support health and education spending, with China focusing on constructing health and education facilities. In addition, Brazil, Cuba and Venezuela are very prominent in providing teachers and doctors to other developing countries.

However, given the decline in DAC donor support for infrastructure and productive sectors until 2007, the distinguishing feature of much SSC has been its openness to funding infrastructure and productive sector investments (which would be expected to contribute to overall poverty reduction through growth as included under Millennium Development Goal 1). These are often a key priority for recipient countries, as expressed in poverty reduction or national development strategies, and China, India, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and the
multilateral institutions (BADEA, IsDB and OPEC Fund) have provided extensive support for infrastructure and agriculture in particular. As shown in Table 3.5, funding for transport and communications, energy and other economic infrastructure accounts for 50% or more of assistance from BADEA, IsDB, KFAED (Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic Development), OFID (OPEC Fund for International Development), SFD (Saudi Fund for Development) and the United Arab Emirates.

Some Southern providers, such as China, India, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates and Venezuela, have financed priority ‘prestige’ projects, including sport stadiums, presidential residences, Ministry buildings, parliaments and conference facilities. The more the motivation for cooperation is political rather than focused solely on development, the more likely it is that it will fund prestige projects regardless of development priorities. This tendency is of course also visible among DAC donors, and is true of military aid as well.

**Conditionalities and Procedures**

**Policy Conditionalities**

One major advantage of SSC from the point of view of recipient countries is that it carries little, if any, economic or governance policy conditionalities, and is not aligned to policy agreements with multilateral institutions. In contrast, bilateral Southern contributors emphasize that development assistance should not interfere in the internal affairs of programme countries (Wang 2008). Southern multilateral institutions also do not usually impose any macroeconomic conditionalities, and disbursements are only suspended if a beneficiary falls into arrears with debt servicing. This paucity of conditionalities enhances programme countries’ ownership, as governments have ‘to jump through far fewer hoops’ to access SSC, and also makes it much more predictable and faster to mobilize.

**Procedural Conditionalities**

SSC tends to come with fewer conditions precedent, which must be met before a grant or loan agreement becomes effective, such as legal opinions, cross-financing clauses, financial conditions, counterpart funds, feasibility or appraisal studies, and the establishment of project implementation units (PIUs). Most Southern providers require a legal opinion before allowing disbursements to commence. Some contributors, such as BADEA and IsDB, may require the setting-up of a Project Implementation Unit, and a separate bank account, as they do not get involved directly in project execution, while many Southern bilateral providers do not have such a requirement. A few Southern bilateral providers also require recipient governments to provide counterpart funds, although this may vary by country. Overall, the conditions preceding Southern providers’ loan or grant disbursements are relatively few, and therefore SSC often disburses much more rapidly.

**On- or Off-Budget Channels**

For budget support and debt relief, Southern providers channel SSC through the budget of recipient country governments, enhancing mutual accountability and national ownership. For project assistance, however, the picture is not as uniform. While some SSC providers, such as the IsDB, Kuwait and Saudi Arabia, agree formal programmes with Finance and Planning Ministries and provide almost all assistance on budget, others agree project assistance at Head of State or Government level, and provide technical co-operation (TC) and humanitarian assistance via line ministries, other public sector agencies or NGOs, complicating government monitoring and the coordination of development cooperation.
Disbursement Procedures

SSC disbursement and procurement procedures can have considerable impact on its results and timeliness. In general, beneficiary countries prefer cooperation which is disbursed faster (i.e. directly to them or to suppliers, rather than requiring ex post reimbursement of expenditures) and procurement procedures which allow for competitive bidding, preferably including local suppliers. Since SSC is primarily project assistance, it tends to be disbursed via direct payments to suppliers. While this may promote faster disbursement, beneficiary

Table 3.5
Sector Distribution of South-South Cooperation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bilaterals</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>Information not available.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>Mostly energy, transport &amp; communications, but also education &amp; health (often construction of schools &amp; hospitals).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>Grants mostly rural development, education, health, TC. Loans for infrastructure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>Mainly public administration, agriculture, poverty alleviation, investment promotion, ICT, banking &amp; English language.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>More than 80% to basic infrastructure (roads, bridges, dams &amp; power stations), rest Technical Assistance (TA) in education, health, agriculture, transport, banking and ICT.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East &amp; North Africa</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuwait</td>
<td>Focus on transport &amp; communication (42%) and energy (31%). Social sector related allocation only 10%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>Lead sector is transport &amp; communication (45%), then health (22%), education (20%) and agriculture (10%). Energy only 3%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Arab Emirates</td>
<td>Mainly productive &amp; infrastructure: transport &amp; communication (25%), energy (24%), agriculture (18%), industry, mining &amp; construction (18%), Social sectors 4%.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America &amp; Caribbean</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>Agriculture/food security (dairy, horticulture &amp; fisheries), agro-processing, ICT, maternal &amp; child health, human rights.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Mainly social sectors, with some agricultural activities. Also active in new areas such as bio-fuels/ethanol and digital inclusion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>Priority sectors: International relations &amp; regional integration (58%), modernization of state &amp; decentralization (17%), public policy &amp; social development (13%), natural resources &amp; environment (10%) and stimulating productive capacity (2%).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezuela</td>
<td>Energy is main sector, but also projects in health, education, housing, water &amp; private sector development.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multilateral Development Institutions (non-OECD)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BADEA</td>
<td>Main sectors are transport &amp; communication (40%), water &amp; sanitation (19%) and agriculture (18%).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Islamic Development Bank*</td>
<td>Mainly economic infrastructure (56%). Then social sectors (22%) and industry, mining &amp; tourism (13%).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPEC Fund for International Development (OFID)</td>
<td>Main sectors are transport &amp; communication (32%) and energy (37%). Social sectors taken together account for 16% of total.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Energy and other are ‘public utilities’. ICT - information and communications technology.
Source: Johnson 2008
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governments are not always informed that transactions have occurred, hampering debt and cooperation data recording and monitoring. Some contributors (BADEA, India and Venezuela) disburse via cash advances to recipient governments and others via reimbursement claims (India, IsDB, Kuwait Fund for Arab Economic Development, OPEC Fund for International Development and Saudi Fund for Development). Overall disbursement procedures of Southern contributors are seen as relatively simple. Though this is sometimes offset by slowness of internal administrative procedures, limited staff in the agencies providing cooperation, and lack of provider presence in the beneficiary country, in general it reduces disbursement delays.

Financial Management Systems

Arab providers use national public financial management procedures, although KFAED usually insists on separate accounting and financial reporting. The IsDB requires Project Implementation Units to handle budgets and accounts and to conduct audits. India and Venezuela also require project-implementing agencies to conduct separate accounting, reporting and auditing, with little reliance on national systems. Other providers (like China) sometimes use national public financial management (PFM) procedures.

Procurement Procedures and Tying

Arab providers (ADFD, BADEA, IsDB, KFAED, OPEC Fund, SFD and United Arab Emirates) use common procurement procedures, which are set out in the Arab Coordination Group’s Procurement Guidelines. These do not always lead to faster implementation, as many Arab funded projects are co-financed and coordinating procurement amongst several Arab providers can be time-consuming. There is virtually no other harmonisation of procurement procedures amongst Southern providers, or use of beneficiary country procurement systems.

The Arab Procurement Guidelines stipulate competitive bidding, although often with a preference for Middle Eastern or African sources. Competitive bidding can also be waived by mutual agreement. The guidelines allow for local suppliers to bid and, in Ghana and Uganda, local contractors have been implementing BADEA-funded projects. As a result, beneficiaries often consider development assistance from Arab providers as virtually untied. In contrast, project assistance from non-Arab providers is primarily tied. However, China and India allow the use of local contractors, mainly but not only for smaller projects (their flexibility depends on the existence of experienced local contractors). Technical cooperation and emergency assistance by Southern providers is also mainly tied as it involves sending national experts to countries, funding students to study or participate in training at national institutions, and providing emergency shipments of goods and medical experts. At present there are no concerted moves to untie Southern bilateral cooperation, although some providers are becoming increasingly flexible, especially in funding triangular cooperation.

The key question arising is whether the tying of SSC has the same pernicious effects as the tying of DAC donor aid. In general, beneficiary countries see these effects as weaker in the case of SSC, because: simpler procedures decrease the delays caused by tying rather than using more accessible local supply channels; and cheaper costs, greater value-for-money, more appropriate skills and technology, greater transfer of skills and capacity-building impact of SSC reduces the negative effects of the cost premium of tying. An example of value-for-money in Chinese assistance is discussed in Box 3.4. However, these offsetting advantages should not be exaggerated: untying is still preferred, and there are examples where SSC has led to poorer value-for-money, via the purchase of substandard equipment.
Box 3.4

Value-for-money of Chinese cooperation

One of the frequently stated advantages of SSC is that it provides better value-for-money in project execution. This can be achieved through access to less expensive financing, lower labour costs, higher productivity, cheaper procurement of materials and the transfer of more appropriate technology. While it is possible to find examples that either support or disprove better value-for-money of SSC, a study of Chinese construction and infrastructure projects in four African countries (Angola, Sierra Leone, United Republic of Tanzania and Zambia) provides illustrative information on these aspects.

Financing costs

The Chinese government regularly commissions state-owned enterprises to execute infrastructure projects and selects private sector companies to implement them through tendering conducted in China. Winning a tender for a government-endorsed project enables a company to access low-cost capital from national banks to pay for start-up costs and hire Chinese subcontractors. This provides Chinese ventures with a competitive advantage not usually available to OECD companies implementing DAC donor projects.

Labour costs

Some have claimed that Chinese projects employ mainly Chinese labour and underpay local workers. The study notes that ‘with few exceptions, locals accounted for 85-95% of the total workforce of the Chinese construction companies’ surveyed, predominantly as unskilled casual labour. However, employment of local managerial and administrative staff is common in countries where the Chinese presence in-country has been longer-term such as United Republic of Tanzania and Zambia. The main conclusion is that lower labour costs do provide Chinese companies with a competitive advantage.

Higher productivity

The study suggests that three main factors account for higher productivity of Chinese workers: (a) the shift system, (b) virtually no absenteeism amongst Chinese workers compared to about 20% for local labour and (c) the higher and more multi-skilled levels of Chinese workers. However, added to differences in language, culture and training, these leave local (particularly skilled) workers, at a disadvantage for employment. With respect to quality of workmanship, findings are mixed.

Procurement of materials

Chinese procurement is largely substantially tied, but local procurement occurs when there are cost advantages. In the United Republic of Tanzania, bulky materials such as steel and cement are being purchased locally, and smaller contractors tend to rely more on these local suppliers. In contrast, the study notes that in Angola, Chinese cement is imported at considerable competitive advantage despite local availability. Overall, Chinese construction costs in Angola are about a quarter of those of European firms.

Technology transfer

Chinese technology use is viewed as “most appropriate for Africa”. It is lower-tech and more labour-intensive and thereby easier for African companies and workers to emulate and maintain, as opposed to the more capital-intensive and specialized equipment of OECD firms. In addition, local workers trained on Chinese projects have made more use of skills transferred to set-up their own construction businesses. However, some countries have noted very little transfer of technology as Chinese workers and managers do all the project implementation.

Overall, Chinese companies do provide better value-for-money, partly because they operate on profit margins below 10%, whereas local and Western-based construction companies insist on 15-25%. Ghana and Uganda have also indicated that China implements projects expeditiously and at lower cost (in part due to the basic living conditions of workers), completes them on time or ahead of schedule and the quality has often been better than that of DAC donors.

Sources: Centre for Chinese Studies, Stellenbosch University, 2006 and contributions by officials from Low Income Countries.
Appraisal, Monitoring and Evaluation

While Southern contributors are often able to implement projects faster and at lower costs, there is some concern that this may be because of less due diligence with respect to project pre-appraisal and therefore less respect for environmental or labour standards, particularly on infrastructure projects (see Reality of Aid). Examples frequently cited include the impact of dam construction projects in Africa and Southeast Asia on the environment, communities and human health (see Bosshard 2006) and the employment of local workers only for unskilled posts, paying them very low wages in breach of national labour laws. This is an important policy challenge facing Southern contributors.

There is little information available on the monitoring and evaluation (M&E) procedures of Southern providers. Beneficiary countries suggest that SSC involves significantly fewer missions to review project progress, as well as fewer reports during project execution. Moreover, for turnkey projects, the beneficiary government is unlikely to be involved in the M&E process. Overall, M&E systems of Southern bilateral providers seem to be largely concerned with timely completion of projects. BADEA and the OPEC Fund use M&E systems similar to those of the major multilateral institutions. This is an area in which many Southern providers have expressed a wish for greater information exchange among Southern and other providers in order to capitalize on best practices and ensure lessons are more fully learned for MDG results.

Concessiality

One area of very active discussion around SSC in recent years has been concessiality. While many Southern governments provide grants only, and almost all provide technical cooperation as grants, many provide programme and project assistance as loans. As illustrated in Table 3.6 below, SSC also offers highly concessional loans to the poorest countries, and to a lesser extent, to middle and higher income countries. Furthermore, almost all loans provided as SSC are concessional enough (calculated using IMF methodology) to respect recipient country borrowing policies. There is therefore no major risk that SSC-related borrowing will make low-income country debts unsustainable once again.

However, if recipient countries set more restrictive borrowing policies involving minimum grant elements of 45-50%, then even the most generous loans from India, Thailand and Venezuela (PetroCaribe) may no longer be feasible. Because the concessiality of Southern multilateral institutions is generally lower than that of global multilateral institutions such as the Multilateral Development Banks, accessing their loans can also become slightly problematic. Many Southern providers (notably the multilaterals) have therefore been flexible in changing loan terms to ensure that they are coherent with country borrowing policies. Given the comparative advantages of Southern providers in some key development areas (such as infrastructure) there may also be increased need for borrowers (and the IMF and World Bank in advising countries on borrowing policies) to be more flexible to accommodate SSC loans which are funding high-return projects that are making a key contribution to accelerating growth.

Predictability

Beneficiary governments prefer multi-year commitments of cooperation as this helps them to plan future inflows effectively, particularly within medium-term expenditure frameworks.

---

32 A turnkey project provides a deliverable to the customer that is fully tested and ready to use upon delivery.
Table 3.6
Concessionality of South-South Lending Terms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Creditor</th>
<th>% Grants in total ODA disbursed</th>
<th>Loan Terms</th>
<th>Grant Element (%)</th>
<th>10% discount rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Maturity (years)</td>
<td>Grace period (years)</td>
<td>Interest rate (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bilateral creditors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Africa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Africa</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asia</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China - Government of China loans</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXIM bank loans</td>
<td>10 - 25</td>
<td>0 - 7</td>
<td>1.0% - 3.0%</td>
<td>24.2 - 67.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXIM Bank Angola</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>LIBOR + 1.5%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>80.2%</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.5% - 2.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Malaysia</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand - Finance Ministry</td>
<td>&lt;20%</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EXIM Bank loans</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Middle East &amp; North Africa</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kuwait</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
<td>18 - 30</td>
<td>2 - 10</td>
<td>1.0% - 4.0%a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Saudi Arabia</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>10 - 50</td>
<td>3 - 10</td>
<td>1.0% - 4.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Arab Emirates</td>
<td>2.3%</td>
<td>No recent loans to LICs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latin America &amp; Caribbean</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Argentina</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chile</td>
<td>100.0%</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Venezuela - BANDES low HDI</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>FSO interest rate = 0.25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BANDES medium HDI</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>LIBOR + (1.0% - 3.0%)</td>
<td>14.8 - 28.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PetroCaribe</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
<td>59.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multilateral creditors</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BADEA - to LICs</td>
<td>3.7%</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to MICs</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>22 - 25</td>
<td>4 - 7</td>
<td>2.5% - 3.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OPEC Fund</td>
<td>22.9%</td>
<td>20 - 30</td>
<td>4 - 10</td>
<td>1.00% - 3.75%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IsDB - standard</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>15 - 25</td>
<td>3 - 7</td>
<td>1.5% - 2.5%b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to LDMCs</td>
<td>n/a</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.75%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Johnson 2008.

a Includes 0.5% service charge.
b Administrative charge.

and development plans. Southern providers, such as BADEA, Chile, China, IsDB, KFAED, OPEC Fund, SFD and Venezuela do provide multi-year commitments, although it is not clear to what extent these cover all development cooperation flows. Bilateral multi-year commitments are sometimes made in the context of accords signed during high-level Presidential/Prime-Ministerial visits. Other providers commit primarily on a project-by-project basis, especially in relation to technical cooperation.
From a beneficiary country standpoint, many Southern providers (especially China, India and Venezuela) have more predictable financial resources than DAC donors because they disburse 75% or more of funds on schedule within the financial year. This benefits government fiscal planning, and means that beneficiaries see major Southern bilateral providers are more effective because they complete projects on time. However, this picture may vary by project in the same beneficiary country, with delays to some projects.

**Coordination**

There is a certain degree of coordination among some Southern providers (and with DAC donors) at regional and national levels. For example, Malaysia, Singapore and Thailand coordinate with the AsDB, United Nations agencies and Japan through regional initiatives in Cambodia, Lao PDR, Myanmar and Viet Nam. South Africa and most of the large Latin American donors also work closely with major DAC donors in their regions and beyond, especially in relation to triangular cooperation arrangements. Some Southern providers have also participated in national-level mutual accountability forums, but the majority do not, partly because they lack local representation. On the other hand, almost all are happy to report data to national aid monitoring offices.

More importantly, coordination among Southern providers on policy or procedural aspects related to SSC is not formalized except among Arab Institutions through the Arab Coordination Group and their project co-financing arrangements. For example, the Arab contributors have developed and adopted common procurement procedures. Much of the discussion of SSC in international forums is either an exchange of “case stories” – provider-sponsored descriptions of projects – or a political debate about the differences between SSC and DAC donor aid, and about more broadly defined South-South cooperation covering trade, investment and many other issues than development cooperation. Heads of SSC agencies from a range of Southern provider governments have expressed in DCF symposia a strong wish to increase technical exchanges on best practices in maximizing the impact of SSC, including through conducting case studies with the same analytical framework.

**Triangular Cooperation**

Although triangular cooperation has been important for many years, its profile has been increasing recently. As noted by UNDP, “triangular cooperation is becoming increasingly popular as a way of fostering development by leveraging the best features of cooperation between developing countries with developed country assistance”. Many SSC providers are now also funding triangular cooperation to promote joint SSC with other Southern providers.

The main advantages of triangular cooperation can be summarized as follows:

- Southern implementing countries have expertise which is more relevant or appropriate to the beneficiary country’s needs, because they have more recently resolved similar problems;
- Beneficiary and implementing countries may share economic and regional characteristics and cultural and linguistic ties;
- Southern expertise is more cost effective in terms of lower consultancy or training costs, and more relevant and cheaper technologies;

---

33 This section draws heavily on JICA 2009, OECD 2009a, SEGIB 2009 and TT-SSC 2010b.
DAC funding donors often can help recipients identify relevant experiences in other continents as they have broader global networks of expertise.

However, there can be challenges in implementing triangular cooperation because of differences in implementing and beneficiary countries’ procedures and systems, difficulties and costs of coordination, unclear division of responsibilities and lack of leadership by the beneficiary country (TT-SSC 2010a). Triangular cooperation projects can also face significant delays (up to two years) to establish positive collaboration between multiple stakeholders. For example, a Japan-Brazil project to train health staff in Angola involved ten organizations (two Angolan, five Brazilian and three Japanese).

The scale of triangular cooperation is very difficult to ascertain as there is no formal reporting of these flows by funding institutions or pivotal countries (Johnson 2008; OECD 2009; SEGIB 2009). Data are available mainly for individual projects, but Chile and Brazil do compile data, indicating total projects of around US$1 million in 2008, mainly funded by Japan, Germany, Canada and Spain.

Two-thirds of DAC donors are involved in triangular cooperation (Table 3.7), although only Japan and Spain prioritize it in formal strategies to strengthen regional co-operation.

Table 3.7
Main Participants in Triangular Cooperation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Northern Donors</th>
<th>Southern Implementing Countries</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bilateral</td>
<td>Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>Egypt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>Kenya</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>Morocco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>South Africa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>Tunisia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>Asia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>India</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>Indonesia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Republic of Korea</td>
<td>Jordan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>Malaysia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>Philippines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>Singapore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>Sri Lanka</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>Thailand</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>Vietnam</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>Latin America</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multilateral Institutions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African Development Bank</td>
<td>Bolivia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian Development Bank</td>
<td>Brazil</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>European Union</td>
<td>Chile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inter-American Development Bank</td>
<td>Colombia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organization of American States</td>
<td>Costa Rica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Nations organizations</td>
<td>Cuba</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>World Bank</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Sources: OECD (2009a), SEGIB (2009)
Japan has taken a leading role in funding triangular projects in Asia, Africa and Latin America; Canada and Germany mainly in Africa and Latin America; and Spain primarily in Latin America. Two interesting examples of cross-continent cooperation are Ireland fostering a partnership between Liberia and East Timor on the role of women in conflict prevention, and the Republic of Korea funding Peru to help Algeria food security by enhancing capacities to breed seed potatoes (TT-SSC 2010a).

Japan’s initial triangular cooperation grew out of bilateral aid projects: on completion, Japan encouraged the recipient country to disseminate the results to other countries with similar problems. However, as developing countries have demonstrated their own development achievements, Japan has increasingly switched to providing financial support for triangular cooperation focusing on regional integration and scaling up development results. As of November 2009, it had triangular agreements for “partnership programmes” with twelve Southern countries (Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Egypt, Indonesia, Jordan, Mexico, Morocco, Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Tunisia) (JICA 2009).

In Latin America, Japan has been the largest provider of triangular cooperation financing two-thirds of reported projects in 2008, followed by Germany (24%) and Spain (4%) (SEGIB 2009). Japan was also the pioneer of triangular cooperation in Asia and continues to support a broad range of intra- and inter-regional projects (Kumar 2008), including Cambodia supporting aid management in East Timor, an Asia-Pacific network to empower people with disabilities, and the Coalition for African Rice Development which draws on expertise from many Asian countries.

Germany implements triangular cooperation via GTZ, a public enterprise. As of 2009, GTZ had 16 triangular projects, partnering with Brazil, Chile, China, Indonesia, Mexico, South Africa and Thailand as implementing countries. GTZ’s approach involves joint missions, combined use and exchange of experts, on the job training and education, fellowships and study visits. GTZ has been working with Brazil in ten countries in Latin America and Africa on AIDS and with Mexico on environmental issues in Guatemala, Ecuador and Dominican Republic. GTZ has partnered with South Africa on governance and technology in Ethiopia, Democratic Republic of Congo, Lesotho and India, while in Asia it has worked with China and Indonesia on vocational education, agriculture and rural development, micro-finance, small and medium sized enterprises and health (Tomecko 2008). A good example of successful German triangular cooperation, the Alliance for Financial Inclusion, is discussed in Box 3.5.

Since 2005, Spain has been expanding triangular cooperation particularly in Latin America and the Caribbean, mainly with middle income countries and sub-regional organizations. Its main partners are Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Mexico, and the main beneficiary countries are Bolivia, Haiti and Paraguay. In 2009, Spain conducted a workshop in the region to garner regional inputs for refining its strategic framework for triangular cooperation. Spain also intends to extend its successful triangular cooperation to other regions (AECID 2009).

Multilateral and regional organizations are also important funding bodies:

- The African Development Bank (AfDB) has financed many triangular projects, such as the Africa Rice Centre, an African Community of Practice on Managing for Development Results, and a US$6 million fund to support African countries to use Southern expertise (AfDB 2010).

---

34 The cases cited in the remainder of this section are largely drawn from TT-SSC (2010b).
The Asian Development Bank (AsDB) has funded a regional Community of Practice for Managing for Development Results project where experts from many Asian countries help one another.

The Organisation of American States (OAS) and the Inter-American Development Bank (IADB) have provided funding for triangular regional initiatives, for example, public debt management and the prevention of crime and violence.

All United Nations agencies fund triangular projects, as part of efforts to mainstream SSC (Box 3.9).

The World Bank has funded India to develop dairy industries in the United Republic of Tanzania and Uganda; and (with the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland’s Department for International Development) Brazil to reduce poverty through the Bolsa Familia Programme (cash transfers to the poorest) in Asia, Africa and Latin America.

Regional cooperation projects funded by DAC or Southern providers and multilateral institutions are often effectively triangular cooperation as they involve the sharing of information and dissemination of expertise amongst a group of Southern countries. In addition to Northern donor and multilateral institution-funded triangular cooperation, some Southern providers also fund others to implement programmes – for example in the India, Brazil and South Africa (IBSA) funded programmes to improve agricultural yields and food self-sufficiency in Guinea-Bissau (TT-SSC 2010b).

Box 3.5
The Alliance for Financial Inclusion (AFI) – innovative triangular cooperation

The AFI is a global South-South network to unlock innovations enabling decision-makers in developing countries to design ways for 50 million people to access financial products by 2012. The network is managed by GTZ with funding from the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation.

Through AFI many of the most innovative solutions for providing financial services to the poor are being disseminated for replication and joint learning. The countries of the South are providing solutions to the challenges they face. The choice, control and direction of the policy solutions are determined solely by individual countries’ policymakers and central banks.

The rapid growth in membership to 80 countries, the strong demand for AFI services and the clear will of developing country representatives to shape AFI work and contribute their own experiences, are also generating political results.

Factors contributing to success are that:

- Peer learning plays a key role - as opposed to North-South know-how transfer.
- AFI is member-driven - countries have a strong role in the governing Steering Committee.
- It is demand-driven - grants and peer learning are linked to national reform strategies.
- It is inclusive - everyone can make a contribution, every idea counts.
- Proven solutions - policy solutions that have been shown to be effective are applied.
- Both the ‘donor’ and implementing agency have clear exit strategies.
- AFI is results-based - internal M+E and results measurement by members play a key role.

A year after launch, AFI has established a proven track record, filling a gap in the international microfinancing landscape, and was therefore included in a G-20 expert group reporting on how best to expand access to finance for the G 20 Summit in Seoul in November 2010. Within this committee, AFI is representing the interests of developing countries, especially those that are not members of the G 20.

Factors contributing to success are that:

- Peer learning plays a key role - as opposed to North-South know-how transfer.
- AFI is member-driven - countries have a strong role in the governing Steering Committee.
- It is demand-driven - grants and peer learning are linked to national reform strategies.
- It is inclusive - everyone can make a contribution, every idea counts.
- Proven solutions - policy solutions that have been shown to be effective are applied.
- Both the ‘donor’ and implementing agency have clear exit strategies.
- AFI is results-based - internal M+E and results measurement by members play a key role.

Factors contributing to success are that:

- Peer learning plays a key role - as opposed to North-South know-how transfer.
- AFI is member-driven - countries have a strong role in the governing Steering Committee.
- It is demand-driven - grants and peer learning are linked to national reform strategies.
- It is inclusive - everyone can make a contribution, every idea counts.
- Proven solutions - policy solutions that have been shown to be effective are applied.
- Both the ‘donor’ and implementing agency have clear exit strategies.
- AFI is results-based - internal M+E and results measurement by members play a key role.

South-South cooperation in key sectors

Health, agriculture and infrastructure have historically been key sectors of SSC. Southern providers have developed significant expertise in addressing “neglected diseases”, and the value-added of SSC in supporting infrastructure and agriculture has been growing over time. This section examines the key features of SSC in health, agriculture and infrastructure.

SSC in Health and Medicine

In recent years, global support for health in developing countries has grown at an exceptional pace. The institutional landscape has also changed, and new sources such as the Global Alliance for Vaccines and Immunization (GAVI), the Global Fund to Fight AIDS, Tuberculosis and Malaria (GFATM), and developing countries themselves have become important players. Emerging economies like Brazil, China, India and South Africa, and other countries such as Cuba, have come forward to supplement global efforts in tackling health challenges. There are growing efforts to consolidate their efforts with common global initiatives through global funds, the United Nations and other agencies. Brazil, China, India and South Africa together contributed $200 million to global health initiatives in 2007-08.

In the last few years, emerging economies have placed strong emphasis on supporting health initiatives, fuelled by persisting global health inequities, and great demand for better dissemination of existing solutions as well as development of new solutions tailored to the poorest countries’ needs. China and India have developed capacity to manufacture affordable health products, which cost less than alternatives from OECD countries, as well as developing innovative products.

Most global health research has until recently been focused on OECD problems, and relatively few products are developed for people in poorer parts of the world, due to the small size of their health markets. However, some developing nations have been highly successful in finding innovative biotechnology products for their populations, implying that SSC could spread this technology more widely. There is also a strong need in developing countries to develop low-cost solutions for the poor. These shared needs provide a rationale for increased South-South collaboration.

Brazil, China, Cuba, India and South Africa are increasingly active in government-to-government initiatives to promote health delivery through SSC. Human resource development has attracted major attention. Cuba has been supplying qualified manpower, including doctors, nurses, and dentists, in Latin America and Africa. The scale of these efforts is large for such a small country: in 2004 there were 1,300 Cuban doctors in 15 African countries. China now has over 700 medical doctors practicing in Africa through bilateral arrangements.

Infrastructure and health system development are also popular areas. Brazil is building pharmaceutical plants in Mozambique and Namibia to manufacture generic anti-retroviral medicines. China has built clinics and hospitals in many African countries, and India established in 2007 a Pan-African e-network to deliver telemedicine services and training sessions for local doctors. The IBSA fund is also supporting efforts to build health systems in various developing countries.

This section draws on a study on SSC in medicine, undertaken by Halla Thorsteinsdóttir and Sachin Chaturvedi for the DCF.
Several SSC providers have channelled funding through global funds. South Africa committed US$20 million a year for the next 20 years to GAVI; Brazil, China, India, and South Africa have committed more than US$40 million to support the GFATM. They are also producing drugs, vaccines and diagnostic kits to supply GAVI and GFATM programmes.

Efforts by regional organizations are also expanding rapidly. The Pan American Health Organization (PAHO) has launched a major effort to manage dengue fever through sub-regional plans; and India, Bangladesh and Nepal, with support from the South Asian Association For Regional Cooperation (SAARC) and WHO, are fighting Visceral Leishmaniasis (VL), the second most deadly parasitic disease in the world after malaria.

Southern NGOs and individual experts are also developing new strategies to support the health sector in other developing countries. For instance, BRAC has delivered basic health services to 100 million people; and the Indian Aravind Eye Care System has handled 29 million outpatient visits, performed 3.6 million surgeries, and helped to design national eye care plans for India, Rwanda, and Eritrea.

To extend SSC in more advanced medicine, it will be vital to build health systems and manpower to raise technical capacity, through national human resource development programmes. For example, joint capacity building by Ethiopia and India was vital to train doctors to handle complex surgeries.

Developing countries are increasingly signing bilateral or multilateral agreements to promote scientific and technological cooperation, and joint health research on problems or biotechnology. They are mostly carried out by public sector research personnel, at universities or public research organizations (hospitals were also active in China).

However, during 1994-2005, only 8.2% of papers published on health biotechnology worldwide had authors from developing countries, with no increase over time; and of those only 3% were South-South co-authored compared to 40% South-North co-authored.

Some developing countries are pursuing SSC more actively. Brazil has the highest number of South-South co-authored papers (423), and the number is steadily increasing, especially for papers with Argentina. China has 287 collaborations, Argentina 248 and India 223. In China and India, South-South co-publications have tripled since the mid-1990s. In terms of subfields of health biotechnology, Genetics & Heredity is by far the most common, dominated by Brazil, China, India and South Africa. On the other hand, Tropical Medicine and Parasitology are led by Brazil, Argentina, Kenya, Colombia, Venezuela and Cameroon.

The main force encouraging South-South collaboration in health biotechnology is an urge to work together on common health problems or ancestry, where sharing expertise and resources can strengthen research. Research on health biotechnology collaborations in 13 low- and middle-income countries involving interviews with over 300 researchers, entrepreneurs and policy-makers confirmed that South-South research collaboration tends to be better adjusted to shared health needs in developing countries.

South-South entrepreneurial collaboration is not yet as prevalent as North-South collaboration: 27% of firms in the South had active collaboration with other developing countries as compared to 53% with OECD countries (Figure 3.1). Brazil and South Africa had the most South-South entrepreneurial (63 and 61 respectively), while Cuba had the most collaborations per organization (12).

The strongest linkages appear to be between leading developing countries in health biotechnology, even across continents (see Figure 3.2). Chinese firms collaborate strongly with firms in Brazil and India, Indian with South African, and Brazilian with Cuban. The only other countries with high collaboration are Brazil and Argentina, and South Africa and
Botswana. There is also considerable collaboration within regions: South Africa within Africa, and Brazil and Cuba within Latin America.

Almost all the South-South entrepreneurial collaborations involved private-sector small biotechnology firms or indigenous pharmaceutical firms. Firms almost always initiated collaborations, though bilateral and multilateral organizations expressed a strong wish for assistance in how to initiate such collaboration.

South-South collaborations typically involved end-stage commercialization - distribution (72%) and/or marketing (34%) - primarily to reach additional markets. Firms in countries with small populations were highly active in the export of lower-cost products. There were few South-South collaborations to develop new products, though some firms moved on to joint research and development after starting on commercialization, so this could accelerate in future.
Several formal collaboration networks bring together various types of South-South institutions, ranging from researchers at public research institutions and universities, to private-sector manufacturers of vaccines and regulators of health products (Table 3.8).

Table 3.8
Formal south-south health collaboration networks

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Network</th>
<th>Partners</th>
<th>Geography</th>
<th>Disease Foci</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>African Malaria Vaccine Testing Network (AMANET)</td>
<td>30 research institutions and universities in Africa</td>
<td>20 African countries</td>
<td>Malaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing Country Vaccine Manufacturer’s Network</td>
<td>Firms in developing countries</td>
<td>Global</td>
<td>Various, including TV, Meningitis, etc.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South-South Initiative in Tropical Diseases (TDR)</td>
<td>745 individual researchers with expertise and capability to share and transfer technology</td>
<td>Global - Based in Zimbabwe, working on diseases in Latin America, Africa, Asia</td>
<td>Infectious diseases such as Malaria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANBio: South African Network for Biosciences</td>
<td>Private sector</td>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Diseases of poverty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technological Network on HIV/AIDS</td>
<td>Representatives appointed by governments</td>
<td>Brazil, Argentina, Chile, Cuba, Nigeria, Russia, Ukraine, Thailand</td>
<td>HIV/AIDS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developing Countries’ Vaccine Regulator Network</td>
<td>Representatives from regulatory agencies</td>
<td>Brazil, China, Cuba, India, Indonesia, Republic of Korea, Russia, South Africa and Thailand.</td>
<td>Various</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ANDI: African Network for Drugs and Drug Information</td>
<td>Public-private partnerships</td>
<td>Africa</td>
<td>Tropical diseases/infectious diseases, such as Dengue Fever</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Central Asia Regional Network for the Prevention and Control of Avian Influenza</td>
<td>Laboratories, regional centres, educational advocacy groups</td>
<td>Afghanistan, Azerbaijan, Iran, Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, Pakistan, Tajikistan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan</td>
<td>Avian influenza</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEAICRN: Infectious Diseases Clinical Research Network</td>
<td>Hospitals and research institutions</td>
<td>Thailand, Indonesia, Vietnam, Singapore</td>
<td>Human and avian influenza and other infectious diseases of public health importance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RNAS+- Regional Network of Research, Surveillance and Control of Asian Schistosomiasis</td>
<td>Researchers</td>
<td>Cambodia, China, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Philippines</td>
<td>Schistosomiasis japonica</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Network for Schistosomiasis in Africa</td>
<td>Researchers</td>
<td>Africa, with collaboration with other similar networks in developing countries.</td>
<td>Schistosomiasis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTMalaria</td>
<td>Public health professionals</td>
<td>Bangladesh, Cambodia, China, Republic of Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar, Philippines, Thailand, Timor Leste, Vietnam.</td>
<td>Malaria</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

While some of the formal networks have global interactions across Africa, Asia and Latin America, regional networks are more common, and some are limited to countries with particular capacities (the Developing Country Vaccine Manufacturers’ Network includes countries with capacities to manufacture vaccines; and the Technological Network on HIV/AIDS countries that have the political will to control HIV/AIDS through public health measures and technological capacity in pharmaceuticals). They also have a strong focus on health problems specific to developing countries, such as malaria, schistosomiasis and other tropical infectious diseases, reflecting common needs for solutions.

Overall, SSC shows great potential to contribute to improved health, capacity-building and innovation. By contributing their respective strengths, developing countries have the potential to enhance research and development activities to create new products and services, helping to meet the MDGs by fighting tropical diseases and HIV/AIDS. However it faces many challenges:

- The health needs of developing countries are increasingly diversifying away from tropical diseases to non-communicable diseases such as lung cancer, where SSC may also develop a comparative advantage in low-cost solutions.
- SSC is most hampered by a lack of dedicated financial resources, especially for research on medicines: resources for South-North collaborations are more easily available from OECD countries, which risks diverting skills away from developing countries’ needs. Only two funds are dedicated to South-South biotechnology collaborations, the CABBIO (Centro Brasileiro Argentino de Biotecnología) fund and the IBSA Trust Fund for research in health biotechnology. This underscores the importance of governments’ investment in SSC.
- The global intellectual property regime, particularly at the World Trade Organization (WTO), also creates several challenges for developing countries to manage health deliverables, as the costs of products and services often exceed their resources due to Intellectual Property Rights protections.
- Many SSC medicine initiatives are stand-alone projects, posing challenges to the sustainability of health services once projects end. Longer-term projects and predictable assistance are vital.
- South-South entrepreneurial collaborations require help from governments, industrial associations, or international organizations to build trust, so as to move to developing affordable products.
- Capacity-building collaborations require strong local infrastructure and systems so that capacity is best deployed and retained, and projects must include support to infrastructure and systems.
- A systemic perspective is also vital in entrepreneurial collaborations: regulatory systems need to collaborate, exchange information about requirements, and align processes, to facilitate SSC.
- There is a lack of systematic research into the extent of South-South health collaboration.

When firms in developing countries pool their strengths, they can be more cost-effective and sensitive to local health needs, and reach more poor people in the developing world. Supporting SSC in medicine is a highly promising way to develop appropriate and affordable products, to which international organizations and philanthropic organizations should pay more attention. A number of measures are possible to further strengthen South-South collaboration in the medical field.
South-south development cooperation

- Developing country governments need to invest more in health SSC and to integrate such collaborations in their science, technology, innovation and health promotion plans. With dedicated funding, developing countries can work together to better address their health needs.
- There should be dialogue between developing countries, to promote alignment of their health and innovation systems and accelerate health and economic impacts.
- Developing country governments and donor organizations need to explore triangular cooperation much more thoroughly to combine South-South learning and Northern technology and finance.
- The South should keep a watch on the global intellectual property regime as it unfolds at the WTO and elsewhere, to monitor its impact on incentives for new cost-effective technologies or products.
- SSC could be far more dynamic when supplemented by non-state actors. Governments need to encourage NGOs, academic institutions and entrepreneurs to participate.
- Efforts by recipient national governments (on continuously building institutions and systems, and retaining trained personnel) are vital to successful SSC.
- More concerted effort from the South is required to focus on the development of health-related infrastructure for the development of production and trade in drugs, vaccines and diagnostics.

South-South Cooperation in Agriculture

Although historically, the development process has seen a gradually declining share of agriculture in GDP, agriculture continues to account for 28% of GDP and over two thirds of jobs in LDCs (UNCTAD 2009a). However, LDC agricultural productivity has grown only marginally since the 1970s, partly due to insufficient investment.

Southern investments have increasingly filled agricultural development financing gaps. South-South investment is almost as large as investment by OECD Transnational corporations (TNCs), and half the top 25 TNCs in agri-business (running farms and plantations) are headquartered in developing countries (UNCTAD 2009b). Nonetheless, concerns have been raised about the potential tension between foreign acquisition of land for export-oriented FDI, and food security. In some cases, land-leasing agreements between investors and host governments have not taken sufficient account of existing usage of the land by local people. Smaller farmers may be marginalized as they are less able to meet export requirements despite technical and financial assistance. This issue applies to all investors, but it is essential South-South investors’ maximize their contributions to address the tension.

Food security has become a major driver of new investment in the wake of the food crisis. It is difficult to assess the scale of South–South foreign direct investment (FDI) driven by food security concerns, but the largest sources of food security-related Southern investment include Bahrain, China, Qatar, Kuwait, the Libyan Arab Jamahiriya, Saudi Arabia and the United Arab Emirates. The most important developing host countries are in Africa - Ethiopia, Sudan, and the United Republic of Tanzania.

SSC has a long history of offering policy experiences and appropriate technologies necessary for boosting agricultural productivity in developing countries, and more recently new investment and market opportunities for agricultural development. Another important rationale for SSC is the similarity of soil, climatic and ecological conditions among groups of developing countries.
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SSC in agriculture continues to grow against a backdrop of long-term decline of DAC ODA for agricultural development. The overall level of Southern support for agriculture is difficult to ascertain. Recent events suggest food security is attracting growing Southern development cooperation (Box 3.6).

Technical cooperation, notably technology transfer (Box 3.7) and local capacity building are the main forms of collaboration, with Arab States, Brazil, China, India and South Africa as primary providers, mostly in Africa. The Arab states are increasing support, particularly in irrigation and water management. China-Africa cooperation spans over 40 countries, with more than 200 projects on land management, breeding technologies, food security, agricultural machinery, and processing agricultural and sideline products. India is enhancing projects to transfer agricultural technologies to small-scale farmers. Brazil is working towards a broad partnership that includes all members of the African Union in technology transfer and agricultural capacity-building. South Africa, a leader on the continent in agricultural technology, is a key player in the transfer of technologies to fellow African countries.

Recent years have seen growing South-South initiatives in partnerships with Northern donors and international organizations, namely triangular cooperation, with Japan, the United States and FAO as the most significant donors. Japan partners with Brazil to transfer agricultural technology to other developing countries, including in Africa. The NERICA project (New Rice for Africa), which facilitated cooperation between several African countries and research centres with donors’ support, has led to the creation of new drought-resistant and high-yield rice for Africa. The Special Programme for Food Security (SPFS) of FAO facilitates the transfer of techniques that are successfully employed in one country to other countries. Over 100 countries are now involved in the SPFS system, and over half have started implementing their own customized national plans (UNCTAD 2009).

Food security and Technical Cooperation support are vital

Box 3.6

Major southern commitments to food security (2007-09)

At the African Union Summit in July 2009, Brazil signed a cooperation agreement with the AU for the implementation of projects in the areas of agriculture and livestock. Brazil has established an office of the Brazilian Agricultural Research Corporation in Accra, Ghana, calling for more involvement of South-South and triangular cooperation for the development of agriculture on the African continent. The Cotton 4 project has a budget of US$4 million, including US$3.5 million directly for agricultural projects. Brazil is also working in a wide range of countries on “Zero Hunger” projects.

China announced eight new measures during the FOCAC in Egypt in November 2009. It will increase the number of agricultural research and technology demonstration centres in Africa to 20, send 50 agricultural technology teams to Africa and train 2,000 African agricultural technology personnel. The US$10 billion to be spent by the China–Africa Development Fund will include agriculture as well as infrastructure. China is also active in triangular cooperation projects, particularly in Africa, with FAO making available US$30 million for its trust fund to support developing countries in improving their agricultural productivity as an instrument for achieving the Millennium Development Goals.

In April 2008, India convened the First Africa-India Summit signing a cooperation agreement on the agricultural sector, with an aim to transfer agricultural technologies that meet the real needs of small-scale farmers in Africa. The meeting also marked the announcement of a zero tariff for 98 % of imported products from LDCs including agricultural products.

Other South-South donors such as Argentina, Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and Venezuela have also made important pledges either at the FAO High Level Conference on Food Security in 2008, or bilaterally.

Source: UNCTAD (2010), FOCAC
Despite its potential, SSC in agriculture will not have wider development impact in the absence of a favourable international system. Southern countries need to broaden their cooperation to overcome distortionary practices of OECD countries on market access, entry condition, trade finance and facilitation. The sharing of experience and policy lessons as well as technology transfer and innovations should continue to be an important component of SSC in enhancing the performance of the industry and improving food security in the developing world.

**SSC in Infrastructure**

Infrastructure development represents a key promising component of SSC. Africa and Asia remain the main destination of Southern finance for infrastructure, and have recently seen

---
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large new pledges from China (on Africa, see Box 3.8). China has also pledged US$10 billion for an ASEAN Infrastructure Development Fund; and US$2 billion of concessional funds to support Indonesia’s infrastructure. Shushan (2010) also shows that there is a high concentration of Arab aid in infrastructure. As shown in Box 3.4, Chinese infrastructure funding can have high value-for-money, and the same can be true of other SSC.

Infrastructure dominates overall SSC flows to Africa. It is estimated that non-OECD countries financed US$2.6 billion of African infrastructure development annually between 2001 and 2006, with rapid growth thereafter. However, in spite of increasing importance, non-OECD financiers still account for a small share of external public financial support for African infrastructure development. Bilateral DAC ODA in this sector almost doubled from $4.1 billion in 2004 to $8.1 billion in 2007.

There are strong complementarities between non-OECD financiers and DAC donors, with the former focusing on productive infrastructure (primarily power generation and railroads), and the latter assuming an important role on public goods (such as roads and water supply) and a broader role in power system development and electrification. In the power sector, SSC funded US$1 billion a year of hydroelectric schemes, and in transport US$1 billion per year of railways. Southern financing for African electricity exceeded ODA by about 50%, and for railways the figure was more than 100%.

China, the Arab States and India are the major Southern contributors to Africa’s infrastructure. Their combined commitments (including some non-concessional funding) to African infrastructure in 2008 are estimated at around US$7.6 billion, with varying project scales and priority sectors (Box 3.8).

The importance of SSC in infrastructure varies by country. It is dominant in resource-rich countries such as Angola, Gabon, Guinea, Mauritania, and Sudan. However, DAC ODA has funded non-fragile low-income states with high institutional capacity, like Burundi, Mali, Rwanda, and United Republic of Tanzania. The cost of non-OECD

### Box 3.8

**Southern providers commitments to infrastructure in Africa, 2008**

**Arab States and Institutions**

Total commitments were US$2.4 billion, 10% down from 2007. They covered 29 African countries, but 65% went to five countries (Sudan, Morocco, Egypt, Mauritania and Niger). They also concentrated on particular sectors: 38% to dams, 30% to roads and 15% to power, as well as many water and small energy projects. Arab projects are generally small compared to those financed by China and India.

**China**

China is by far the largest SSC infrastructure financier, with total commitments estimated at US$5 billion, almost the same as 2007. The China Africa Development Fund (CADF) spent US$400 million, lending to eleven recipients led by Democratic Republic of the Congo, Mauritania and Zambia. Chinese projects are mainly large-scale and in transport, energy and telecommunications.

**India**

EXIM Bank provided lines of credit (LOC) to ten African countries totalling US$224.5 million in 2008, but most went to food processing plants and equipment purchases. The share of LOC for infrastructure in 2008 (including power rehabilitation in Niger for US$20 million, and rural electrification in Senegal for US$15 million) was much lower than in 2007 when it included a large power plant (US$350 million) in Sudan. Overall, the dominant sector has been energy.

Source: Infrastructure Consortium for Africa (2009)
finance is somewhere between that of public funds (e.g. tax and other fiscal resources) and DAC ODA. It is vital to ensure that such finance is focussed on key development projects rather than “prestige” projects with less development impact, that it is untied and that it maximizes transfer of skills and technical solutions through infrastructure projects.

**United Nations support to south-south cooperation**

The High-level Conference on South-South cooperation in December 2009 encouraged the United Nations to take concrete measures to improve mainstreaming and support for SSC. An increasing number of United Nations organizations have mainstreamed support for SSC in their corporate policy instruments, strategies and operational activities. The strategic priorities of the United Nations Development Group (UNDG) (2010-2011) include engaging United Nations country teams in SSC partnerships. In 2008, the Executive Committee on Economic and Social Affairs made a commitment to institutionalise SSC in its regular development activities so as to maximize benefits for the MDGs. Realizing the full potential of SSC is a corporate priority of UNDP. UNFPA supported 189 SSC technical assistance initiatives in 2008, and UNICEF more than 100 SSC regional and country initiatives in 2008.

The main modality for United Nations support to SSC has been capacity building through research, training, technical advice, documenting best practices, networking and technology transfer. Some United Nations agencies have established new units, programmes or institutions (for examples of best practice, see Box 3.9).

The United Nations Web of Information for Development, an online Web-enabled system that gathers information on experts, experiences and institutions of the South, is being transformed into a virtual global South-South development academy, offering more than 100 scalable solutions as of mid-2009. The global and regional networks established by various United Nations organizations, including WHO regional networks of skilled institutions and partner organizations; UNDP knowledge networks; and technical support facilities of the Joint United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS, have proved effective in facilitating transfer of knowledge and expertise.

Given rapid growth of United Nations involvement in South-South initiatives, coordination has been given added importance. For example, in August 2008, the Secretary-General requested a concise, action-oriented, collaborative framework for action by United Nations agencies, drawing on their comparative strengths in promoting SSC on food security, climate change and HIV/AIDS – this is being finalized by the UNDP Special Unit on SSC in collaboration with all relevant United Nations entities.

However, equally important is analytically rigorous analysis of how to maximize the impact of SSC on development results, drawing on best practices (many of which have been discussed in this chapter). DAC donors can also better report on triangular cooperation in their reporting to the OECD, and analyse more rigorously what best practices are. The DCF, in cooperation with other (especially regional) forums, has a strong role to play in the sharing of views among SSC providers and with recipients, to improve understanding of SSC and triangular cooperation. In this context, more in-depth studies will be conducted at regional and national level. The number of providers covered by DCF preparatory work is also planned to be widened. Analysis of Southern providers’ contributions to multilateral organizations, and the role of Southern foundations and CSOs will also be deepened.
Box 3.9

Innovative United Nations support to south-south cooperation

A strong United Nations role in supporting SSC has been mandated since the Buenos Aires Plan of Action and most recently in the outcome document of the 2009 Nairobi High-Level Conference. The United Nations system has therefore devised innovative demand-driven SSC facilities and mechanisms to promote sharing of knowledge, experiences, expertise and technologies. This box presents a few examples:

ILO initiated programmes to address the problem of child labour in Portuguese-speaking countries in Africa, with a grant from Brazil in 2008.

UNCTAD has established a new unit to promote SSC. It has also shown success with a Network of Centers of Excellence to support technology and knowledge transfer to Africa by training scientists and technology experts. To date, 100 young scientists, engineers and academics from 25 African countries have benefited from training organized in China, Egypt, India, South Africa and the United Republic of Tanzania. The Network plans to extend its activities by supporting a network of policymakers to enhance policy formulation on science, technology and innovation.

UNDP’s Special Unit for South-South Cooperation launched in 2008 a market-based, transparent knowledge and technology transaction mechanism: the South-South Global Assets and Technology Exchange. It enables public and private partners to list, seek, match and raise resources for the transfer of technologies to improve food security, health, housing for the poor and energy efficiency, combat climate change and cultivate the potential of the creative economy for development.

UNEP is developing a South-South clearing house mechanism to identify, develop and promote opportunities for cooperation in support of environmental and sustainable development activities.

UNESCO in May 2008 established the International Science, Technology and Innovation Centre for SSC, based in Kuala Lumpur, which is creating a network of national centres of excellence, to collaborate through research initiatives, technology transfer and the development of industries in fields such as information technology, biotechnology and nanotechnology.

UNIDO established South-South Industrial Cooperation Centres in India (2007) and China (2008), to promote industrial collaboration, investment and trade among Southern countries by sharing knowledge, experience, expertise, technology and resources, and more recently has planned similar centres in Morocco and in Iran, and a SSC focus for a new field office in Brazil.

Source: United Nations 2009
Chapter 4

Beyond development cooperation: coherence and architecture to increase impact

Beyond development cooperation

To maximize its results, development cooperation needs to be reinforced by consistency or "coherence" across a diverse range of policies in developed and developing countries, going "beyond development cooperation". All these policies need to be geared to accomplishing national development priorities and the MDGs, and avoiding policies or approaches which undermine them. For countries providing and receiving development cooperation, coherence is a term used to discuss four dimensions:

- Coherence between development cooperation and the other policies of each provider or recipient country (the "whole of government" approach);
- Coherence within development cooperation programmes among several providers (normally known as "harmonisation");
- Coherence (or "alignment") between provider policies and the development strategies of programme countries; and
- Coherence of aid and non-aid policies among all provider and recipient countries.

This chapter focuses on the first aspect (alignment and harmonisation were discussed in Chapter 1).

In addition, there is a strong feeling among many stakeholders that the international community needs to look "beyond aid" in terms of ensuring that aid catalyses other sources of development financing, in order to reduce aid dependence. There is high concern about the dependence of some recipient countries on aid for funding high proportions of their budgets, and a wish to ensure that over the longer-term more countries graduate from "aid dependence" to using national budget revenues or private sector financing for funding progress to the MDGs. There is a considerable literature debating what constitutes excessive aid dependence (see for example Clemens et al 2004; Foster and Keith 2005). OECD data indicate that there are only seven low-income countries whose aid dependence is above 25% of GNI, and that this falls to only four countries if only "country programmable aid" (CPA) is included. Aid dependence also varies dramatically year-to-year, and is concentrated in post-conflict countries receiving large amounts of aid for reconstruction and resettlement, and small states. So it is easy to exaggerate aid dependence. Nevertheless, the catalytic role of aid needs to be reviewed as part of the discussion on coherence.

To ensure policies "beyond aid" lead to significant development results, progress is needed on three fronts:
• Developed countries need to ensure that all policies support progress towards the MDGs;
• Developing countries need to adopt more pro-active measures on “beyond-aid” issues by designing comprehensive policies and strengthening implementing institutions;
• Aid needs to catalyze other sources of development financing to “work itself out of a job”.

Coherence by OECD donors

Until recently, most OECD countries focused development policies mainly on official development assistance (ODA). They had not taken into account the major impact on development of their policies in areas such as trade, the environment, climate change, security, agriculture, fisheries, the social dimensions of globalization, employment and decent work, migration, research and innovation, the information society, transport and energy, international finance and investment. This vast range of policies is driven by different agendas, priorities, bureaucracies and conceptions of the developmental process, along with a diverse set of actors whose perspectives, priorities, time horizons and interests may not coincide.

Nevertheless, donors are beginning to take measures to increase coherence. Two positive examples of progress in the European Union (EU) and Sweden are discussed in Boxes 4.1 and 4.2. However, more widely, the OECD has assessed progress on “Policy Coherence for Development” (PCD) as rather disappointing, by looking at three aspects: political commitment; policy coordination; and monitoring, analysis and reporting (see also Hudson and

Box 4.1

The Swedish policy for global development (PGD)

In 2003, Sweden became the first country to have an official coherence policy when the parliament adopted a Policy for Global Development (PGD). PGD states that all government policy areas should act coherently to contribute to equitable and sustainable global development, based on two key principles (the right to development and poor peoples’ perspectives on development).

Some policy areas began to incorporate development aspects into policy preparation as a result of the PGD. In migration policy for example, negative impacts such as brain drain from poor countries are now being discussed transparently, and measures to increase circular migration are being designed. The government’s trade policies including its positions in the Doha Round also became very largely development-focused, and coherence between environmental and developmental policies was further enhanced.

The whole government was made jointly responsible for achieving PGD, but the Minister for International Development Cooperation was responsible for coordination, giving some in government the impression that it was an “aid issue”. In addition, PGD implementation had no specific budget funding, and therefore lacked resources to enhance coordination, increase knowledge about PGD in government offices, or carry out in-depth analysis on how Swedish policies affect developing countries. As a result, awareness and commitment in government remained limited, outside the Ministry of Foreign Affairs. There was also no mechanism to ensure independent evaluations of how the PGD was being implemented.

A central feature of PGD is that multiple stakeholders, including government, civil society, universities and the business community should participate in its design and implementation. The bill launching the policy was based on the work of a parliamentary committee which consulted CSOs. However, dialogue among the groups was never institutionalized. Therefore, while government and civil society interpret the underlying principles similarly (especially agreeing that legitimate representatives of poor people must play a key part in decision-making), views differ greatly on how to apply them in policy-making.
A more fundamental question is what approach is most effective to achieve coherence. PGD stresses the need to identify conflicting objectives or interests in order to make well-considered strategic choices. Yet, Swedish CSOs have criticized Government for putting too much emphasis on promoting positive synergies between policy areas, and not discussing conflicts in Parliament or in public debates. Similarly, the only procedure to mainstream the PGD into all decisions has been that all ministries affected by a decision contribute to drafting. While this provides a good foundation for implementing a coherence policy, it also promotes the view that no specific PGD implementation is needed.

In 2008, government reformed the PGD, to focus on six key global challenges, and in 2009 it established inter-ministerial working groups to develop indicators to monitor progress.

Sources: CONCORD 2009a and OECD 2009a

Box 4.2
The European Union (EU) approach to policy coherence for development

The EU has substantially strengthened its work on Policy Coherence for Development (PCD) in recent years. Since 2005, at least 12 Member States have introduced or strengthened legislation committing them to PCD. In 2009, the EU identified five priority sets of commitments, to enhance coherence among its Member States’ work as key for the MDGs:

1. Combating Climate Change Through Development. The economic opportunities offered by the sustainable “greening” of economies throughout the developed, emerging and developing worlds, if equitably shared between all, should allow the double objectives of limiting climate change and reducing poverty to be achieved through a set of complementary and coherent policies and actions. Such a shared vision of sustainable development should help secure ambitious and innovative commitments to be agreed by all parties under the United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) post-2012 regime.

2. Ensuring Global Food Security. Feeding the world’s growing population will mean doubling food production by 2050. This implies increasing agricultural productivity while ensuring sustainable production, by taking into consideration developing countries’ needs and concerns in EU agriculture, trade and research policies. In addition, the EU will engage with developing countries in a dialogue on regional food security policies based on lessons learned from the Common Agricultural Policy.

3. Making Migration Work For Development. Through PCD, and as part of the Global Approach to Migration, the EU aims to harness the positive benefits of migration for the EU and its partner countries, by offering real options for nationals of developing countries seeking learning opportunities and legal employment. Implementation has already started on remittances, increased mobility, and stronger links with diaspora organizations. However, efforts need to be intensified on the brain drain in health, and the impact of climate change.

4. Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs) For Development. The protection and enforcement of IPRs can be vital for social and economic development by stimulating creativity and innovation; facilitating trade, investment and competitiveness; enhancing public health and food security; and protecting traditional knowledge and biodiversity. The PCD challenge is to maximize IPRs’ contribution to prosperity, particularly in the LDCs, for example by better protecting their local rights holders, to enhance the investment environment and disseminate information about innovation.

5. Promoting Security and Building Peace For Development. Four key areas have been identified: strategic planning, security sector reform, partnerships with regional and sub-regional organizations, and the relationship between humanitarian aid and security. This should lead to better coordination between the various EU actors and more effective mandates for operations including peace-making military components, flanking police and civilian components as well as wider stability measures. Such a comprehensive peace building agenda will contribute to reaching the MDGs.

To take forward the work on the priority issues, the EU has established a work programme under which the Member States and the Commission will enhance inter-agency consultations and task forces, sharpen impact assessments, and identify ex-ante the possible impacts of planned initiatives on developing countries (including through high-level consultations with developing countries), to identify necessary changes. A biennial PCD report will focus on evaluating progress on the priority issues.

Sources: European Commission 2009a/2009b
Jonsson 2009). While some (especially EU) members of the DAC have set and prioritized objectives through policy statements, and a few have given PCD a central place in a whole of government approach to development, many have yet to make any policy commitments. Most DAC members with policy statements have informal mechanisms for coordinating policy and resolving conflicts or inconsistencies. Only a few systematically screen legislative proposals for development impacts, and just one (the Netherlands) has a dedicated policy coherence unit. Five EU members have in place systems for monitoring, analysis and reporting to parliament and the public, but most DAC members do not.

Progress by DAC members has been mixed because development is not at the top of the political agenda. To push it up the agenda, there needs to be more systematic evidence about the benefits of coherence and the costs of incoherence. Better evidence needs to be gathered, including mapping the influence of external factors on individual countries, working with organizations based in developing countries. Improved analytical work in donor countries focusing on specific policy issues such as migration, trade or climate change could also give PCD higher priority. More systematic political engagement will also be vital to convince stakeholders of the benefits of coherence, to change political views and drive progress.

### Coherence by developing countries

Developing countries also need to ensure that their policies are coherent. This means bringing together all Government ministries and agencies to design integrated policies. Relatively few developing countries have clear “beyond aid” coherence policies which, for example, define clearly the role they foresee for different types of external and domestic development financing in supporting their national development strategies. Most of the countries with clearer policies are middle-income countries for which aid is less significant.

As a result of the lack of policy statements, most developing countries also do not have clear coordination structures for ensuring government-wide coherence, or monitoring, reporting and evaluation requirements which allow them to assess the degree to which they are implementing policies coherently across their government; or to which other governments or international organizations are implementing policies which help them to achieve their “beyond aid” policies. These gaps are partly explained by a lack of capacity or best practice documentation indicating how to design or implement “beyond aid” policies.

In the case of developing countries, coherence applies to two sets of issues:

- First, it means being consistent across the range of issue areas in which they engage with external stakeholders, covering the whole of the MDG-8 partnership. This would imply dealing with, at the very least, trade, agriculture, Foreign Direct Investment (FDI), other sources of finance and debt, regional integration and globalization, migration and remittances, climate change and the environment, and technology transfer. An example of a key policy here might include avoiding tax exemptions for investors and development cooperation providers, whenever possible, so as to maximize tax revenues for development and reduce dependence on development cooperation for budget financing.
- Second, it means making sure all aspects of their own policies relating to external engagement and its impacts on development are consistent with the core focus of their national development strategies. For example, trade and investment policies need to be pro-poor, focusing on enhancing employment and livelihoods for the poorest households and regions (especially women farmers and entrepreneurs).
Similar efforts could be made with financial sector development policies, in order to emphasize that the mobilization and investment of domestic savings could be focused on small and medium size enterprises (SMEs) and micro-finance; or with investment in more efficient energy use in order to increase export competitiveness.

The ideal route to enhancing policy coherence would be for each developing country to develop a coherent “beyond aid” strategy for MDG 8, for providers to endorse this strategy and for both groups to commit to actions and indicators of their implementation of the strategy, which can be monitored annually. Box 4.3 discusses one example of a “beyond aid” policy currently being designed by Uganda. The DCF will continue to assess progress with a view to establishing best practices for policies.

**Aid coherence**

During the course of DCF events, developing countries and other stakeholders have also expressed concern about another type of policy coherence specifically linked to the impact of development cooperation, highlighting the need for what might be called “aid coherence”. There is the need to develop indicators and best practices for development cooperation that is designed to promote other forms of financing for development, i.e., ways for development cooperation directly to “work itself out of a job” by reducing long-term aid dependence. This does not mean reducing the focus on whether ODA is being delivered in sufficient quantities, or on whether DAC donors are living up to earlier promises, by switching to an “ODA plus” definition of financing flows for development. However, it could also enhance the focus on the actual development contribution of non-ODA financing flows.

Rapidly growing shares of development cooperation are being provided to promote trade, foreign and domestic private sector investment, financial sector reforms, domestic savings and investment, revenue mobilization or enhanced public financial management (PFM). However, no authoritative studies exist of best practices. Two examples show the need for such analysis:

1. ODA for Foreign Direct Investment (FDI). There are three main ways in which ODA aims to promote FDI:
   - (a) *investing in supporting infrastructure* (e.g., power, transport, telecommunications), thereby making individual projects more profitable.
   - (b) *improving the investment climate*: simplifying investment procedures; increasing access to global trade and finance; and providing information for investors to assess opportunities and risks.
   - (c) *directly financing private sector development*: co-financing or guaranteeing FDI; or promoting financial sector development (bank loans, stock exchanges, venture capital, leasing).

It is estimated that more than one third of ODA is currently devoted to these objectives, and much is channeled outside recipient governments and directly through the private sector. These flows require to be assessed for results in a very different way than the Paris Declaration – namely by the amount of additional investment they promote; the degree to which they reduce the costs, risks or volatility of investment; their success in promoting sustainable national development results such as enhanced employment and labour skills, increased tax revenue or improved balance of payments, technology transfer and backward/forward linkages to the local private sector, and positive environmental or social effects. While there are
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Box 4.3
Uganda: a “beyond aid” partnership policy

The Government of Uganda is designing a new “Partnership Policy” to define relations with its development partners (governments, international organizations and CSOs). This policy accelerates efforts to ensure aid dependency falls sharply over the medium term, by covering “beyond aid” partnership issues which will be vital as Uganda shifts from a “beneficiary” of donor assistance to a more equal global partner.

The Government has undertaken extensive consultations with partners and Ugandan civil society on the most significant issues for development, and what key measures could be taken to enhance policy:

i. Trade. This is a key “enabling sector” in the National Development Plan. Uganda needs to strengthen trade promotion policy and institutions, and enhance regional trade corridors; and partners need to scale up funding for infrastructure and aid for trade, and to review agricultural subsidies and non-tariff barriers.

ii. Technology. In spite of recent rapid expansion of mobile communications and ICT, Uganda needs dramatically to enhance its use of technology, and has designed a comprehensive Science, Technology and Innovation (STI) policy. The government will work with partners to promote cross-border technology transfer and sustainable use of technology across sectors.

iii. Climate Change. Climate change could have a devastating impact on Uganda’s development prospects through food insecurity, natural disasters, disease and falling coffee exports. The Government is preparing a comprehensive anti-climate change policy, and will play a leading role in regional and global initiatives to fight climate change. Partners should increase anti-climate change finance (in addition to ODA) and technology.

iv. Agriculture. Agriculture is the mainstay of the economy. Partners need to reduce agricultural subsidies, and the Government will continue to lobby strongly for this. It will also improve agro-processing and quality, regulation and safety standards, for global competitiveness; partners should enhance transfer of technology and knowledge in these areas.

v. Migration and Remittances. Up to 1.5 million Ugandans overseas send annual remittances of US$1 billion home. The Government needs to finalize a migration policy, and to work with partners to facilitate remittance flows, introduce financial literacy programmes to invest remittances, and to introduce policies to combat the brain drain in health and education.

vi. Regional Integration. East African integration is moving ahead rapidly. The Government needs to strengthen its capacity for regional engagement and expedite implementation of regional agreements; and partners need to review the coherence of their policies with regional agreements, and enhance financial support for regional programmes.

vii. Cross border tax evasion. Tax evasion and avoidance, including the use of tax havens, is a major threat to revenue collection efforts. Government will strengthen its legal, regulatory and institutional capacity to combat evasion. Partners should sign tax information exchange agreements and continue to help reinforce the revenue collection capacity of the Government of Uganda.

To ensure a continuing high-level leadership of coherent “beyond aid” policy, the Prime Minister’s Office will coordinate policy design and implementation through Policy and Technical Committees at the Cabinet level, and technical officers at the working levels. It will set clear targets for the government and partners to implement the policy and monitor their execution annually for discussion at the annual meetings between government and its development partners.

Sources: Bigirimana 2010; Republic of Uganda (2010)

some excellent analyses of the performance of individual agencies providing support to the private sector,37 there is no analysis available of comparative performance or best practices of agencies, or of the relative impact on these variables of ODA for the investment climate, direct finance, or infrastructure, and therefore which should be prioritized for additional investment.

37 See for example, World Bank IEG 2009a and b.
2. ODA for Budget Revenue. To help countries increase tax revenue, ODA tries to:

(a) build country capacity in tax policy and administration, by providing technical assistance, institutional support, training and information technology.

(b) combat cross-border tax evasion, money-laundering and capital flight, by dramatically strengthening the exchange of information among tax and financial regulatory authorities, and reorienting bilateral tax treaties to maximize revenue for developing country tax authorities.

(c) increase taxation of major-projects (especially in natural resources), by improving country negotiation capacity, enhancing transparency and discouraging the granting of tax holidays.

Again there is no analysis available of: the overall volume of aid channeled into projects or policies to enhance tax revenues; which of these types of assistance has most successfully and sustainably increased tax revenue collections; and best practices in each area.

Overall, there is a need to promote the effectiveness of aid in leveraging other types of development financing. This objective was defined in the Monterrey Consensus\textsuperscript{38} and restated in the Paris Declaration. For ODA to lead to a real transfer of resources, the impact of ODA on domestic resource mobilization – the ability of the government to mobilize public revenue, and the desire of the private sector to save – is critical. In expanding the fiscal space for development, channeling aid into strengthening national capacities to mobilize public revenue and domestic savings is of crucial importance. The DCF can play a key role in reinforcing these commitments through high quality analysis.

\textbf{Coherence for what: accelerating progress on MDG 8}\textsuperscript{39}

The global economic environment has changed fundamentally in 2008-10, with the worst economic and financial crisis since the Great Depression, increased food insecurity, volatile oil prices and climate change. The world economy shrank by 2.0% in 2009, and recovery is fragile in 2010. GDP growth for developing countries is forecast to rebound to an average of 5.9 % in 2010 before slowing somewhat to 5.8% in 2011. This is still below the highs observed in the pre-crisis period, when growth averaged 7.2% for the period 2004-07. United Nations estimates suggest that global growth may decelerate in the second half of 2010 as the effects of both the upward inventory adjustment and fiscal stimuli fade.\textsuperscript{40}

Earlier growth did not necessarily translate into poverty reduction; as a result, large parts of the world remain far from meeting the internationally agreed development goals, including the Millennium Development Goals. The crisis has driven more than 60 million people into poverty and more than 100 million people into hunger, further reducing the prospects of achieving the Millennium Development Goals. It has also reduced the scale of private flows and demonstrated once again the volatility of such flows and the need to enhance their contribution to development. Despite progress in some areas of the global partnership for

\textsuperscript{38} The Monterrey Consensus recognized that ODA “plays an essential role as a complement to other sources of financing for development, especially in those countries with the least capacity to attract private direct investment” (para. 39), and “can be critical for improving the environment for private sector activity and can thus pave the way for robust growth”(para. 39), underlining the need to intensify efforts to “[p]romote the use of ODA to leverage additional financing for development, such as foreign investment, trade and domestic resources” (para. 43).

\textsuperscript{39} For a more comprehensive analysis of progress, see United Nations 2010.

\textsuperscript{40} For more comprehensive analysis, see UNDESA 2010 a, b and c.
development, most areas are not living up to expectations, especially in Sub-Saharan Africa and the least developed countries. In such circumstances, development cooperation becomes even more vital, but without progress across the board on all aspects of the internationally agreed development goals, including the Millennium Development Goals, development cooperation will have a limited impact.

Private capital flows will be essential in helping many countries to achieve the internationally agreed development goals by 2015. They are highly pro-cyclical, however, and vulnerable to external shocks. It may be desirable for countries to further explore measures that mitigate excess volatility, such as appropriate capital controls and financial regulation and supervision, especially with respect to short-term capital flows. At the global level, foreign direct investment (FDI) inflows are expected to fall from $1.7 trillion in 2008 to below $1 trillion in 2009, and a slow recovery is expected in 2010.

The development contribution of FDI is as important as its quantity. There is strong evidence that FDI is increasingly reaching the poorest countries. While it remains concentrated in the extractive industry in the poorest countries, it is increasingly diversifying into other sectors. In many instances, however, FDI is not reaching the poorest regions within countries, owing to a lack of infrastructure, and there is little evidence that FDI flowing to these countries is leading to a significant upgrading of skills or technology transfer, or to strengthening links to local industries. Most profits continue to be repatriated, and many investors are tax-exempt. Much more needs to be done to enhance the development contribution of FDI, in particular by implementing multilateral tax information exchange agreements and requiring transnational corporations to report profits on a country-by-country basis so that tax revenues from investment can fund crucial development expenditures.

Migrant remittances represent a significant portion of the gross domestic product (GDP) of many countries and a vital income support for many poor households. They have increased fourfold since the early 1990s, and have fallen less sharply than other flows during the global crisis. Channelling more remittances through the banking systems of programme countries, reducing the costs of transfers, and channelling them into public investment through “diaspora bonds” could increase their developmental impact considerably.

The global crisis sparked a 13% contraction in global trade, the largest decline since World War II, and was accompanied by some protectionist measures, albeit ones of low intensity. Trade is set to rebound by 7.6% in 2010, but persistent unemployment could intensify protectionist pressures. In 2011, estimates suggest that trade volumes will expand by 5.9% (see UNDESA 2010c). Trade among developing countries is rebounding even more sharply, and looks set to continue to grow.

Trade remains a key driver of growth in the poorest countries, but the extent to which it supports sustainable human development depends on its rules and the capacity of countries to boost economic growth and job creation through trade. The successful completion of the Doha Round, with a strong pro-development and pro-poor outcome in agriculture, non-agriculture market access and services, is urgently required to help countries make the most of trade opportunities and to foster increased investments in the internationally agreed development goals. Particularly vital will be market access for agricultural exports, requiring the elimination of agricultural subsidies in developed countries, and initiatives to build the capacity of programme countries to trade by improving infrastructure and productive capabilities, including through support of the Aid for Trade Initiative.

Debt relief fell sharply in the period 2007-2009, with the declining impact of both the Heavily Indebted Poor Countries (HIPC) debt initiative and the Multilateral Debt Relief Initiative and the end of exceptional packages for Iraq and Nigeria. These initiatives have
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helped some of the world’s poorest and most heavily indebted countries mobilize resources for investment in poverty reduction and development. Much of the debt relief funding was not additional to existing aid, however, but rather represented accounting transfers among creditor agencies to clear arrears.

The global economic and financial crisis has contributed to higher debt burdens in most developed and developing countries, eroding part of the progress made since the HIPC Initiative and the Millennium Summit. The risks of unsustainable debt in low-income countries have increased considerably, and debt service in many programme countries remains unacceptably high, preventing Governments from scaling up investments in the internationally agreed development goals. In particular, insufficient attention has been paid, including in the HIPC Initiative, to the debt burdens of middle-income countries and small and vulnerable economies, and to private sector and domestic debts. Additional debt relief will be required to reduce the burdens of those countries to sustainable levels and to foster economic recovery. This could take the form of an interest-free moratorium on debt service payments for all developing countries with moderate to high debt burdens, in order to release extra funds for investment in achieving the internationally agreed development goals. Efforts should also be made to extend the HIPC Initiative to include all low-income countries and lower-middle income vulnerable countries.

Fears over new rounds of unsustainable debt in the wake of the global recession have increased the urgency of reaching an international agreement on a fair and transparent international debt workout procedure, ideally under the aegis of the United Nations for the sake of legitimacy and credibility. Such a mechanism would restructure unpayable sovereign debt in a fair, predictable and orderly fashion, thereby lowering costs for creditors, ensuring burden sharing among them and reducing the likelihood that the economic crisis and spending cuts would be damaging to the development prospects of debtor countries.

The crisis has added urgency to the appropriate regulation of international financial markets. Complex globalized financial instruments continue to develop, exacerbating risks in the world economy and requiring reforms to strengthen regulatory and supervisory frameworks, national and international financial standards and taxation of financial institutions and transactions. In particular, developing countries continue to have very little voice in the formulation of global financial regulations, which therefore remain less adapted to their needs and capacities, let alone to their development aspirations. It is essential to enhance the representation of developing countries, especially low-income countries, in regulatory standard-setting bodies such as the Financial Stability Board, in order to increase their legitimacy and effectiveness.

Limited progress has been achieved since the 2008 DCF on the global financial architecture, with some increased voice and participation of some developing countries in international financial decision-making and norm-setting. Reflecting the growing economic weight of large emerging economies, this has included the gradual transfer of decision-making with regard to the international financial system from G8 to G20, and changes in voting rights in the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank. It is vital that changes in the voting rights in the Bretton Woods institutions be made more substantial in order to reflect changes in economic power. In addition, the G20 does not constitute a representative or legitimate forum where all countries’ voices can be heard, nor one in which non-executive stakeholders have sufficient voice. It is also essential that the legitimate role of the United Nations in leading global economic discussions continue to be enhanced. Further reforms, especially if reflected in more balanced governance of development cooperation, have the potential to bring fundamental improvements in the prospects for attaining MDG 8 and all the IADGs (see Supachai 2010).
Towards a new development cooperation architecture

For many years, there have been repeated complaints about the lack of a structured “architecture” for international development cooperation (see for example Action Aid 2005; Christiansen and Rogerson 2005; Sagasti et al 2005). This has reflected strong worries about the proliferation of provider institutions and agencies, the lack of coordination among them at global level, and especially the lack of a framework for assessing the effectiveness of the cooperation they provide, and of its impact on development results. The case for strengthened “global governance” for development cooperation has been made strongly by many authors (most recently Barder et al 2010; Better Aid 2010b; Killen and Rogerson 2010; Manning 2008 and 2010).

These concerns in turn prompted the suggestion in the Monterrey Consensus that “Recipient and donor countries, as well as international institutions, should strive to make ODA more effective” (para 43), which included detailed suggestions on harmonization, untying and greater predictability including budget support by donors; improvement of recipient development strategies, absorptive capacity, financial management and leadership of technical assistance, as well as promoting the use of ODA to leverage other financing for development; strengthening South-South and triangular cooperation; and improving the targeting of aid to the poor, aid coordination, and measurement of results.

From Monterrey came two processes to reform the aid architecture, both making considerable progress:

The aid effectiveness process

The first process has revolved around increasing the “effectiveness” of aid in achieving development results. It began with the Rome Declaration on Harmonisation in 2003. The Paris Declaration of 2005, though drafted largely by DAC donors, was also endorsed by multilateral institutions and many developing countries, and marked the first time these actors had agreed collectively to monitorable indicators to improve aid quality by changing their behaviour.

The Third High-Level Forum on Aid Effectiveness, in September 2008, resulted in the Accra Agenda for Action (AAA), which widened and deepened the Paris discussions, and focused more clearly on results. The AAA negotiations engaged stakeholders more fully than in Paris:

• Developing countries increased their preparations and role in the talks sharply, requesting targets for use of their monitoring and evaluation systems; untying all aid including for non-LDCs, food aid and technical assistance; strengthening international mutual accountability; designing their own aid policies; leading management of technical assistance; explicit plans to reduce conditionality; and a stronger role for the United Nations Development Cooperation Forum.

• Civil society organizations conducted comprehensive global consultations to produce precise written inputs. These included indicators on multiyear predictability, conditionality, demand-led technical assistance, ending tied aid (including for food aid and technical assistance), implementing new standards for transparency, supporting citizen-led monitoring and evaluation, and assessing the impact of aid on poverty reduction, gender equality, human rights and environmental sustainability.
However, ultimately the AAA results were decided by OECD DAC members, notably a concern by some of them not to go beyond Paris indicators, and there was virtually no participation by other (especially South-South) providers. This left the AAA as an important step forward because it contains considerably stronger wording than the Paris Declaration, but with very few monitorable actions (only encouragement to use country fiduciary systems; an evaluation of progress on division of labour among donors by 2009; a dialogue on inter-country aid allocations in 2009; provision of information including multi-year indicative forecasts and project documents to recipients; and a review of progress on international mutual accountability in 2009). The AAA also lacked approval by a global multi-stakeholder process.

Conscious of this shortcoming, and building on a commitment in the AAA to develop institutionalized processes for joint and equal partnership of developing countries and the engagement of stakeholders, the DAC Working Party on Aid Effectiveness (WP-EFF) enhanced efforts to involve other stakeholders since Accra, including through the appointment of a developing country co-chair, and participation of civil society organizations and parliamentarians in its executive committee. However, many continue to argue (Better Aid 2010b) that the aid effectiveness process is unsuccessful because change in donor and recipient behaviour has been minimal, and only partially legitimate because it is run by DAC donors. Much more progress will be needed to ensure the views of non-DAC stakeholders are fully reflected in the outcomes of the 2011 High-Level Forum, resulting in stronger monitorable actions to increase aid effectiveness, and hold individual providers and recipients accountable.

The ECOSOC Development Cooperation Forum

Monterrey also began efforts to reinforce the United Nations Economic and Social Council (ECOSOC), which culminated in the decision at the World Summit in 2005 to establish the Development Cooperation Forum (DCF) to review trends in international development cooperation, including strategies, policies and financing; promote greater coherence among development activities of different development partners; and provide policy guidance and options as well as recommendations on practical measures to enhance the coherence and effectiveness of international development cooperation.

The United Nations Development Cooperation Forum has shown in two cycles (2007-10) that it can:

- Conduct impartial analysis of development cooperation and its impact on the MDGs;
- Provide a forum where developing countries, Southern providers, parliamentarians, local governments and civil society organizations as well as DAC providers and multilateral organizations can express strong voices on development cooperation;
- Broaden the debate on development cooperation by raising such issues as cross-country and sectoral aid allocation, effectiveness and quality issues which go beyond the Paris Declaration (e.g., conditionality, value-for-money, multi-year predictability);
- Establish norms through a multi-stakeholder process on such issues as mutual accountability and transparency, and the gender impact of development cooperation.

Most important, the DCF has provided an impartial and representative multi-stakeholder forum to discuss wider issues relating to development cooperation, which reflect the concerns of stakeholders beyond DAC donors (such as conditionality, international and national-level mutual accountability and transparency, the design of aid policies by developing countries, and the gender impact of development cooperation). Its agenda and participa...
tion have been determined by the views of a broad range of stakeholders through an Advisory Group as well as regular consultations with key non-executive stakeholder groups such as CSOs, parliamentarians and local governments. Voices of Southern development cooperation providers, recipient governments, and non-executive stakeholders have been heard strongly in all DCF events and analysis, and the current International Development Cooperation Report (IDCR) maximizes efforts to ensure that their perspectives are taken into account. In its global survey of mutual accountability discussed in Chapter 2, it has involved multiple stakeholder organizations in an inclusive process. To the degree that it focuses on enhancing global accountability to citizens and non-executive stakeholders, and to “non-practitioners” of development cooperation, it has been praised by some as being more relevant than other fora (Barder 2010).

However, the DCF has been criticized for not producing sufficiently robust outcomes in terms of non-binding targets or indicators to which participants could be held accountable, for having a relatively “ad hoc” participation which changes frequently, and for its thinly distributed expertise and resources, and therefore is seen by some (e.g., Barder et al 2010) as risking becoming a “high-quality talking shop”. Stakeholders have also indicated that its processes could be made even more representative (see for example Better Aid 2010b). It will need to enhance its design of clear norms and best practice standards for improving development cooperation, widen them to new areas, and press for their application in the field through cooperation with other actors, as well as increasing its expertise and resources, and structuring its cooperation with stakeholders more formally, if it is to enhance its effectiveness to match its legitimacy.

Where next?

In spite of this progress, there is continuing discussion of how to improve the architecture further. Much of the debate is couched in terms of a comparison between the two – WP-EFF and United Nations – strands, with the former often seen as more effective/efficient and the latter as more inclusive/legitimate. This can lead to the conclusion that one or the other process should be favoured, or that neither process can be both effective and legitimate. Such conclusions are too pessimistic: improving governance of development cooperation is not an either/or choice, or a contest between organizations or processes – it is one in which all must work together to maximize synergies and focus on development results. This means each process improving the areas in which it performs less well – as discussed above: but it also means enhancing efforts to converge and consolidate the two processes.

It is relatively easy to envisage an “ideal” institutional solution to the global development cooperation architecture. The “legitimate and inclusive” United Nations could become the apex of political-level decision making on development cooperation issues, perhaps through the Development Cooperation Forum. Some will object that this might reduce the effectiveness and practical focus of the discussions – but the Monterrey and Kyoto processes have shown how successful the United Nations can be at agreeing practically-focused political texts and establishing norms for best practice behaviour, when negotiations are well-led and streamlined. Key civil society organizations have suggested that such an apex could negotiate a Convention on Development Effectiveness in Development Cooperation (Better Aid 2010b).

Implementing the decisions of an apex body would require technical support from a technical body equivalent to the WP-EFF. Some might object that this would risk reducing inclusiveness, but this could be overcome by more balanced representation of different
stakeholders, and strong technical and secretariat support and analytical inputs from/for all
different stakeholder groups, which would carry on the work of analysis and of promoting
practical behaviour change to improve the development effectiveness of aid. The United
Nations would play a strong role in conducting analysis and convening meetings to agree
best practices, norms and indicators, based on inputs from a broad range of sources includ-
ing DAC and non-DAC providers, recipient governments, and non-executive stakeholders.
In other words, by pooling the combined legitimacy and effectiveness of the two processes
which sprang from Monterrey, both would gain.

Such a solution would maximize legitimacy and effectiveness at all levels, and allow
everyone to focus on results rather than architecture. A first step could be to consider mov-
ing after the next High-Level Forum on Aid Effectiveness to a more fully coordinated global
architecture on aid effectiveness and aid quality with the United Nations at its apex, building
on the conclusions of Monterrey. This could make a major contribution to producing stronger
and more coordinated global leadership on international development cooperation, making
all stakeholders focus even more strongly on development results for the world’s poorest
people, going beyond the Millennium Development Goals.
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